City of Seaside on the Monterey Bay

City of Seaside is located in Central California on the beautiful Monterey Bay. Seaside is
located 2.25 miles (3.6 km) east-northeast of Monterey and 8.5 miles from Carmel
(13.6 km) east. It’s spectacular beaches and dunes are part of the Monterey Bay Coastal
Trail with the most breathtaking views of the bay to be seen from the trail, in 2007 it
became known as the Eolian Dunes Preserve. Seaside is also the home of California
State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) and the Monterey College of Law, both
located on the site of the former military base Fort Ord. It is also home of the Bayonet
and Black Horse golf courses, once also part of the Fort Ord military base, now open to
the public and host to PGA Tour events, including the 2012 PGA Professional National
Championship.
The neighboring communities of Big Sur, Pacific Grove, Carmel Valley, and Salinas
brings recognition to this rich county. Salinas, known as the “Salad Bowl of the World”
literally feeds the world, the Salinas Valley has wine vineyards that stretch across the
open vast county and the coastline of Big Sur purely magestic.
A. Abrams Jumbo Project, City of Seaside will continue an educational path to the
community, bringing education to a bountiful hospitality community that serves a lavish
tourism business. Cordon Bleu, Hotel Ri from Switzerland, and L’Oreal of Paris will
compliment and help boost an already engaging hospitality economy. The project will
retain important tax dollars by utilizing the already talented members of its community.
http://www.montereywines.org/
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction
The Projects at Main Gate Specific Plan (Specific Plan) outlines the future
development of approximately 56 acres of the former Fort Ord in the City
of Seaside. The Specific Plan is a planning framework document intended
to set forth the land uses, circulation, site planning, conceptual building,
landscaping, architectural design, and specific development standards
and design guidelines for the Specific Plan Area. The intent of the Specific
Plan is to encourage investment and coordinated development through a
clearly established public commitment to the intensification of the area,
and through a clear pattern of land uses that provides investors with a
level of certainty regarding the future form and character of development.
Taken together, the projects are viewed as a key retail and hospitality
development effort that will further implement the City’s long range
planning, economic, and redevelopment goals.
The City sponsored the preparation of this Specific Plan to develop a
Lifestyle Center with a retail center (“The Strand”) hotel/conference
center, and a full service spa. The completion of this Specific Plan and
accompanying environmental documents will establish a process for
development review and approval, leading ultimately to implementation
and construction of a well planned and designed retail destination that
fits the site and the community’s aspirational needs for a retail center.
This introductory section provides background information, regulatory
context, a discussion of the Plan’s relationship to the Seaside General
Plan (General Plan), Zoning Code, the Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan (BRP), and
the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) Master Resolution, the Highway 1
Design Corridor Design Guidelines, and an overview of the document’s
organization.

1.1 The Specific Plan and Regulatory Authority
A specific plan is a regulatory tool that local governments use to
implement their general plans and to guide development in a localized
area. While the General Plan is the primary guide for growth and
development in a community, a specific plan is able to focus on the
unique characteristics of a specific geographic area by customizing the
planning process and land use regulations to that area and specifying
development standards and design guidelines for the Specific Plan area.
A specific plan is enacted pursuant to Section 65450 et seq. of the
California Government Code, as well as the requirements of the BRP.
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The law requires that a specific plan include text and diagrams which
specify all of the following in detail:
• The distribution, location, and extent of the uses of land,
including open space, within the areas covered by the plan.
• The proposed distribution, location, and extent and intensity of
major components of public and private transportation, sewage,
water, drainage, solid waste disposal, energy, and other
essential facilities proposed to be located within the area
covered by the plan and needed to support the land uses
described in the plan.
• Standards and criteria by which development would proceed,
and standards for the conservation, development, and
utilization of natural resources, where applicable.
• A program of implementation measures including regulations,
programs, public works projects, and financing measures
necessary to carry out project phasing.
This Specific Plan shall be the primary means of regulating and directing
land use planning and zoning in the Specific Plan Area. Development of
the Specific Plan Area must be in conformance with the policies,
standards, and guidelines set forth in this Specific Plan. The existing
policies and standards of the General Plan and Zoning Ordinance will
apply for any aspects of development in the Plan Area not specifically
addressed in the Specific Plan.

1.2 Relationship to Other Relevant Plans and
Policies
Relationship to the Seaside General Plan and Zoning Code
California State law requires cities and counties to prepare a general plan,
which describes what the city or county (and it’s residents) desire for
their community, both now and in the future. General plans are required
to address land use, circulation, housing, conservation, open space,
noise, and safety.
Specific plans provide zoning and design guidelines for a more specific
geographic area within a jurisdiction’s boundaries, and offer more
specific information or development guidance than what may be available
in a general plan. The General Plan designates the Specific Plan site as
Regional Commercial, defined as large scale commercial development
with retail, entertainment, and/or service uses of a scale and function to
serve a regional market. Uses allowed in this land use category, and
City of Seaside
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proposed in this plan include hospitality (spa, conference facilities, and
hotel), food service/restaurants, retail, and movie theaters. The General
Plan also recognizes this site as the “North Gateway Specific Plan Area,”
an area specifically called out for destination retail uses, job generation
and expanded tax base at the “gateway” to the Monterey Peninsula.
The Projects at Main Gate Specific Plan will help achieve the vision
established by the policies and implementation programs of the General
Plan by developing a “gateway” project that is designed to serve both
local residents and visitors to the region. While the General Plan contains
planning principles that provide the basis for developing appropriate land
use, infrastructure and design proposals, the Specific Plan identifies the
actual distribution, development standards, design guidelines, character,
location, extent, and intensity of essential facilities required to support
the land uses described in the plan. The current zoning for the plan area
is Regional Commercial, and portions of the site are within the Highway 1
Design (H1) Overlay Zone (Highway 1 Overlay Zone).

Relationship to the BRP, FORA Master Resolution, and
Highway 1 Design Corridor Design Guidelines
Adopted in 1997, the Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan (BRP) provides a
framework for the reuse of approximately 45 square miles of the former
military base. The BRP identifies land uses, goals, and policies to
transform the former base into an integrated community and requires
each land use jurisdiction within the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA), to
prepare and adopt amendments as necessary to their general plan to
ensure consistency with the adopted BRP.
FORA Master Resolution Chapter 8, Consistency Determination Criteria,
describes the specific criteria by which all projects proposed by local
jurisdictions on the former Fort Ord, including general plans, are
analyzed. The City of Seaside received a “consistency determination” from
FORA in 2004, finding the General Plan consistent with the BRP
(Resolution #04-6). In addition, each land use agency must submit all
legislative land use decisions affecting lands within FORA’s boundaries to
FORA for a determination of consistency with the BRP. This consistency
determination would occur following the subsequent environmental
review, City review, and the approval of the Specific Plan.
The BRP designates the majority of the Main Gate area for Regional Retail,
intended to encourage the development of retail centers related to a
regional service area, including large-scale retail, food service,
entertainment, and visitor-serving uses. An 11-acre parcel west of 1st
Avenue is shown as “open space” under the BRP, while the Seaside
City of Seaside
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General Plan designates this “drumstick” parcel as Regional Commercial.
Although the designation appears inconsistent with the BRP, the General
Plan was approved by FORA in 2004 and received FORA’s consistency
determination at that time. Regional Commercial use at this location has
therefore been planned since 2004.
In 2004, the California Department of Parks and Recreation (State Parks)
identified the “drumstick” parcel as a potential location for day-use
parking for the Fort Ord Dunes State Park west of Highway 1. At that time
the parcel was included as part of the State Parks property. The parcel,
however, has not yet been transferred from the Army, and State Parks is
now revising their plans to remove the drumstick parcel from the State
Park property. The parcel is planned to be transferred to the City of
Seaside in the future, with the understanding that the City will grant State
Parks an easement for vehicular and pedestrian access through the 1st
Street underpass. The BRP identifies the drumstick parcel as a potential
location for recreational vehicle (RV) arrivals and future park access.
Another relevant FORA consistency document is the Highway 1 Design
Corridor Design Guidelines. These Guidelines serve to define a common
look and feel for the Highway 1 Corridor, and provide guidance to protect
and enhance the Corridor’s character in the development of projects
under individual jurisdictions such as the City of Seaside. Project review
for consistency with these Guidelines is part of the consistency
determination process.

1.3 Specific Plan Implementation Measures and
Design Guidelines
The chapters of this Specific Plan include a series of Implementation
Measures, actions required or recommended by the City of Seaside that
will guide the more detailed planning and design features of the Projects
at Main Gate. Chapter 5.0 is dedicated to a series of Design Guidelines,
specifically intended to guide the physical form of the project. The
Implementation Measures and Design Guidelines are intended to work in
concert with mitigation measures of the project’s Environmental Impact
Report (EIR), to minimize environmental impacts, and ensure consistency
with the General Plan, the BRP, and the Highway 1 Design Corridor Design
Guidelines. The EIR is prepared separately from this Specific Plan.
Throughout these chapters the Specific Plan uses the words “should” and
“shall” for specific purposes. Development standards, design standards,
regulations, code requirements and by-laws by which the development
must legally abide are indicated by the word “shall.” Design Guidelines,
suggestions and recommendations, where some flexibility remains in the
final design of the project, generally use the word “should” to identify
City of Seaside
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outcomes which are encouraged but not necessarily mandated. In the
event of a conflict between the text of the Specific Plan and a diagram or
figure contained herein, the text shall control.

1.4 Document Overview and Organization
1. Introduction: This chapter covers the purpose, background, and

geographical boundary of the Specific Plan as well as its
relationship to other planning documents. This section provides an
outline of the document and serves as a navigational guide for
different users of the Specific Plan.
2. Land Use Plan: This chapter includes the land use plan and

allowed use provisions within the Specific Plan Area. The chapter
also provides a discussion of Specific Plan objectives, illustrates the
site plan alternatives, and describes sub-areas and specific
components of the project.

3. Circulation Plan: This chapter outlines general recommendations

for transportation improvements that will help support the land
uses of the Specific Planning Area.
The section includes a
discussion of existing and future traffic operations, suggested
right-of-way modifications, non-vehicular circulation and other
improvements to provide functionality.
4. Site Zoning and Development Standards: This chapter serves as a

supplement to the City’s zoning and planning documents for the
project area. The standards include land uses, streets, building
heights and setbacks, parking, signage, and other standards for
development.
5. Design Guidelines: This chapter identifies guiding principles
required to implement the ideas and concepts envisioned by the
City and development team. While Chapter 4 designates the
allowable uses and regulatory development standards, the Design
Guidelines provide a series of visual representations of desired
physical form and urban design. These guidelines are organized in
four parts: Urban Design and Retail Architecture, Pedestrian and
Outdoor Spaces, Landscape Architecture and Signage/Graphics.
6. Infrastructure and Public Services: This chapter summarizes the
infrastructure, public facilities and public utilities serving the
Specific Plan Area, their current operating condition, and their
ability to serve the area upon build-out. Subjects addressed include
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sewer, drainage/stormwater, public water, dry utilities, public
safety, schools, and parks.
7. Resource Management: This chapter discusses sensitive
environmental issues associated with the project site and proposed
future development scenarios.
8. Implementation, Administration and Financing: This section
addresses the project’s review and approval process, Specific Plan
amendments, site plan and design review, phasing, financing, and
facility maintenance.
9. Report Preparation and References: Identifies report preparers
and all background documents used in the preparation of the
Specific Plan.

1.5 Geographic Context
The former Fort Ord was created in 1917 and became an active military
installation for the housing and training of Army troops just before World
War II. Many facilities were built in the 1940’s using funds from the Work
Progress Administration and Fort Ord was used as an important staging
area during World War II. The 28,000 acre facility was also used as a
training facility for both the Korean and Vietnam wars. The closure of the
former Fort Ord in 1991 resulted in a substantial decline in the regional
population, elimination of jobs and decline in economic activity
previously supported by Army activities.
Effective base reuse has
therefore become the cornerstone of land use and redevelopment
planning for the cities of Seaside, Marina and the County of Monterey.
The Specific Plan Area consists of two main parcels; an approximately
11.31 acre parcel to the west of 1st Avenue (the “drumstick parcel”), and
another 42.61 acre parcel located to the east. The project area planned
for development also includes a 2.29 acre portion of a parcel owned by
California State University at Monterey Bay (CSUMB). A fourth parcel,
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6.54 acres comprising Lightfighter Drive, is located at the southern
boundary of the project area. This parcel, consisting wholly of public
right of way, is not calculated into the Specific Plan acreage.

1.6 Project Background
The project site was identified in the 2004 General Plan as a site for
Regional Commercial land use. More specifically, the site was identified
as the North Gateway Specific Plan Area. In early 2005 the City began the
planning process for site development. The City conducted a property
profile, facilitated public meetings and issued a Request for Proposals to
prospective commercial developers. At the time this document was
prepared, no developer had been selected.

1.7 Project Location and Surrounding Uses
The project is located in the City of Seaside, directly north of the City of
Monterey and approximately 115 miles south of San Francisco, in
Monterey County (see Figure 1-1). The Specific Plan Area is located on
approximately 56 acres at the northwest corner of Lightfighter Drive and
2nd Avenue (see Figure 1-2). The site is generally surrounded by the
following: Caltrans right of way, Highway 1 and state park land along the
Pacific Ocean to the west; vacant land, deteriorating military barracks and
Monterey County offices to the north; 2nd Avenue and recreational
facilities of the CSUMB to the east; and Lightfighter Drive and lands within
the City of Seaside planned for mixed uses to the south.
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2.0 Land Use Plan
This chapter of the Specific Plan discusses the range of proposed uses
and distinct components of the Projects at Main Gate, and identifies the
Project’s economic and design objectives.

2.1 Purpose and Objectives
The formulation of the Land Use Plan was influenced by a variety of
factors, including physical site constraints, access and circulation, market
conditions, the long term development goals of the City of Seaside,
investment goals of the development team, the adopted BRP, and the
requirements of the FORA Master Resolution (section 8.02.020 (e)), which
encourages land uses compatible with the surrounding area and adjacent
land uses. The plan is a joint effort between the City of Seaside
Redevelopment Agency and the project development team, but also
responds to input from local residents and other stakeholders during
public meetings and workshops, environmental factors and available
infrastructure and service systems.
The Land Use chapter of this Specific Plan is to be used in conjunction
with other sections that discuss the details of the circulation system,
public facilities, infrastructure, financing, and potential project phasing. It
is acknowledged that this Specific Plan incorporates a certain degree of
flexibility in terms of design detail and future tenant mix. The Plan may
be periodically amended in response to market changes and community
input, as discussed in the Implementation and Administration chapter.
Despite this flexibility, the Plan provides a clear planning framework
regarding the basic objectives of the Projects, site planning, and
standards of quality for an open air retail center and hospitality use.
The development team and the City of Seaside have defined a series of
general and project specific objectives for this Specific Plan and the
project. These project objectives are intended to further the goals of the
General Plan, and apply to all sections of the Specific Plan.

Overarching Project Objectives
•

To successfully reuse this portion of the former Fort Ord for
Regional Commercial use, consistent with the General Plan and
BRP.

•

To create a project that qualifies as a unique, high-quality, and
well-planned destination location on its own merits, but also
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complements and integrates with surrounding
institutions and other redevelopment efforts.

land

uses,

•

To implement a successful reuse and redevelopment project in
partnership with a quality development team selected through a
competitive process.

•

To further the broader economic development and redevelopment
goals of the City of Seaside, including a better jobs/housing
balance.

•

Provide a destination hotel, spa and conference facility to expand
tourism and hospitality services in Seaside.

•

Use the Specific Plan and public review process to create
development standards and design guidelines that will implement a
vision for the project common to the development team and the
City of Seaside.

Development and Design Objectives
•

Allow for two main project components: an entertainment-based
retail center and a hotel/spa/conference center.

•

Create an inviting open-air retail environment with distinct
pedestrian-friendly retail “districts.”

•

Utilize site topography to minimize grading and maximize views of
Monterey Bay.

•

Connect to the future State Park and other nearby amenities,
offering access for pedestrians and bicyclists to and from the site.

•

Employ high-quality design, materials and building techniques that
contribute to a distinctive “sense of place” at a pedestrian scale.

•

Offer unique destinations and services that include local retailers,
national retailers and specialty businesses and restaurants.

•

Provide ease of access, transit connections and non-automobile
alternatives as a component of the project.

•

Incorporate energy-wise technology and design features to further
both economic and environmental goals.
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•

Implement universal access design in all site and building plans for
people of different ages and abilities.

•

Incorporate landscape, hardscape and streetscape design features
that recognize and reflect native species and local conditions.

2.2 Project Overview – The Projects at Main Gate
The Specific Plan involves two separate but related components (The
Projects): 1) an open-air retail and entertainment-based shopping center;
and 2) a hotel/spa and conference center.
Two variations of the project’s overall site plan should be considered and
reviewed. Alternative A shall be anchored on the south by a 16-screen
cinema. Alternative B assumes a large department store in place of the
cinema. All other aspects of the alternatives are essentially the same. The
applicant wishes to explore (and have the City review) both scenarios in
order to adapt to market conditions as project implementation nears.
The retail center (currently referred to as “The Strand”) is recommended
to include between 491,000 and 559,500 square feet of retail space
(including 61,000 square feet of restaurant space and a multi-screen
cinema or department store) on 48.46 acres. The ranges in square
footage reflect the site plans for Alternative A and Alternative B,
respectively. The retail center, effectively described as an open-air
“lifestyle center”, is anticipated to include specialty retailers such as,
bookstores,
sporting
goods,
housewares,
clothing
stores,
market/specialty foods, a multi-screen cinema (or alternatively, a
department store anchor) and other entertainment uses.
The hotel/spa and conference center is anticipated to include a planned
hotel of up to 250 rooms, spa facilities, hotel restaurant, and conference
facilities. This component of the project should be proposed as a 9-story
building located on a separate 7.75 acre parcel.
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2.3 Key Elements of the Land Use Plan
The illustrative Concept Site Plan Alternatives (Figures 2-1 and 2-2)
illustrate the general distribution and type of land uses within the project
area. Figure 2-3 provides an illustrative aerial view of the development
concept. Table 2-1 provides a summary of proposed uses and estimated
square footage of each. Land uses, building footprint and area
calculations are based upon planning concepts and potential tenants as
assumed by the developer at this time. However, the Specific Plan
inherently allows for a certain degree of flexibility so that the plan may
adapt to specific market conditions, specific retailers, and logical site
plan adjustments to adapt to environmental or infrastructure conditions.
Such adjustments would not materially impact the character and intensity
of uses, but may allow for adjusted or improved configurations.

Project Identity
The project as a whole will represent a new, regional retail and
destination center within the City of Seaside. The lifestyle center and
hospitality/spa and conference facility are intended to work together to
create a new coastal hotel, retail and entertainment environment. Guests
of the hotel and conference facilities should be able to easily access
shopping, restaurant and entertainment sites within the project
boundaries. The design concept is intended to reward the visitor through
strong architectural and urban design elements at a pedestrian scale,
while de-emphasizing and restricting automobile travel within the core of
the project area. The project will take advantage of existing site
topography, and will emphasize view opportunities toward Monterey Bay
to establish a strong “sense of place” unique to Seaside and the region
but also respecting surrounding land uses.
Although descriptive terms for shopping centers change over time as
specific markets and trends in urban design evolve, the retail center (“The
Strand”) can effectively be described as a “lifestyle center.” According to
the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC), a lifestyle center
includes the following attributes: a location near affluent residential
neighborhoods; an upscale orientation in terms of tenant mix; 150,000
to 500,000 square feet of gross leasable area; an open-air format; and at
least 50,000 square feet of national specialty chain stores. Based on the
conceptual site plans, proposed tenant type, project size and location,
the retail portion of the project meets this definition.
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Retail Center Project (“The Strand”)
“The Strand” retail concept comprises the core of the project site. “The
Strand” should include a main travel spine (“1st Avenue”) that services inline retail frontage and accesses directly or indirectly several parking
areas. Off of this spine are the main pedestrian routes, “The Strand” and
“Promenade,” that provide the main components of the lifestyle center
through a series of in-line retail structures.
Form and Design
The various retail subareas, or districts, should be visually defined
through architecture, paving materials, public art and urban design
features
such
as
fountains,
pedestrian
intersections
and
landscape/streetscape themes. The commercial and retail land use
designations provide flexibility to develop an urban form that can meet
the operational and financial requirements of retailers.
Table 2-1
Specific Plan Land Use Summary
Land Use Type

Alternative A
(Cinema)

Lifestyle Center
Large
Format
Retail
(sporting 87,500 gsf
goods/bookstore/housewares)
In-Line Shops (“1st Avenue”,
291,000 gsf
“Promenade”, “The Strand”, other retail,
and restaurant)
Department Store Anchor
n/a
Multi-Screen Cinema
51,500 gsf
(2,630 seats)
Restaurants (excluding hotel)
61,000 gsf
Lifestyle Center Subtotal
491,000 gsf
Hotel/Hospitality
Hotel
225,000
(250 rooms)
Spa
24,000 gsf
Conference Center
27,000 gsf
Hotel Restaurant
8,000 gsf
Hotel/Hospitality Subtotal
284,000 gsf
Other
Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
0.37
Site Coverage
81.9%
Parking
2,757 spaces
Landscape Area
Approx. 10 acres
Total gsf
Total Acres (limits of work)

775,000 gsf
56.9

City of Seaside

Alternative B
(Department Store)
87,500 gsf
291,000 gsf
120,000 gsf
n/a
61,000 gsf
559,500 gsf
225,000
(250 rooms)
24,000 gsf
27,000 gsf
8,000 gsf
284,000 gsf
0.35
81.9%
2,495 spaces
Approx. 10 acres
843,500 gsf
56.9
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Hotel/Spa and Conference Center Project
This component of the Specific Plan is defined by a building up to 9
stories tall that will also house spa facilities (up to 24,000 square feet),
conference facilities (up to 27,000 square feet) and other related
amenities. The hotel and related uses are located on the upper (highest)
portion of the site to take advantage of views and the natural topography.
This facility is proposed for 250 rooms, and includes an interconnected
pool and patio area. As a 9-story structure, building heights could reach
approximately 108 feet depending upon ultimate design and extent of
uses below grade. Spa services are envisioned to include hot tub and
sauna facilities, professional massage therapy services, fitness center and
related uses. A stand-alone restaurant (8,000 square feet) will also be
located adjacent to the hotel.
Access
Primary freeway access will be provided by existing ramps at Lightfighter
Drive off north and southbound Highway 1. Internal access is gained from
project entrances at Lightfighter and 1st Street, with two formal main
entrances off of 2nd Avenue. The existing alignment of 1st Avenue will be
vacated, but easements will be retained for access to existing (or
relocated) infrastructure facilities. The hotel entrance and valet could
potentially be accessed from 1st Street, which may also provide vehicular
access to the State Beach (Fort Ord Dunes State Park) via an existing
underpass.
The project will be required to meet, at a minimum, City of Seaside
parking standards for all specified uses. Based on the illustrative site plan
alternatives, the project will have between 2,495 and 2,757 total parking
spaces throughout of the project site. Parking will be provided in both
structures and landscaped open air lots. Some flexibility in parking
requirements is provided in the Development Standards (Chapter 4.0).
Given the proximity of the project to Highway 1, a coastal recreation trail,
The Dunes project in Marina and existing public transit routes, the
project should propose a transit stop and secure bicycle racks. Project
layout and internal circulation should be designed to maximize
pedestrian and non-motorized access to and throughout the site,
consistent with the transit goals and policies of the BRP. To take
advantage of coastal access, the plan should propose pedestrian beach
access utilizing an existing underpass that travels beneath Highway 1 (1st
Street underpass). The 11-acre “drumstick” parcel, within the Specific Plan
boundaries, will be transferred to the City in the future with an access
easement for State Park and coastal access.
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Please see Chapter 3.0 for more information regarding project circulation
and planned roadway improvements.
Open Space and Landscape Areas
The majority of the site is proposed for development, parking and public
improvements. Landscaping should occur throughout the project interior,
and particularly along main roadways and view-shed corridors. Caltrans
right of way forms a buffer width of approximately 100 feet on the west
side of the project between the Lightfighter Drive northbound on-ramp to
Highway 1 and the project boundary. This buffer also complies with
section 8.02.020(a) of the FORA Master Resolution which requires natural
resources and open space protection along the buffer area in order to
provide access to future State Park lands west of the site. This area
between the edge of pavement and the project provides additional
landscape and screening opportunities, and will serve as a visual buffer
between the project and motorists. As Caltrans right-of-way, however, any
access or improvements in this area (including enhanced landscaping or
maintenance) will require an encroachment permit and negotiation with
Caltrans. The remainder of the project’s “open spaces” should consist of
urban public spaces such as internal plazas and paseos, and some
common open space around the hotel facility.
Infrastructure and Services
The project will be served by the following backbone infrastructure
systems in compliance with section 8.02.020(i)-(j) of the FORA Master
Resolution:
Potable and Fire Water System. Water will be allocated by
the City of Seaside from the existing city-wide allotment
assigned by the Fort Ord Reuse Authority. Marina Coast
Water District (MCWD) is the service provider. The project
would connect to water mains located within 2nd Avenue.
MCWD is currently in the design phase of a recycled water
system. The Main Gate project will plan for future connection
to this system for irrigation purposes.
Sanitary Sewer. MCWD owns and maintains existing sewer
mainlines in this area. The project will connect to existing
lines located within the existing 1st Avenue right of way that
exit the site at the 1st Avenue/1st Street intersection.
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Storm Drain System. The project should drain through a
system collection of pipes to underground percolation
basins. The system should be similar to other large
commercial projects in Seaside, Marina and Sand City, which
utilize the porous sandy soils to quickly percolate stormwater
and filter oils and pollutants in the process.
Utilities. Electricity and natural gas will be provided by
Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E). Other utility services include
telephone and cable television service.
Other Public Services. All primary municipal and emergency
services such as fire, police and government services will be
the responsibility of the City of Seaside. Additional private
security will be provided by the project.
Job Creation and Jobs/Housing Balance
Central to the BRP is a goal to promote a jobs/housing balance, as
indicated by the designation of much of the land for job creation.
According to the BRP, the land use mix at the former Fort Ord is expected
to provide, at buildout, up to 46,000 jobs and approximately 17,000
dwelling units, in addition to an estimated 5,100 on-campus housing
units as part of CSUMB.
Jobs-to-housing ratios illustrate to what degree a community is providing
housing to meet the needs of the local work force, and vice versa. A lower
ratio (less than 1.0) means that there are more housing units than jobs,
while a higher ratio (more than 1.0) means there is a strong employment
center and more jobs than housing units. The implications of a
jobs/housing balance (or imbalance) are felt on the community’s
economy, costs of providing services, and traffic commute patterns.
The General Plan reports that the City of Seaside has a 0.68:1
job/housing ratio, the lowest ratio on the Monterey Peninsula and in
Monterey County. As shown in Figure 2-4 below, Seaside’s jobs/housing
ratio is significantly lower than Monterey County’s ratio of 1.23:1 and the
Department of Housing and Community Development recommended
1.51:1 ratio. This indicates Seaside is primarily a bedroom community,
whose residents work throughout the Monterey Peninsula and other
nearby employment centers.
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Figure 2-4
Monterey Peninsula Area Jobs/Housing Ratio
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Based on total project square footage of retail, food service and hotel
components, the project is expected to generate approximately 775 to
830 new service and professional positions. In addition, project
construction would be expected to resulting in hundreds of temporary
workforce jobs. As a 100% non-residential project, this job generation will
significantly help balance the City’s existing jobs/housing ratio
consistent with section 8.02.020(t) of the FORA Master Resolution
regarding the jobs/housing balance goals of the BRP. Based on AMBAG
employment and housing data for Seaside, the project has the potential
to improve the City’s jobs/housing balance from 0.67 to 0.73.
This new employment center is easily accessible from Seaside’s
residential neighborhoods via the roadway network, public transportation
and non-motorized modes. The City will also encourage local contractor
participation during engineering, design and construction.
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3.0 Circulation
This section of the Specific Plan addresses the public and private
circulation improvements needed to support the Specific Plan’s proposed
land uses as shown in the Illustrative Land Use Diagram.

3.1 Circulation Plan
The Specific Plan Area will require a series of off- and on-site circulation
improvements to service the project and to facilitate traffic flow to and
from Highway 1 and the local roadway network. Because the site is
located on former Fort Ord lands and is in close proximity to both CSUMB
and new developments such as The Dunes, there is a basic roadway
system in place around the project perimeter. These existing facilities
form the basis of the circulation plan, with specific modification and
improvements as identified within the project’s transportation analysis
(Hexagon Transportation Consultants, May 2009).
The project’s
consistency with the FORA Master Resolution section 8.02.020(n)-(p) is
addressed in this section and Appendix A of this document.

3.2 Site Access and Internal Circulation
Regional Access
The site will be accessed regionally via the Highway 1/Lightfighter Drive
interchange. General Jim Moore Boulevard also provides access via
Lightfighter Drive and 1st Street from the City of Marina to the north, and
the cities of Del Rey Oaks and Monterey to the south. The recently
improved 2nd Avenue serves as the eastern boundary of the site and
provides a critical north-south connection between Seaside and Marina.

Site Access
Direct site access should be provided by entrances along Lightfighter
Drive, 2nd Avenue and 1st Street. 2nd Avenue should provide a formal
project entrance at a new signalized intersection. A second project
entrance should also be provided along southbound 2nd Avenue, via a
right-in/right-out access.
The westbound Lightfighter Drive entrance should be restricted to a rightturn only (in and out) movement due to a new median on Lightfighter.
These secondary entrance points along 2nd Avenue and Lightfighter
should be designed to provide easy access to the parking structure.
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Four driveway access points should be located along 1st Street. The hotel
entrance, valet, surface parking and hotel parking areas are
recommended to be accessed from these access points. 1st Street should
also provide multi-modal access to the future Fort Ord Dunes State Park,
via an existing underpass below Highway 1 (1st Street underpass). The
ultimate mix of vehicle access under Highway 1 has not yet been
determined, pending access easements and/or agreements and right of
way widths.
All parking areas, with the exception of the hotel parking, would be
accessible from each of the entrances. Although the BRP identifies
portions of the project site to serve as a “queuing location” for managing
RV arrivals accessing the future Fort Ord Dunes State Park, RV access to
the State Park may be more easily accommodated by the 8th Street
overpass instead of the more constrained 1st Street underpass at the
project site. Day use RV parking may be accommodated within the plan’s
surface parking areas as part of future park planning efforts and City
coordination of access easements with State Parks; however, the future
State Park lands have not yet been developed and are currently not
accessible to the public. The City will honor any access easements
negotiated with State Parks as part of the land transfer process.
A main travel spine (“1st Avenue”) should form an internal connection
between the main project entrance on 2nd Avenue and Lightfighter Drive.
This spine would service several of the retail frontages and access directly
or indirectly several parking areas, both surface and structured. 1st
Avenue should be designed as a two way street with landscaped parking
and sidewalks on both sides with a right of way of approximately 84 feet
and 30-foot travel way (refer to Figure 3-1a and 3-1b, Roadway Cross
Sections).
The center of the site should be pedestrian-oriented, with several
entrances from the various parking areas leading into the “paseos” or
walking plazas of the retail component of the project.
Consistent with the City of Seaside and FORA planning documents, the
site plan should accommodate non-motorized modes of transportation,
as discussed in Section 3.5 of this chapter.
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Realignment of Existing 1st Avenue
The existing alignment of 1st Avenue runs along the west side of the
project area parallel to Highway 1. This roadway currently operates as a
two-way facility north of 1st Street, and as a one-way facility south of 1st
Street to Lightfighter Drive.
As a component of the development proposal, 1st Avenue should be
vacated and re-aligned as the main north/south travel spine through the
retail component of the project. This realigned roadway will be open to
public traffic as described above, but will be integrated into the project
and designed to primarily service the project’s retail uses.
1st Avenue is considered a local roadway in both the General Plan and
BRP, while 2nd Avenue is designated to serve as the main north/south
arterial through this area. 1st Avenue is not considered a key or primary
load-bearing circulation facility, and as such, the abandonment and
realignment of this roadway segment does not represent a significant
departure from adopted plans. The vacating and realignment of this
roadway has been analyzed in the project EIR relative to surrounding
travel patterns and levels of service.

3.3 Parking Plan
Parking for the project should be provided by a mix of above-ground
structured and surface facilities. A multi-level parking structure is
encouraged at the corner of Lightfighter Drive and 2nd Avenue to facilitate
parking space demand. With retail uses concentrated in the center of the
site, parking should be proposed around the perimeter areas, in several
separate lots. Hotel parking is recommended to be provided by two
surface lots located adjacent to the hotel and accessed via 1st Street. City
of Seaside parking requirements for the project should be met in all
cases, and no deviations are requested as part of the project. Per the BRP,
RV parking may be accommodated within the project’s surface parking
areas as part of the Fort Ord Dunes State Park planning efforts. However,
the park land has not yet been developed, and RVs may be better
serviced by accessing park areas via the 8th Street overcrossing. State
Park day use at the site may be a more feasible option. The total number
of spaces provided will be dependant on detailed site planning and
whether the cinema or department store alternative is pursued.
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3.4 Public Transit
The Projects at Main Gate site is near existing transit routes and in close
proximity to Highway 1, the coastal recreation trail and CSU Monterey Bay
facilities. Monterey-Salinas Transit (MST) currently provides service to the
general area, but there are no routes directly serving the project site. MST
line 16 currently runs between Monterey and Marina along General Jim
Moore Boulevard.
A newly constructed bus stop is located on 2nd Avenue, fronting the
project site. As the Specific Plan Area and neighboring projects such as
The Dunes build out, there will be new opportunities for direct transit
connections to the project site.
The BRP has identified the need for a transit or intermodal center within
the former Fort Ord. A 1995 siting study recommended a location east of
Highway 1 near the 12th Street gate, as well as an alternative site at 8th
Street. Both of these locations are north of the Main Gate project site,
outside the project boundaries.

New Bus Turnout along 2nd Avenue

3.5 Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation
Bike lanes are currently provided along both sides of 2nd Avenue between
Lightfighter Drive and Imjin Parkway. These facilities include a new Class
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1 bike path along the east side of 2nd Avenue. Existing pedestrian
facilities in the study area consist primarily of sidewalks and crosswalks
at intersections. Secure bicycle racks are recommended as part of the
project to encourage ridership from surrounding residential and campus
areas.
Project layout and internal circulation should be designed to maximize
pedestrian and non-motorized access throughout the site. Pedestrian
facilities around the project area should consist primarily of sidewalks
along the streets. Internally, the majority of the open air retail center
should be closed to vehicles and served mainly by approximately 41-foot
wide pedestrian corridors. Clearly identified pedestrian connections
between the lifestyle center and the hotel are also recommended.
The BRP identifies the project site as part of a planned “intermodal
corridor right of way”, which envisions a bicycle/pedestrian connection
from the existing recreation trail to an expanded bike route network via
the 1st Street undercrossing at the Main Gate site. With fully developed
Class I bicycle routes on 2nd Avenue, the project should provide an
opportunity to directly access this Class I facility.

New Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities along Second Avenue
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3.6 Off-Site Circulation Improvements
The transportation impact analysis prepared for the project identified
needed improvements to the roadway network in the vicinity of the
project. Many of the identified improvements have been planned for
some time and have been identified within the general plans of Seaside
and Marina, as well as the BRP.
The northeast corner of
Avenue and 1st Street
intersection will require
protected left-turns onto

the Specific Plan Area is the intersection of 2nd
(Divarty Street) in the City of Marina. This
improvement to a signalized intersection with
1st Street.

At 2nd Avenue and Lightfighter Drive in the City of Seaside, at the south
end of the project, planned improvements include the addition of second
southbound and eastbound left-turn lanes and a separate westbound
right-turn lane on Lightfighter Drive. Improvements to Lightfighter Drive
include construction of a median to restrict turns onto 1st Avenue to rightonly. As the Lightfighter/Main Gate exit off of Highway 1 may be used by
RVs accessing the State Park in the future, turn lane lengths and signal
timing on Lightfighter, 2nd Avenue and 1st Street should take longer
vehicles into design consideration.
Along the northern project frontage, 1st Street will require frontage
improvements and new driveway access points.
Traffic signals and roadway improvements are either planned or under
construction along General Jim Moore Boulevard. Imjin Parkway is also
planned for widening with left turn lanes provided at several intersections
north of the Main Gate site. These off-site improvements are funded and
constructed incrementally pursuant to the FORA traffic improvement
program. All off-site improvements within city limits will be owned and
maintained by the City of Seaside, with the exception of 2nd Avenue, which
is owned by CSUMB.

3.7 Implementation Measures - Circulation
To implement the overarching goals of the project and to guide the
developer in achieving those goals, the following transportation-related
measures are included as part of this Specific Plan:
3-1: The applicant and City of Seaside shall coordinate with MST,
Transportation Authority of Monterey County (TAMC) and CSUMB on
new, modified or expanded transit routes that will connect directly to
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the Main Gate project frontage. A direct connection to the site is
highly encouraged.
3-2: The hotel operator should include hotel shuttle operations
between the project site, airports, and downtown Seaside as an
additional transportation option for visitors.
3-3: Detailed site planning and improvement plans shall identify clear
internal and external pedestrian and bicycle routes and linkages to
surrounding uses such as CSUMB and Fort Ord Dunes State Park.
Pedestrian and vehicular traffic should be physically separated
wherever feasible in order to provide a safe environment for
pedestrians and bicycles.
3-4: The development team shall coordinate with FORA, Caltrans and
TAMC to secure the coastal access route under Highway 1 (1st Street
underpass) to the future Fort Ord Dunes State Park. Coastal access
shall accommodate pedestrians, bicyclists and limited vehicles, with a
clear connection to the coastal recreation trail.
3-5: The developer shall ensure that the projects include permanent
bicycle and motorcycle parking spaces. Bicycle spaces shall be located
strategically throughout the project site, providing facilities near
primary entrances, in proximity to the main access points, and in
secure and visible locations.
3-6: Project improvement plans shall incorporate a recreational
bicycles trail/route in general conformance with adopted City Bicycle
Plan, CSUMB Master Plan Bike Map, and FORA planning documents,
consistent with the H1 Overlay Zone.
3-7: As the Lightfighter/Main Gate exit off of Highway 1 may be used
by RVs accessing the State Park in the future, turn lane lengths and
signal timing along Lightfighter, 2nd Avenue and 1st Street should take
these larger vehicles into design consideration.
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4.0 Site Zoning and Development Standards
The purpose of this section of the Specific Plan is to identify the basic
zoning and development regulations that will apply to this specific
geographic area of the City of Seaside. The Specific Plan establishes
zoning and development standards to address the unique characteristics
of the project as envisioned by the City. The zoning and development
standards incorporated herein constitute the zoning requirements
specific to the Projects at Main Gate. They describe the range of allowed
uses and the physical requirements of site development, drawing from
existing regulations that are tailored for this plan. The regulations of the
Municipal Code will apply to any standard not specifically addressed by
this Specific Plan.

4.1 General Plan Guidance
The Specific Plan Area is currently designated in the General Plan Land
Use Element as Regional Commercial (CRG). The purpose of the CRG
designation is to establish areas of the City that are appropriate for large
scale commercial development with retail, entertainment, and/or services
uses of a scale and function to serve a regional market. The CRG land
use designation allows (or conditionally allows) for a wide range of
commercial uses including general retail, hotels, movie theaters,
entertainment, office and other uses consistent with the land uses
proposed by the Specific Plan. Although this Specific Plan establishes the
zoning for the site (referred to as “Main Gate SP Zone” upon specific plan
adoption) the uses and type of development proposed are clearly
consistent with the uses envisioned under the General Plan.
The Urban Design Element of the General Plan also identifies the project
site as the North Gateway Specific Plan Area. The City envisions this area
as an opportunity to improve the jobs/housing balance in the community,
expand tax-generating uses, and create an entrance to the community
establishing Seaside as the Gateway to the Monterey Peninsula. The
Urban Design Element further refines the vision for this area, identifying
“appropriate” uses as an outlet mall, destination retail and entertainment
activities intended to complement the Bayonet/Black Horse Golf Course
development. The Projects at Main Gate Specific Plan will fulfill the intent
of the North Gateway Specific Plan Area as defined by the General Plan
with a focus on destination retail.
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4.2 Main Gate Allowable Land Use Matrix
Allowable Land Uses
The following Land Use Matrix (Table 4-1) specifies permitted and
temporary uses, including uses permitted with a Minor Use Permit, within
the Specific Plan Area (Main Gate SP Zone). Minor Use Permits and
Temporary Use Permits as identified in this Specific Plan are consistent
with existing Seaside Municipal Code. Uses not specifically listed in the
Land Use Matrix may be considered by the Zoning Administrator (prior to
execution of tenant leases) if determined to be of the same general
character of those uses listed in the matrix for the specific projects in the
Main Gate SP Zone.
Table 4-1
Main Gate Specific Plan (Main Gate SP Zone)
Land Use Matrix
Uses

Retail Area

Hotel/Spa and
Conference
Center

Art, antique, and collectable stores
Art gallery/art sales
ATM
Bank financial services
Bookstores
Business support services
Catering Service (affiliated with restaurant)
Child day care center
Cinema, Theater, or performing arts
Clothing Sales/Service Establishment
Coffee Roasting
Commercial recreational facility (i.e. indoor
climbing or similar)
Conference/convention facility
Florist
General Retail – 5,000 sf or larger (i.e. drug
store or pharmacy, electronics, furniture,
home décor, appliance and sporting goods
stores)
General Retail – Less than 5,000 sf (i.e. drug
store or pharmacy, electronics, furniture,
home décor, appliance and sporting goods
stores)
Gift Shop
Grocery, specialty food store, or supermarket
– 5,000 sf or larger
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Uses

Retail Area

Grocery, deli or specialty food store – Less
than 5,000 sf
Health/Fitness/Yoga Studio
Home and Garden – Indoor, less than
10,000 sf
Hotel Concessionaire
Library, museum
Liquor Sales, including Bars, Pubs, Breweries
(On Site Consumption)
Liquor Sales (Off site Consumption)
Liquor Sales with Tasting (Wine and Beer)
Lodging – Hotel or motel
Mail Service Store
Meeting facility, public or private
Nightclub
Office – Accessory to primary retail use
Optician
Outdoor retail sales and activities -Refer to
Specific Use Regulations 17.42.150
Outdoor Musicians/Performers
Parking facility, public or commercial
Personal Services3
Public safety facility
Restaurant, café, coffee shop – table service
Restaurant, café, coffee shop – counter
service
Special Events
Telecommunications Facility
Transit Station or Terminal
Vendor Carts

Hotel/Spa and
Conference
Center

 MUP1







 MUP1
 MUP1
 MUP1

 MUP1
 MUP1




 MUP1



 TUP2

 MUP1




 TUP2

 MUP1




 TUP2
 MUP1

 MUP1

 TUP2
 MUP1

MUP = Minor Use Permit Required
TUP = Temporary Use Permit Required
3
Personal Services generally include barber and beauty shops, nail salons, tanning and
spa salons, seamstresses, tailors, shoe repair shops, and drop-off dry cleaning/laundry
service.
1
2

4.3 Development Standards
General Development and Site Plan Standards
The following development standards listed in Table 4-2 below, apply to
the Specific Plan Area, and reflect the fact that the site is comprised of a
few large parcels rather than a series of separate commercial lots. In this
planning configuration, traditional standards and setback requirements
would be difficult to apply. The following specific development standards
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have therefore been developed to achieve project goals and general
consistency with the City’s commercial development requirements.
Table 4-2
Main Gate Specific Plan Development Standards
(Main Gate SP Zone)
Development Feature
Minimum parcel size (if subdivided)
Minimum parcel width
Minimum separation between any
freestanding structures
Minimum building setbacks (sidewalk
width) from 1st Avenue spine
Building setbacks from parking access
drives or service alleys
Building setbacks from Strand and Paseo
pedestrian spines
Minimum building setback from eastern
edge of Highway 1
Minimum sign setback from eastern
edge of Highway 1
Minimum landscape width along project
perimeter
Maximum Floor Area Ratio (FAR) 1
Maximum Site Coverage 2
Maximum Building Height (Hotel)3
Maximum Building Height (all other
structures)4
1.
2.
3.
4.

Development Standard
20,000 square feet
100 feet
As required by fire code
17 feet
0 feet
0 feet
100 feet
200 feet
30 feet
3.0 for hotel and accessory uses;
1.0 for lifestyle center
90%
Lesser of 9 stories or 108 feet
40 feet

Maximum floor area ratio allowed. Does not include area within parking garages.
Maximum percentage of the total lot area that may be covered by structures and pavement.
Inclusive of roof parapet and equipment.
Height to 50 feet allowed in select areas to allow for important architectural statement or
element. The approval of building heights in excess of 40-feet would be conditioned on
findings that the proposed buildings will not damage the natural landscape and topography
or obstruct scenic vistas.
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Figure 4-1 Specific Plan Building and Signage Setbacks

Source: FORA Design Guidelines

Parking
The project will be required to meet City of Seaside parking standards for
all specified uses. Based on the current illustrative plan alternatives, the
project will have between 2,495 and 2,757 total parking spaces around
the perimeter of the project. Parking should be provided in both
structures and open air lots. Parking for all proposed uses and
alternatives are depicted in detail in Table 4-3, below.
Table 4-3
Main Gate Lifestyle Center Specific Plan
Parking Requirements
Land Use Type
Retail-Commercial
Restaurants
In-Line Retail
Large Format Retail
Subtotal
Alternative A (Cinema)
Alternative B (Dept. Store)
Total RetailCommercial

Sq. Ft. /
Units

Code
Requirement

Spaces Required

61,000 SF
291,000 SF
87,500 SF

0.50 per 100 SF
0.33 per 100 SF
0.33 per 100 SF

2,630 seats
120,000 SF

0.25 per seat
0.33 per 100 SF

305 spaces
960 spaces
289 spaces
1,554 spaces
658 spaces
396 spaces
2,212 spaces (Cinema)
1,950 spaces (Dept.
Str.)
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Land Use Type
Hotel-Hospitality
Hotel
Spa
Conference Center
Restaurant
Total Hotel-Hospitality
Grand Totals
Alternative A (Cinema)
Alternative B (Dept.
Store)

Sq. Ft. /
Units
250 rooms
24,000 SF
27,000 SF
8,000 SF

Code
Requirement
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.50

775,000 SF
843,500 SF

per
per
per
per

room
100 SF
100 SF
100 SF

Spaces Required
250 spaces
120 spaces
135 spaces
40 spaces
545 spaces
2,757 Total Spaces req
2,495 Total Spaces req

4.4 Implementation Measures and Site
Development Programs
The following implementation measures are included in the Specific Plan
to ensure a quality built environment and BRP consistency. These
measures, expressed as additional development standards, are intended
to assist in refining plans for future development application submittals.

Master Landscape and Urban Design Program
4-1:
Development application submittal shall include a Master
Landscape and Urban Design Program that provides additional design
detail sufficient for City and Board of Architectural Review (BAR)
consideration and approval. This Program shall contain detailed
landscape plans and plant palette, cohesive architectural and design
theme, building elevation drawings, textures and paving treatments,
thematic signage program, lighting program, and Highway 1 screening
treatment. The Master Landscape and Urban Design Program shall be
approved by the BAR (or otherwise as established by Chapter 8.0) prior to
issuance of grading permits.

Parking Standards
4-2: Parking will be provided pursuant to the non-residential
requirements of Section 17.34 of the Municipal Code. No off-street
parking will be provided in excess of those requirements in order to
avoid the inefficient use of land and/or excessive pavement.
4-3: Shared on-site parking between uses with different peak hours of
operation is encouraged, in order to minimize excessive parking.
4-4: All other standards of Section 17.34 of the Municipal Code shall
apply.
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View Protection and Screening Standards
4-5: Structures shall be designed and located to not block public views
of the Monterey Bay from scenic vistas and public viewing areas, and to
the greatest extent possible, complement the natural topography and
features of the site.
4-6: Roof and ground mounted mechanical equipment, loading docks,
waste and storage areas, and utility services shall be screened or masked
from public view as seen from abutting public streets and rights of way,
including views from above.
4-7: Highway 1 screening, as part of the Master Landscape and Urban
Design Program, shall incorporate existing pine and cypress trees along
the site’s western boundary to the extent feasible to maintain consistency
with the existing visual appearance. Based on FORA Highway 1 Design
Corridor Guidelines, trees 6 inches or greater in diameter, in reasonable
condition and within 25 feet of Caltrans right of way, shall be preserved
and integrated into the site plan to the maximum extent possible.

Landscaping Standards
4-8: The project developer shall coordinate with Caltrans regarding the
feasibility of enhancing landscaping within the Caltrans right of way as
part of the project’s overall landscape and screening plan.
4-9: Landscaping should be concentrated near seating areas and
entrances, and provide a hierarchy of trees, shrubbery and groundcover.
Landscape design should consider shade and wind diffusion where
people gather.
4-10:Development application submittals are required to provide
“substantial” landscaping to create a visual and/or noise buffer from
Highway 1. Highway 1 landscaping shall emphasize Monterey cypress and
other locally prominent trees to reinforce the regional landscape of the
Monterey Peninsula. Landscaping plans shall include regional plant
materials to minimize the visual impact of development on Highway 1
scenic views. Landscaping shall be drought tolerant, native plants,
suitable for the climate, soils and ecological characteristics of the site. A
preliminary plant list of potential plant species is provided as Appendix
C. Invasive, exotic plants as noted on the Plant List are prohibited in the
Specific Plan Area.
4-11: The north, east and south edges of the project site that abut public
streets shall incorporate a landscaped edge treatment of at least 30 feet
in width.
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4-12: Parking areas shall incorporate numerous trees and accent
landscaping to reduce the heat island effect, reduce glare and enhance
aesthetics. The project shall provide landscaping within each outdoor
parking area at a minimum ratio of 12 percent of the gross area of the
parking lot. At a minimum, 1 shade tree shall be provided for every four
parking spaces. Height of end of aisle and bulb out plantings shall be
limited to 36” for safety/visibility purposes.
4-13: The Specific Plan shall provide pedestrian accessibility and
amenities (i.e. benches) into larger landscaped areas, in order to create
“usable green spaces” throughout the project, rather than simply irrigated
features to be viewed from afar.
4-14: To the greatest extent feasible, final site design shall incorporate
and retain existing healthy trees on site and integrate those trees into the
landscape consistent with section 8.02.020(s) of the FORA Mater
Resolution.
4-15: All other requirements of the Municipal Code Section 17.30.040
relative to landscaping of non-residential development shall apply.
4-16: Developers and public agencies, to the maximum extent possible,
should fill in gaps between trees with trees native to the Monterey
Coastal region or other vegetation consistent with the dune setting.
Planting specimen trees and large native shrubs are also encouraged
where appropriate.
4-17: Gateways should achieve a common look and feel for the area,
while allowing jurisdictions to retain individual design character.
Landscape planting west of 1st Avenue will be consistent with Highway 1
Corridor landscape character throughout the entire Caltrans right-of-way.
Gateway planting along Lightfighter Drive may include a blend of natural
and ornamental planting to highlight entrances. This entrance may be
distinctly unique to the jurisdiction.
Figures 4-2a, 4-2b, 4-3a and 4-3b illustrate desired concepts for
landscaping and project edge treatments.
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5.0 Design Guidelines
The purpose of the Design Guidelines chapter is to provide general
guidance for the design of future public and private improvements, with
the goal of transforming the Projects at Main Gate Specific Plan Area into
a vibrant, inviting and pedestrian friendly retail center as well as a unique
destination. In order to realize this goal, the guidelines focus on a series
of specific objectives relative to the area’s physical form and character.

5.1 Objectives of the Design Guidelines
The Design Guidelines are intended to result in the following:
•

A modern and inviting open-air retail environment with distinct
pedestrian-friendly retail “districts;”

•

A pattern of development that creates a well-defined, human-scale
environment with an emphasis on pedestrian mobility and street level
uses that enliven public spaces;

•

An architecturally interesting development and streetscape
incorporating high-quality design, materials and building techniques
that contribute to a distinctive “sense of place”;

•

A visually distinctive identity that incorporates local environmental
cues in the design of public and private open spaces in order to
symbolically link the area to its surroundings.

The Design Guidelines promote and influence the desired visual character
of the built environment. These recommendations are somewhat flexible
at this programmatic level of project design; however, the Specific Plan
draws from the guidance provided by the General Plan and other relevant
planning documents to ensure that the ultimate project development will
be consistent with the City’s broader vision.
For example, the Design Guidelines also recognize the FORA H1 Design
Corridor Design Guidelines (H1 Design Guidelines). In addition to
providing direction to local jurisdictions such as the City of Seaside,
outlining BRP requirements, and forming the basis of consistency
determinations, the H1 Design Guidelines serve to: 1) define a common
look and feel for the Highway 1 corridor; and 2) provide guidelines to
protect and enhance the corridor character as coordinated with the local
land use jurisdictions. The relevant components of the FORA Highway 1
Design Guidelines are incorporated herein.
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The Specific Plan Design Guidelines use a series of visual images from
other successful projects to demonstrate recommendations and design
concepts for new development, including site planning features, facades,
architectural style, connectivity, building form and materials, public
streetscape improvements and treatments, public spaces, pedestrian and
bicycle amenities, gateways and signage, landscaping and public art.
Rather than dictating specific architectural styles or streetscape details,
the guidelines focus on recommendations for appropriate scale and
massing, and how individual architectural elements can be organized to
create visual interest, maintain human scale, and produce a quality
project.
The site planning guidelines are intended to reinforce the spatial
definition of the project by creating a closer and more consistent
orientation of buildings to the street. By relocating parking into
structures and behind buildings, the guidelines will reduce the visual
prominence of parking lots. They also address the creation of open space
features that contribute to the pedestrian environment, including the use
of paseos (i.e., pedestrian streets), courtyards and plazas.
The Design Guidelines in this chapter complement, and are intended to
be used in conjunction with, the basic development standards set forth in
Chapter 4.0. Whereas the development standards in the plan provide
fixed or quantified direction that will be required of future projects, the
guidelines provide more general design direction that has greater
flexibility in its implementation. The guidelines respond to key design
issues that refined plans will need to address, and recognize that the
desired design objectives can be achieved in more than one way.

5.2 Design Guidelines and Recommendations
Building Scale and Massing
The Projects at Main Gate should incorporate three levels of building
mass: the hotel structure, “large-format” retail and “in-line” shops. As the
single largest structure, the scale and mass of the hotel should create an
iconic statement within the project boundaries, and is intended to stand
out and stand somewhat alone. Large format retailers, including the
department store or cinema, represent a more “traditional” regional
commercial structure size. The number of these structures is limited,
however, to a few key anchors. The majority of the project site is planned
for in-line retail, providing opportunities for pedestrian scale
development that incorporates human-scale features such as proportional
window and door sizing, balconies and rooflines, in contrast to large
expanses of blank wall that are more commonly associated with “regional
City of Seaside
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commercial.” It is this mix of building form and massing that will provide
visual interest and prevent a “wall-like” effect as seen from Highway 1 and
the surrounding area.
•

Incorporate elements into the
design of large structures which
provide a transition to the human
scale, particularly at the ground.
Such elements may be provided
through, but not limited to,
covered
walkways,
building
arcades, and trellises.

•

Horizontal
stepping
back
of
Buildings maybe stepped back
buildings is encouraged to provide to reduce apparent bulk.
building articulation, terrace space,
and other elements to soften building facades. If a building is
located on a key corner site, increased step-backs from the street
wall are encouraged along both streets.

•

Building heights should vary and enhance public views, and provide
adjacent sites with maximum sun and protection from prevailing
winds.

•

Corner buildings should have a strong tie to the front setback lines
of each street. Angled building corners or open plazas are
encouraged at corner locations.

Figure 5-1 provides a simulated aerial view of the project, demonstrating
the building massing of the entire Specific Plan area.
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Building Siting Guidelines
The siting and orientation of buildings
play an important role in establishing
the character and a sense of place.
Siting buildings at the street edges
creates spatial definition critical to
supporting pedestrian activity. Strategic
building location also establishes a
visual connection between businesses
on opposite sides of the street; an
important ingredient of a successful
shopping street.
•

The Projects at Main Gate is
comprised of a series of distinct
“districts.” Site planning should Buildings should be sited at the
establish visual and physical property lines to create a
connectivity
between
these continuous building street wall.
districts (hotel, 1st Avenue spine,
Paseo and Strand). At the pedestrian level, the visitor should
experience inviting corridors and pathways that open into larger
public spaces through strategic building scale and placement.

•

Buildings located on corners should locate primary building
entrances at the corner to establish an orientation to both the
primary and secondary street frontages, and symbolically
acknowledge the importance of the intersection.

•

Buildings facing plazas, paseos, or other public open spaces are
encouraged. Buildings located adjacent to public open spaces
should be designed with a dual orientation to provide a
relationship and access to the open space and sidewalk frontage.

•

Buildings should be sited at property lines or designated frontage
lines adjacent to public street frontages in order to establish
consistent building street walls that give scale and definition to
adjacent streets and open spaces. Portions of the building street
wall may be setback from the public right-of-way to accommodate
key features such as a recessed storefront entrance, an entry
forecourt, or a plaza, as long as such features do not interrupt the
continuity of the street wall.

•

Multiple buildings should create a positive functional relationship
to one another. Where possible, multiple buildings shall be
clustered to achieve a more intimate “village scale.” This creates
opportunities for plazas and pedestrian areas while preventing a
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“barracks-like” effect caused by
long rows of buildings. When
clustering is impractical, a visual
link should be established between
buildings with the use of an arcade
system,
trellis,
colonnade,
enhanced
paving,
building
articulation and detailing, or
similar features.
•

Strategic site planning can help Buildings may be set back to create
reduce potential nuisances to small plazas provided that these
adjoining residential property by setbacks do not interrupt the
locating trash enclosures, loading continuity of the street.
areas, and restaurant vents away from gathering places and by
proper screening of utilities and equipment.

•

Site planning and building design should incorporate the principles
of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED), which
is implemented in the City of Seaside. The CPTED philosophy
addresses visibility, safety, lighting, and security measures to
increase public safety and minimize criminal activity.

•

Each of the structures in the project area should adhere to the
standards recommended by the American Society of Industrial
Security (ASIS).

Guidelines for Refuse, Loading and Equipment Areas
A well-designed lifestyle center should conceal or screen the more
unsightly, but operationally necessary, components of the project. Trash
collection areas, loading area and mechanical equipment fall into this
category.
•

Trash storage must be fully enclosed and incorporated within the
main structures or separate freestanding enclosures. Where
practical, storage at each building is preferred over common
enclosures. Trash storage cannot be placed under stairways.
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All trash and garbage bins should be
stored in an approved enclosure.
Refuse
containers
and
service
facilities should be screened from
view by solid masonry walls with
wood
or
metal
doors.
Use
landscaping (shrubs and vines) to
screen walls and help deter graffiti.
•

Trash enclosures should allow
convenient access for commercial
tenants. Siting service areas in a
consolidated
and
controlled
environment is encouraged.

•

Enclosure doors should not interfere with landscaping, pedestrian,
or vehicle path of travel.

•

Trash and equipment enclosures
compatible with the project.

•

Enclosure areas must be designed to allow for, and not impede,
emergency access.

•

Trash areas shall include a drain that connects to the sanitary
sewer system.

•

Refuse storage areas that are visible from an upper story of
adjacent structures should provide an opaque or semi-opaque
horizontal cover/screen to reduce unsightly views. The screening
should be compatible with the design of adjacent development.

•

Service entrances, loading docks, and storage areas should be
located and screened so they are not visible from public streets and
open spaces or interfere with public use of the retail area.

•

Service entrances and loading docks should be located to the rear
or side of buildings, and preferably take access from dedicated
alleys or driveways not accessible by the public.

Trash bins and other service
areas should be located away
from public streets and be
screened from view.

should

be

architecturally

Guidelines for On-Site Open Space
The provision of on-site open space such as plazas, streetscapes,
courtyards and paseos is an integral component of the pedestrianoriented, entertainment-oriented lifestyle center. These public and semipublic spaces provide an inviting setting that encourages pedestrians to
gather and linger, and can be designed specifically to complement and
enhance the commercial function of adjoining retail uses.
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A key component of all successful urban
spaces is having a vibrant and wellpopulated street scene. The Specific Plan
encourages sidewalk and outdoor dining
that is compatible with adjacent and onsite uses, as well as other uses of the
public sidewalk to create a more vibrant
experience. Sidewalk cafes and outdoor
dining areas encourage a pedestrianoriented environment, help to create a
visually
attractive
atmosphere
and
promote overall commerce.

Pedestrian
connections
through
buildings
are
encouraged.

The streetscape pedestrian zone should
be designed as visually inviting and comfortable places to spend time,
meet friends, and peruse the shopping and entertainment options in a
setting predominantly free of conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Usable Open Space
•

Design open spaces as an integral part of the project. Open space
consists of all open areas that are landscaped or developed within
the Specific Plan Area.

•

Building frontages adjacent to outdoor spaces should include
building entrances and storefront windows that face onto the open
space, as well as architectural and landscape features that highlight
the façades.

•

Increase the use of open space by
providing shade, street furniture,
special
paving
for
pedestrian
pathways, turf, accent and flowering
plants, and other site amenities.

•

Common open space should be
provided in large, meaningful areas
and should not be fragmented or
consist of “left over” land. Large areas
can be imaginatively developed and
economically maintained.

•

Commercial frontage and outdoor
seating areas associated with retail
and restaurant use should have
awnings, shade trees or other
overhead cover to protect pedestrians
from sun and weather.
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•

Walkway widths should be adequate to support different “zones” of
walkers, such as slower-moving window shoppers, people leisurely
strolling, and people walking briskly along the curb.

•

Outdoor dining/café areas should be clearly demarcated and
physically constrained from expanding out on to pedestrian
circulation space and disabled access routes. All proposals for
outdoor dining should consider potential effects of noise and
lighting.

Plazas and Courtyards
•

Plazas and courtyards should be
well defined by buildings and
landscaping,
comfortably
scaled, landscaped for shade
and ornament, furnished with
areas for sitting, and lighted for
evening use.

•

Physical access should be
provided
from
shops,
restaurants, offices and other
pedestrian uses to plazas.

•

Plazas and courtyards should
include a focal element such as
a sculpture, water feature or
landscape element, and simple
sitting niches.

•

Ample seating in both shaded
and sunny locations should be
provided
in
plazas
and
courtyards.
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Paseos and Pedestrian Streetscapes
Paseos are an important element of the center’s urban open space system
and serve as prominent connective elements of the Specific Plan. Paseos
(identified in this project as “The Strand” and “The Promenade”), promote
pedestrian activity by creating spaces scaled to pedestrian use, reducing
conflicts with automobile traffic, and providing more direct routes
between off-street parking areas and primary street frontages.
•

Paseos should be Locate where vehicular connections are infeasible
due to project or site constraints.

•

Paseos should be visually identifiable by special paving and
pedestrian-scale lighting.

•

Pedestrian pathways should include amenities such as trellises,
trees, seating, lighting and landscaping that visually extend the
open spaces for safe pedestrian use. Provide lighting for safety and
visual access.

•

Buildings on paseos should be fronted with windows, entries, and
balconies to increase the visual surveillance of the area for safety
and security.

•

Paseo walkways should be limited in length and should provide
perpendicular connections from the paseo between buildings to
parking areas, public streets, and open spaces.

•

Paseos should be designed to provide sunlight during the day
whenever feasible.

•

Paseos should provide linkages between public parking and the
street environment, as well as linkages between adjacent streets
and plazas.

•

Pedestrian amenities and street furniture such as seating,
decorative lighting, planters, fountains, drinking fountains,
distinctive paving, decorative tiles, public art, landscaping, and
bicycle racks should be provided.

•

The design of a building should not present a blank face to a
paseo.
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Public Art
•

Public art should be placed near
street corners, in plazas, and in
medians;

•

Interactive art is encouraged;
examples include pieces that
either invite user participation
or provide sensory stimulation
through touch, movement, or
sound;

•

Local artists and themes should well as serve a design function.
be highlighted to emphasize
the unique cultural assets of Seaside and Monterey County.

•

Public art may
installations.

•

Buildings or structures within the Highway 1 Design Corridor
should not exceed a mature Monterey Cypress tree height
established at 40-feet or 2 ½ stories, except as provided for in a
FORA certified General Plan, Specific Plan or zoning ordinances in
order to achieve related design objectives.

consist

of

Public art should be engaging as

both

permanent

and

temporary

Physical Street Elements and Furnishings
Many elements contribute to the character
of the streetscape including paving, light
fixtures, and street furnishings such as
benches, new racks, trash receptacles,
planters and banners. The streetscape
guidelines
promote
incorporation
of
fixtures, furnishings, and paving and their
appropriate location and spacing.

Decorative paving should
highlight pedestrian areas.
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Paving
Decorative
paving
materials,
patterns,
textures, and colors should be used to
highlight important pedestrian zones, such
as gateways and other important street
intersections.
• Concrete that is stamped or formed to
simulate another material (e.g. stone
or brick) is discouraged.
• Stone accent paving should use a
regionally quarried stone to reinforce
visual connections to the surrounding
natural context.
• All surfaces should be accessible and
slip resistant.

Permanent above ground
planters can also serve as
seating.

Street Furnishings
•
•

Benches and other forms of seating should be provided throughout
areas with ground-level commercial frontages.
Permanent above-ground planters should serve as seating walls by
being designed with seat-like heights and widths.

Bollards
•

Bollards should be used to prevent vehicles
from entering pedestrian zones, such as at
the entrances to paseos and on sidewalks at
street corners.

•

Bollard placement and design should be
coordinated with emergency vehicle access;
in certain locations, removable bollards may
be appropriate to balance pedestrian
protection with emergency access.
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Vehicular Zone Streetscape
In order to create a comfortable and safe pedestrian environment, the
locations at which pedestrians and vehicles come into potential conflict
must be carefully designed to balance the flow of vehicular traffic with
the protection of pedestrians. These locations are primarily intersections,
but can also occur at mid-block locations. Traffic-calming devices such as
traffic circles, curb extensions, and enhanced crosswalks are
recommended throughout the area. The following design guidelines
address specific design elements within the vehicular zone
Curb Extensions/Medians
•

•

Curb extensions, often called “bulbouts”
should
be
designed
into
intersections where appropriate in
order to reduce the crossing distance
for pedestrians and to slow traffic
speeds. Curb extensions should also be
installed
wherever
mid-block
crosswalks
are
provided.
Curb
extensions
can
also
be
used Curb
extensions
slow
traffic,
reduce
pedestrian
independently of pedestrian crossings
as traffic calming “chokers.” In addition crossing distances and
to slowing traffic, curb extensions expand pedestrian realm.
increase the space available for pedestrian amenities, such as
plantings, water features, and street furniture.
Common minimum standards for medians shall be developed and
adopted.

Crosswalks
•

Decorative crosswalks that signify the
importance of the pedestrian zone are
encouraged. Paving materials, colors and
textures can be used to delineate the
crosswalk area, though all crosswalk
materials shall be durable and safe for
pedestrian use. Special lighting—either
flashing pavement markings or overhead
fixtures focused upon the crosswalk—can
be used to further enhance pedestrian
visibility during evening hours. In areas with
particularly heavy pedestrian travel, midblock crossings should be considered.
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•

Raised crosswalks and intersections, which bring the roadway to
the sidewalk level, should be considered where there is a desire to
further slow traffic, as these elements also act as speed humps.

Figure 5-2a through 5-2c illustrate a series of additional preferred
streetscape images.
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Architectural Guidelines
The intent of the architectural guidelines is to ensure a base level of
quality architecture that is responsive to its context and builds upon the
aesthetic identity of the community, rather than a design solution(s) that
is based on a standardized formula or market prototype superimposed
on the selected site. Over time, certain projects and landmark buildings
begin to define the dominant character of an area. Not all buildings in the
surrounding area contribute equally to the character of the district and
each example should be weighed against the balance of all other
projects.
Architecture and Design Themes
The flexible nature of the Specific Plan for the Projects at Main Gate
recognizes that specific design themes for a commercial retail center will
be developed in detail following City approval of the overall project
concept, generation of retail marketing data, and current trends in urban
design as project implementation draws near. However, the General Plan
and Municipal Code (including the H1 Overlay) are clear regarding
preferred architectural styles to be incorporated. In addition, the project
is required to comply with FORA Master Resolution 8.02.020(e) which
encourages compatible land uses with the surrounding area and adjacent
land uses. The Specific Plan does not require the project to strictly
adhere to a style at this juncture; however, the project design must be
consistent with and emphasize these styles within the ultimate design.
For visual purposes, examples of Mediterranean, Craftsman and Mission
style architecture are shown in Figure 5-3. A classic “Monterey” style is
also included. Although not specified in the Municipal Code, this style is
compatible with the City’s design sensibilities for the H1 overlay. Certain
architectural styles, such as Mediterranean, are more easily adapted to
commercial structures. Others, such as Craftsman, are more suited for
residential development.
Modern interpretations of these styles,
including “arts and crafts” design elements, are appropriate for the
Specific Plan.
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Building Surfaces
•

Changes in architectural character, façade materials or color should
be associated with a change in building plane or separated by a
vertical feature (e.g., a column or pilaster).

•

Buildings should maintain a consistent quality and character in
terms of the articulation, detailing, and finishes on all elevations
visible from public streets and open spaces, not just the primary
façade.

•

Landscaping should be used to highlight building facades, soften
building contours, highlight important architectural features,
screen less attractive elements, provide shade, and add color,
texture, and visual interest. Landscape materials should be suitable
and adaptable for the local climate.

•

Creation of uninterrupted blank wall surfaces on all building
façades should be avoided.

•

Retail storefront entrances should be clearly distinguishable in
form and character from other entrances.

Roofs and Upper Story
•

The roofs and rooflines of
buildings should be designed
to complement and complete
the
building
design.
Distinctive, sculpted roof forms
that contribute to a visually
interesting skyline and to the
overall character of the retail
district are encouraged.

•

Flat roofed buildings should Unique roof forms can be used to
incorporate
a
strong, create
an interesting skyline.
attractively detailed cornice or
parapet that screens rooftop equipment and creates a distinctive
silhouette.

•

Roofs with vertical surfaces visible from public streets, open
spaces, and adjoining areas should use high quality roofing
materials consistent with the building’s other exterior finishes.

•

All rooftop mechanical equipment, appurtenances, and stair towers
should be grouped and located so that they are not visible from
streets and other public areas, architecturally integrated into the
building and clad with materials consistent with the building’s
overall design character.
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•

The roofs and rooflines of buildings should be designed to
complement and complete the building design. Distinctive roof
forms that contribute to a visually interesting skyline and to the
overall character of the retail district are encouraged.

•

Roof forms should be consistent with the rest of the building in
terms of architectural style, level of detailing, and quality of
materials. Roofs should be given design considerations and
treatment equal to that of the rest of the building exteriors.

•

Roofline elements should be developed along all elevations.
Variations in rooflines should be used to reduce the perceived scale
of larger buildings.

•

Access to roofs should be restricted to interior access only.

Building Materials and Colors
•

Durable,
high
quality
exterior
building materials should be used to
convey the sense of quality and
permanence
desired
for
each
District,
minimize
maintenance
concerns, and promote buildings
that will last over time. Use of such
materials is especially important at
the street level where they are more
visible to the public. Examples of
appropriate materials include: stone,
tile, terra cotta, brick, metal, and
glass.

•

Architectural features should be
designed to be integral to the
building, and not just surface
ornamentation that is artificially thin
or simply tacked or painted onto the
building’s surface.

Durable materials should be
used, particularly at ground
level, where they are more
visible.

•

Building materials and colors should
be used to unify and provide visual
interest to building exteriors, but
the number of materials and colors generally should be limited to
promote a visual simplicity and harmony.

•

Primary building colors should be more restrained and neutral in
hue. Bright and highly saturated colors should be used sparingly,
as accents or as part of a balanced and carefully executed color
scheme.
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•

Exterior trim and architectural detail,
such as cornices and window and
door trim, should be painted a
contrasting color to distinguish
them from wall surfaces. The use of
subtly
contrasting,
but
complementary
colors
is
appropriate.

Figures
5-4a
through
5-4c
demonstrate architecturally interesting
and desirable building design elements.

Primary building colors should
be more restrained and neutral
in hue.

Lighting
•

Building lighting should be used to add
drama and character to buildings, ensure
public safety, and enhance nighttime
activities within the Districts.

•

Lighting should be designed as an
integral part of the building that is
consistent
with
its
architectural
character.

•

Illumination of buildings should be
focused on building entries, signs, and
distinctive architectural features, but
overly
bright
and
indiscriminate
illumination of building façades should
be avoided. Over-illumination tends to
reduce the desired dramatic effect by
should
add
visually flattening the building façade, in Lighting
drama and character to a
addition
to
wasting
energy
and building.
contributing to night sky impacts.
Timed dimming features can reduce energy consumption as well as
night sky impacts.

•

Careful consideration should be given to aspects of lighting design
such as color of light, intensity of light and overall visual impact of
night lighting. Full cut off down cast lighting and solar power
lights are encouraged.

•

Decorative accent lighting and fixtures above the minimum one
foot-candle illumination levels of surrounding parking lots should
be provided at vehicle driveways, entry throats, pedestrian paths,
plaza areas, and other activity areas. Lighting poles should not
extend above the tree canopy and should be designed to allow for
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future tree growth.
•

Specialty lighting in trees near or within outdoor patios and
restaurants helps to create a festive atmosphere and encourages
nighttime use by pedestrians.

•

Lighting fixtures should be attractively designed to complement
the architecture of the project.

•

Outdoor light fixtures used to illuminate architectural or landscape
features should use a narrow cone of light for the purpose of
confining the light to the object of interest and minimize light
trespass and glare. Appropriate level of illumination will be
determined during the required design review.

•

Provide street lighting that is scaled for the pedestrian while still
meeting vehicular needs. On local streets and within project sites,
fixtures should be primarily oriented towards pedestrian’s needs.
On major streets, light fixtures serve to both illuminate pedestrian
areas and roadways. The location and intended audience should be
considered when choosing a light fixture for the project.

•

Lighting for a parking lot or structures should be evenly distributed
and provide pedestrians and drivers with adequate visibility at
night.
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Signs
The signage guidelines for the Projects at Main Gate Specific Plan are
intended to promote a lively, interesting, and attractive pedestrian
environment while also facilitating local commerce. While signage is
sometimes associated with unattractive visual clutter, thoughtfully
designed signage can enhance the aesthetic character and identity of a
place. The Projects at Main Gate is intended to be a place for walking and
strolling, and the allowed types, sizes, and placements of signs are
intended to reaffirm this character in a way that also allows for local
businesses to effectively communicate with potential customers.
Once FORA has found a local jurisdiction sign ordinance consistent with
the Base Reuse Plan and the Guidelines, individual jurisdictions will
permit and enforce signs in their own jurisdictions. To achieve a similar
look and feel of the former Fort Ord Area, consistent use of materials and
style in public information and directional signage is recommended (e.g.,
retain military names and themes).
General Signage Guidelines
•

For a project of this size with
multiple commercial tenants, a
Master Sign Program will be
required, for review and approval of
the BAR. As part of Master Sign
Program approval, the BAR may
grant exceptions to City standards
for the maximum size and number
of signs, based on specific design
features
including
architectural
style, proportion to landscaping,
site visibility, and building mass.

Signs should have a contrast
between
content
and
background
to
optimize
legibility.

•

Signs adjacent to roadway must be
located outside the right of way (both horizontially and vertically).

•

Signage must also be consistent with the FORA Guidelines in terms
of freeway setback (see Chapter 4.0). Basic design parameters
encourage the signage base for any freestanding signs be designed
to blend with the coastal dune character of the area.

•

Design signs in harmony with the style and character of the
development and as an integral design component of the building
architecture, building materials, landscaping, and overall site
development.

•

Jurisdictions shall encourage compatible signage and common
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themes so that the look and feel of the corridor retains a connected
quality.
•

Views of the ocean, dunes, and ridgelines will be preserved. Signs
and their support structures will not block views of the sky. Signs
mounted on buildings must be below the eave or parapet line and
below 40-feet.

•

Appropriately mark major entrances
to destinations in relation to Caltrans
controlled rights-of-way and individual
jurisdiction controlled rights-of-ways.
In some cases, a destination may have
signs
in
both
Caltrans
and
jurisdiction-controlled rights-of-ways.

•

Administrative
rules
regarding
signage will correspond with FORA
approved (as consistent with the
Guidelines)
jurisdictional
sign
ordinances.

•

Private property commercial signage,
that identifies destinations, may only
be located within the 1,000-foot
Design Corridor and outside of the
Highway 1 right-of-way on private
land. Signs are not allowed within the
100-foot building setback.

Signs that use icons, symbols
and imagery are encouraged.

•

Commercial signage will be regulated by the City of Seaside.

•

Specific project submittals to the individual jurisdictions should
provide a detailed visual presentation of sign size and mass related
to existing trees to remain, as well as the proposed building sizes
and locations.

•

Signage proposals should address the following issues:
1. Signage should be stationary and not changing, flashing or
animated.
2. Building signs should not extend above the eaves or parapet
wall.
3. Sign illumination and glare should be kept to a minimum.
Downlighting is preferred.
4. Use of portable signs and mobile signs is discouraged in all
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Highway 1 Corridor areas.
5. Billboards are to be prohibited by the jurisdictions in finalizing
the land use design standard for the Highway 1 Corridor. Limit
the number, spacing, and size of signs. Use of single multiple
identification low profile signs is encouraged.
Signs should:
•

Complement their associated building, being consistent with its
architectural style, scale, articulation, proportions, materials, and
color.

•

Be located in areas of the façade specifically designed to serve this
function and should align horizontally, where possible, with major
architectural features, such as building entries.

•

Have a contrast between content and background so as to optimize
legibility while still maintaining compatibility with building colors.

•

Not cover architectural details or ornamental elements.

•

Be constructed out of high quality, durable materials.

•

Use icons, symbols or logos rather than words whenever possible.

Signage examples and styles appropriate for a retail lifestyle center are
illustrated in Figures 5-5a and 5-5b.
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Sustainable Design
Sustainability, as defined by the Brundtland Report (1987) is “ensuring
that development meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” The Projects
at Main Gate should incorporate these principles and integrate
multimodal transportation, economic sustainability, green building
measures, water conservation measures, and landscaping standards that
allow for a sustainable and efficient development pattern.
Master Resolution section 8.02.020 (a) and (j) are met by this specific
plan, which protects natural resources and open space with the 100-200
foot buffer on the western side of the project site and by providing access
to future State Park lands west of the site (a). The water supply for the
project would come from the existing City of Seaside FORA allocation
with water conservation techniques identified by the City of Seaside and
the BRP implemented into project design. Recycled/reclaimed water
connections for irrigation and drought-resistant vegetation are also
requirements of the project (j).
The City of Seaside has a unique opportunity to develop the Projects at
Main Gate as a model of sustainable development that demonstrates how
to build responsibly within the limits of our resources, and not
compromise the ability of future generations to enjoy at least the same
quality of life that we have today. The sustainability agenda for Main Gate
is multi-faceted, and as such has been incorporated in goals, policies, and
guidelines in the appropriate chapters throughout this document. The
key elements of the City’s agenda include:
a. creating a multi-modal transportation system that reduces
automobile dependency and associated traffic congestion and air
pollution.
b. establishing a diverse and stable blend of retail, employment and
service uses that supports the basic needs of the community.
c. promoting environmentally responsible development that not only
reduces project impact, but also works to restore the natural
environment.
The City promotes energy conservation through implementation of
California Title 24 building code energy performance standards. The
Specific Plan design incorporates both energy-wise technology and design
features in the retail center and hotel components.
The Projects at Main Gate should address green building by maximizing
solar exposure as a means of utilizing natural daylight and passive space
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heating/cooling while minimizing the affects of ocean winds on heat
retention. Building designs should incorporate materials made of recycled
content and of sustainable origin, and sustainable energy systems that
are earth and health friendly. Recycling of construction and demolition
materials should be done wherever possible in accordance with the
Uniform Building Code. All new building should be constructed to meet
Energy Star requirements for energy efficiency wherever possible and
maximize natural heating. Attaining LEED certification of buildings is
strongly encouraged.
Low Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) materials should be used wherever
feasible to reduce the release of chemicals from building materials and to
improve indoor air quality. Supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs),
such as fly ash, slag cement, silica fume and other reusable industrial byproducts, increase the strength and durability of concrete, while also
decreasing the overall environmental impacts of concrete production.
Water conservation and efficiency is very important in Seaside. The
existing water distribution system is almost entirely original Fort Ord
infrastructure. For this reason, most water distribution facilities will need
to be replaced. As a result of this, there is a unique opportunity to
incorporate innovative efficiency measures into the Main Gate project.
Dual plumbing should be incorporated into the Main Gate project to allow
for the use of recycled water where feasible. Subject to the availability of
recycled water, a separate distribution system to deliver recycled water
appropriate for irrigation of parks, streetscapes and commercial
landscaping may be constructed.
Sustainable Design Guidelines
•

Orient the design of the site to take advantage of solar access. For
optimum solar conditions, the longest side of a building should
face south (within 20 degrees of due south) and have relatively
clear access to the sun.

•

Building windows, especially those above the second floor and
facing southern and westerly directions, should be treated or
otherwise designed to increase energy efficiency for the building
while still maintaining the architectural integrity of the building and
quality design of the site. Ground floor windows and those facing
onto pedestrian walkways shall still allow pedestrians to view inside
the building with relative ease.

•

The City encourages the use of solar arrays or other types of solarbased energy generation into all new roofing structures. Consider
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the pitch of roofs and orientation of the building when designing
the project so as to maximize solar energy generation.
•

Use green roofs or other innovative methods of reducing
impervious areas and heat islands on project sites. Reduce energy
consumption by designing buildings that take advantage of
features such as better insulation (e.g., green roofs), natural
ventilation, natural daylighting, florescent rather than incandescent
light fixtures, and solar rather than gas water heaters.

•

Use recycled, rapidly renewable, and locally-sourced materials that
reduce impacts related to materials extraction, processing, and
transportation.

•

Reduce total water consumption (potable and non-potable) by
introducing features such as low-flow fixtures and drought tolerant
landscaping.

•

Implement LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
Green Building Rating SystemTM, LEEP (Leadership in Environmental
Education Program), Build-It GreenTM Green Building Guidelines, or
similar guidelines or rating systems to improve overall site and
building quality in terms of energy efficiency and renewable
resources.

•

Submit the Specific Plan and/or individual building projects to the
U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) for certification as a way of:
− demonstrating
the City’s commitment to responsible
development,
− raising the bar for District developers and encouraging them to
embrace green design technologies, and
− creating a distinct and marketable identity for the District that
will make it more attractive to developers, businesses, and
residents, and enhance property values.

•

Minimize stormwater flows by reducing impervious areas
throughout the site, encouraging re-use of captured stormwater,
incorporating landscaping into parking areas, and use of pervious
paving materials.
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6.0 Infrastructure and Public Services
This chapter of the Specific Plan describes the basic infrastructure
systems in the vicinity of the project site, and includes a discussion of the
“backbone” water, sewer and drainage systems required. Public services
required to serve the site are also addressed.

6.1 Water Service
Water service for the North Seaside and the former Fort Ord project area
is provided by the Marina Coast Water District (MCWD) and is primarily
pumped from wells tapping the deep aquifer of the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin. The MCWD also operates a desalination plant with a
limited capacity of 300 acre feet annually (AFY). Historical use of the
area’s groundwater resources has exceeded safe yield and resulted in
lowering of water levels and saltwater intrusion. The project is located
within the MCWD Ord Community Service Area and is subject to water
supply allocations defined by FORA.
A network of distribution piping, storage reservoirs, pump stations and
purveyance facilities provide service pressure and fire protection to the
former Fort Ord. Individual landowners within the former Fort Ord are
responsible for the water service from existing meters into each
building’s plumbing or irrigation system.
MCWD has ownership and maintenance responsibilities for the existing
water system that serves the site, and will provide potable water and fire
service to the Projects at Main Gate. FORA is responsible for water
allocations within the project area and has been assured a potable supply
of 6,600 acre feet of water up to the year 2015, split between three major
users (California State University of Monterey Bay, Fort Ord military
housing, and North Seaside).
Compliance with section 8.02.020 (j) of the Master Resolution is met for
the project as the water supply would come from the existing City of
Seaside FORA allocation with water conservation techniques identified by
the City of Seaside and the BRP implemented into project design.
Recycled/reclaimed water connections for irrigation and drought-resistant
vegetation would also be incorporated into the project. Section 8.02.020
(i) is met, as the project area would be in adherence with waste
management policies and participate in recycling programs following
local guidelines. Potable water would be provided to the project for use
in accordance with State Health Department regulations.
The City of Seaside has an allocation of 1,012 acre-feet per year (AFY), of
which 638.4 AFY is being consumed or is committed to other uses. This
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leaves 373.6 AFY available for commitment. Based on the assumptions
provided by the MCWD, the plan area’s project usage of 207.9 to 213.1
AFY would leave the City of Seaside with 160.5 to 165.7 AFY available for
commitment to future development. When recycled water becomes
available in the region, landscape uses within the plan area and other
areas would convert to recycled water, allowing the City to reallocate
potable groundwater to other uses.
Existing delivery infrastructure includes a 12-inch potable water main
running within the west side of 2nd Avenue and smaller lines crossing
through the site. MCWD has indicated that this main could provide
adequate potable water and fire flow requirements if an extension of the
12-inch potable water main within Lightfighter Drive is constructed to
loop to and connect with the existing 12-inch main on the east side of
General Jim Moore Boulevard. These improvements should be proposed
as part of the project (refer to Figure 6-1 Proposed Water System).
Table 6-1 identifies projected water usage demands for two potential
development scenarios for the Projects at Main Gate. Generation
estimates are preliminary, given the conceptual nature of the Specific
Plan.
Table 6-1
City of Seaside Main Gate Projected Water Use

Alternative A
Movie Theatre (2,630seats )6
Retail/Entertainment Space
Large format retail
In-line retail stores
In-line food service sites (650 seats)5
Restaurant (3,430seats)4
Hospitality Space
Hotel-250 rooms 3
Spa
Conference Center
Restaurant (449 seats) 4
Landscaped areas, acres2
Alternative B
Retail Space
Department store
Large Format retail

Water Use
Factor
(AF/Year/sq.ft.1)

Projected
Water Use
(AF/Year)

51,500

0.0014

11.2

87,500
281,000
10,000
61,000

0.00005
0.00005
0.038
0.02

4.4
14.1
24.7
68.6

225,000
24,000
27,000
8,000

0.17
0.0003
0.0002
0.02

42.5
7.2
5.4
9.0

Area
(Sq. ft.)

Land Use

10.41
2.5
Total Projected Water Use for Alternative A
498,500
120,000
87,500

City of Seaside

0.00005
0.00005

26.0
213.1

6.0
4.4
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Land Use

Area
(Sq. ft.)

Water Use
Factor
(AF/Year/sq.ft.1)
0.00005
0.038
0.02

In-line retail stores
281,000
In-line food service sites (650 seats)5
10,000
Restaurant (3,430 seats) 4
61,000
Hospitality Space
Hotel-250 rooms 3
225,000
0.17
Spa
24,000
0.0003
Conference Center
27,000
0.0002
Restaurant (449 seats) 4
8,000
0.02
Landscaped areas, acres 2
10.41
2.5
Total Projected Water Use for Alternative B
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Projected
Water Use
(AF/Year)
14.1
24.7
68.6
42.5
7.2
5.4
9.0
26.0
207.9

MCWC Procedures, Guidelines and Design Requirements
Estimated mixed landscaping
0.17 af/yr/unit, MCWD Procedures, Guidelines and Design requirements
0.020 af/yr/seat, MPWMD factor
0.038 af/y/seat, MPWMD factor
0.0014 af/y/seat, MCWD Procedures, Guidelines and Design Requirements (corrected factor)
This Specific Plan acknowledges that the Water Supply Assessment assumes a slightly higher
project water demand based on its method of calculation.

Actual water demands will vary according to the ultimate mix of
commercial development, the behavior of tenants and visitors, the level
of use activity, and landscape development and maintenance practices.
Initial use may be higher than estimated due to construction water
demands and irrigation requirements to establish landscaping. Ultimate
use may vary year to year by as much as 7% based on weather and
precipitation.
Although not specifically allocated to the project, the City has indicated
sufficient water supply exists from the FORA allocation to serve the
development. A Water Supply Assessment (WSA) was prepared by MCWD
pursuant to SB 610, which detailed the available resources and demand
factors of the project. Based on the WSA, sufficient production capacity is
available to meet the projected ultimate demand within MCWD’s service
area. According to the WSA, additional development beyond 2010 within
the City of Seaside may have to be deferred until the District’s water
augmentation projects are fully permitted, funded and allocated to Fort
Ord Community jurisdictions. One example of MCWD’s planned
augmentation projects is a recycled water system from the Monterey
Regional Water Pollution Control Agency (MRWPCA) plant. The project’s
irrigation system is planned be designed to connect to that recycled
water system once completed, reducing potable water demand by nearly
22 AFY.
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6.2 Wastewater Collection and Disposal
The MCWD operates a sewer system that serves the former Fort Ord and
North Seaside and delivers sewage to the MRWPCA treatment plant
located north of the City of Marina via one of two pump stations. The
sanitary sewer collection and distribution system within the former Fort
Ord consists of a network of gravity and pumped sewer lines ranging in
size from 4- to 27-inches in diameter.
The estimated sewer demand for the site based on MCWD demand factors
is 61,878 (Alternative A) to 63,116 (Alternative B) gallons per day. In
accordance with MCWD’s “Ord Community Wastewater System Master
Plan”, one sanitary sewer improvement is planned for the project site.
This improvement is referenced as CIP #28 and consists of upsizing an
existing 15-inch gravity sewer within the west side of the site to an 18inch gravity sewer. Additional project-specific sewer improvements would
include realigning of two existing 12-inch and 15-inch sewer mains to the
west of the proposed retail buildings and upsizing the 15-inch to an 18inch sewer main in accordance with CIP #28 to increase sewer capacity to
the project (refer to Figure 6-2, Proposed Sanitary Sewer System).

6.3 Stormwater and Drainage
Background
A primary component of the BRP is elimination of storm water discharge
into the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, implemented with
removal of five storm water outfalls. FORA successfully completed
removal of four outfalls in 2004, diverting stormwater to a series of large,
temporary percolation basins within the dunes west of Highway 1.
Currently, storm water runoff generated within the City of Seaside’s
portion of the former Fort Ord is generally accommodated through the
use of storm drains and small, scattered retention basins, which have
proven workable and practical due to the high percolation rate of existing
soils.
Compliance with section 8.02.020(k) of the FORA Master Resolution
should be met via inclusion of sub-surface retention basins which are
intended to retain all water onsite during both regular and large storm
events. Site-specific grading, drainage, and geotechnical information
prepared in association with the EIR for the project should be submitted
prior to construction and all requirements included therein incorporated
into the project. Best management practices should also be included and
required prior to, during, and following construction.
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The storm water retention basins constructed by FORA are considered
temporary and are expected to be abandoned after substantial
development has occurred on the base. A Stormwater Master Plan
published by FORA in February 2005, provides design guidelines for
these systems. The City requires that storm drain improvements utilize
the 100-year storm event for design purposes and that all developments
retain storm water on-site as recommended by FORA in the Stormwater
Master Plan.

Site Drainage Characteristics
The existing site is primarily vacant, with approximately 2.5 acres of
asphalt paving along 1st Street and 2nd Avenue. The soils consist primarily
of bare silty, sandy soil, with ice plant, clusters of cypress and pine trees
within the interior and along the perimeter streets. The pre-development
runoff rate is approximately 5%, compared with a proposed postdevelopment rate of approximately 80%. The General Plan encourages
onsite storm water detention for capturing urban pollutants and
percolating fresh water.
The existing storm drains that cross the project site will be realigned to
carry flows to the existing downstream storm drain system located on the
west side of the site. Two existing 15-inch lines from 1st Street are
proposed to be realigned along the south side of 1st Street with flows
carried in a new line to the west. Two existing lines (24-inch and 36-inch)
carrying flows west from CSUMB will be abandoned where they cross
under the proposed project retail buildings and a hydraulically-equivalent
line (CSUMB By-Pass Storm Drain) will be installed through the project
street system to maintain the historical flows to the west.
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Example of Existing Drainage Facilities

New on-site drainage facilities should be designed to capture runoff onsite during a 100-year storm via infiltration storage areas/percolation pits
which should be located on the west side of the site. Based on estimates
provided by Reed & Graham, Inc. Geosynthetics, the tanks would need to
be sized with storage volumes of 230,000, 165,000, and 75,000 cubic
feet. Finished floor elevations shall be located above the calculated 100year flood level (refer to Figure 6-3, Proposed Storm Drain System).

Stormwater Management
Storm water management at the Projects at Main Gate site shall be
detailed in the Projects at Main Gate Storm Water Management Program
(SWMP). The SWMP should provide a process for the control and
minimization of polluted water runoff from the site in compliance with
applicable regulatory permitting authorities and section 8.02.020(k) of
the Master Resolution. Included in the SWMP is a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP), intended to meet the following objectives:
•

Identify sources of visible and non-visible pollutants that could
affect the quality of storm water discharges associated with
construction activity from the site.

•

Identify sources of non-storm water discharges.
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•

Identify Best Management Practices (BMPs) to reduce or eliminate
pollutants in storm water and non-storm water discharges from the
construction site during construction, to the maximum extent
practicable.

•

Develop post construction BMPs to be implemented during
construction or reduce or eliminate pollutants after construction is
completed.

•

Remove hazardous materials prior to demolition activities.

•

Identify areas for (a) storage of soil and solid waste, (b) vehicle
storage and service areas, (c) construction material loading,
unloading, and access areas, and (d) equipment storage, cleaning,
and maintenance areas.

•

Prevent or reduce discharges of liquid, hazardous or special wastes
from impacting storm water by providing proper storage areas with
secondary containment precautions.

•

Perform vehicle and equipment maintenance off-site or in
designated areas, provide cover for material stored outside, check
for leaks and spills, designate fueling areas.

To reduce post-construction pollutants such as sediment, pesticides,
petroleum products, and nutrients, BMPs that would be applicable to the
project site include, but are not limited to, permanent landscaping and
maintenance, frequent street sweeping, and mechanical filtering of all
trash, oil and grease from the storm water system prior to discharging
into the retention and percolation system.
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6.4 Public Services
Police Services
The Seaside Police Department provides full police protection services to
the community. The department headquarters is currently located in the
southern portion of the City at 440 Harcourt Avenue. Three sub-stations
are located at Broadway and Yosemite, East La Salle and on Coe Avenue.
The substations are not staffed 24 hours a day. The department has 40
sworn officers and 12 non-sworn, full-time personnel. Although the
staffing levels have remained the same, the response area of the Police
Department increased from 2.69 square miles to approximately 8 square
miles with the closure of the Fort Ord military base and the City’s
subsequent annexation of this land. The Police Department considers one
officer per 500 residents an acceptable service ratio.
New facilities and sworn police officers will be required to serve new
development to maintain and/or improve this ratio. For example, the City
of Seaside Police Department requires a police substation inside of any
new shopping center or other significant area where large numbers of
people gather for business or entertainment. The City and Police
Department review police staffing and funding levels on a periodic basis
to ensure adequate levels of service are provided. According to the
Seaside Police Department, response times in 2006 averaged just over
three minutes.
As redevelopment occurs in North Seaside and Marina, there will be
additional opportunities for mutual service/aid agreements between
Seaside, Marina, California Highway Patrol and the Monterey County
Sheriff’s Department to ensure adequate response coverage.
For a retail project of this size, and due to the project’s more remote
location at the northern edge of the City, the development team will
provide private security personnel and security equipment as part of daily
project operations. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) techniques will also be applied to project design and site
planning, and reviewed with law enforcement during Tentative Map
review. Compliance with the FORA Master Resolution section 8.02.020
(q) would be met through payment of development fees established to
provide law enforcement services.
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Fire Protection Services
The Seaside Fire Department provides both emergency prevention and
response services to the City of Seaside. The Fire Department is located
at Yosemite and Broadway. The Department responds to 2,000 to 2,400
emergency calls annually, of which approximately 65 percent are medical
in nature. The Department responds to fires, medical emergencies,
rescues, and services calls under a 24-hour a day operation. With the
closure of the Fort Ord military base, the Seaside fire department is
currently serving three times the area as before, without a proportional
increase in staffing. Currently, fire response times to North Seaside range
from 10 to 15 minutes, whereas a five minute response time is desirable.
As a result, the Fire Department has identified a need for a substation,
with appropriate staffing and equipment in northern Seaside.
Although a substation is currently not proposed as part of the project or
envisioned in this location, opportunities exist in the northern portions of
the City that are designated as Public/Institutional or Mixed Use. The
project will be required to pay its development impact fees to finance
needed and expanded public safety and services, thereby meeting section
8.02.020 (r) of the FORA Master Resolution.

Schools
The project is commercial retail and visitor-serving in nature and is not
anticipated to impact area schools, or generate additional students.
Payment of existing non-residential impact fees would be required as part
of the permitting process.

Parks and Recreation
The site is located adjacent to coastal lands to be designated as State
Parks. Connectivity is provided for pedestrians, bicycles and vehicles from
the northwest corner of the Specific Plan Area. The “drumstick” parcel on
the project’s west side, proposed for parking, is currently identified as
open space by the BRP. However, the General Plan, adopted subsequent
to the BRP, identifies the entire site as Regional Commercial. Although
the designation is inconsistent with the BRP, the General Plan was
approved by FORA in 2004 and received FORA’s consistency
determination.
The Specific Plan does not generate demand for additional park acreage,
but does provide recreation and entertainment amenities in the form of
pedestrian and bicycle connections, cinema and public gathering places.
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The development also proposes beach access concierge services to assist
visitors wishing to recreate on nearby beaches, once public.

Solid Waste and Recycling
Solid waste generated in the City of Seaside is collected by Seaside Waste
Management and deposited at the Monterey Regional Waste Management
District (MRWMD) facility located outside the City limits of Seaside, and
within the City of Marina. The District’s 470-acre landfill has a total
capacity of 33 million tons, with an available capacity of 26 million tons.
Remaining capacity would be approximately 85 to 90 years with
attainment of state mandates for waste stream diversion. The City of
Seaside is one of seven central coast cities and one regional agency
compliant with the State’s Integrated Waste Management Act requiring
cities and counties to divert 50% of its waste from area landfills. The
project should meet section 8.02.020 (i) by adhering to waste
management policies and participating in recycling programs following
local guidelines.
As the project area is currently undeveloped, no solid waste is generated
on the site. The estimated amount of solid waste that would be
generated by the project is summarized in Table 6-2, with estimates
given for both the multiplex cinema and the department store.
Table 6-2
Solid Waste Generation Estimate
Use
Retail
Theater

Area
(sq. ft.)

Daily Rate
(lbs/sq.
ft./day)

Generation
(lbs/day)

Total Solid
Waste
(tons/year)

351,000

0.0460

16,146

2,947

51,500

0.0312

1,607

293

120,000

0.0312

3,744

683

Food Market

27,500

0.0592

1,628

297

Restaurants

69,000

0.0592

4,083

745

252,000

0.0592

14,918

2,722

24,000

0.0592

1,420

259
7,263

Department Store
1

Hotel

2

Spa
Theater Scenario

Department Store Scenario

7,653

Notes: 1-Includes retail and hotel restaurants; 2- Includes conference center
SOURCE: California Integrated Waste Management Board Estimated Solid Waste Generation
Rates for Commercial Establishments.
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6.5 Dry Utilities
The Specific Plan area is served by PG&E for electricity, AT&T for phone,
and Comcast Cable television services. It is anticipated that utility
facilities will require upgrading, and under grounding of utilities will be
required.
Tables 6-3 and 6-4 below provide the dry utility (electricity and gas)
estimate for the project, with both the department store and theatre
scenarios represented.
Table 6-3
Electricity Demand Estimate

Use
Retail
Theater

Area
(sq. ft.)

Demand Factor (kiloWatt
hour/sq. ft.)

Electricity
Demand
(kWh/sq.
ft./year)

351,000

13.55

4,756,050

51,500

13.55

697,825

120,000

13.55

1,626,000

Food Market

27,500

53.30

1,465,750

Restaurants

69,000

47.45

3,274,050

225,000

16.83

3,786,750

Department Store
1

Hotel
Conference Center

27,000

12.70

342,900

Spa
Theater Scenario

24,000

16.83

403,920
14,727,245

Department Store Scenario

15,655,420

Notes: 1- Includes both retail and hotel restaurants
Source: CEQA Air Quality Handbook, Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc., Henwood Energy,
Presidio Trust, Bay Area Economics
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Table 6-4
Gas Demand Estimate
Use
Retail
Theater
Department Store
Food Market
Restaurants

Area
(sq. ft.)

Demand Factor
(KBtu/sq. ft.)

Gas Demand
(KBtu/sq.
ft./year)

351,000

5.17

1,814,670

51,500

2.98

153,382

120,000

5.17

620,400

27,500

2.98

81,903

69,000

34.91

2,408,790

225,000

49.47

11,130,750

Conference Center

27,000

32.18

868,860

Spa
Theater Scenario

24,000

49.47

1,187,280
17,645,636

1

Hotel

Department Store Scenario

18,112,653

Notes: 1- Includes retail and hotel restaurants; KBtu = Kilo British Thermal Unit
Source: CEQA Air Quality Handbook, Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc., U.S. Department
of Energy;
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6.6 Implementation Measures – Infrastructure and
Public Services
Emergency Response
6-1: All land uses in the plan area should be designed to facilitate
surveillance and expedited access by law enforcement and fire equipment
and personnel. The project should incorporate specific technology such
as wireless digital video surveillance systems, and plan access points that
allow quick access to all areas of the project site.
6-2: A police substation shall be reserved within the project, providing a
physical storefront location. Space for a substation shall meet Police
Department criteria in terms of location, size, staffing and equipment.
6-3: The City should coordinate with surrounding jurisdictions toward
updating mutual aid agreements, update emergency service boundaries,
and forward any boundary or agreement modifications to Monterey
County LAFCO.
6-4: Streets shall be designed to ensure that emergency response is not
impaired.
6-5: Water facilities shall be designed and installed to ensure adequate
fire flows within the plan area to provide an adequate level of fire
protection.
6-6: Public health and safety needs, including any specific needs relative
to a nine-story hotel structure, shall be met through the provision of fire
protection services and facilities to meet acceptable ISO ratings.

Solid Waste
6-7: Recycling of commercial solid waste should be promoted and
encouraged within the plan area. Compliance with the FORA Master
Resolution sections 8.02.020 (i)-(j) would be required and ensure
recycling, and water conservation techniques are incorporated into the
plan area.
6-8: Solid waste containers should be located within service alleys or
otherwise screened or hidden from street and pedestrian view.
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Wet Utilities
6-9: Prior to Specific Plan approval, a WSA shall be prepared to the
satisfaction of the City of Seaside and MCWD. Water supply allocations
shall be provided and confirmed by the City prior to approval of final
maps. Compliance with FORA Master Resolution section 8.02.020(i)
would be required to ensure that distribution and storage of potable and
non-potable water comply with State Health Department regulations.
6-10: The project shall participate in the cost of constructing master
infrastructure facilities. Determination of fair share costs, timing and
funding mechanisms for master infrastructure facilities shall be a
function of the Development and Disposition Agreement and Financing
Plan executed for the project.
6-11: All storm drainage collection, retention and percolation facilities
should be constructed on-site, designed to the satisfaction of the City of
Seaside and FORA, and shall avoid alteration of drainage patterns within
the Caltrans right of way. Any alteration of drainage within the state right
of way will require an encroachment permit.
6-12: Infrastructure to transport and use recycled water for irrigation
purposes within the project area should be incorporated into the project
and use of available recycled water should be actively pursued and
utilized for these purposes.

Dry Utilities
6-13: The developer shall coordinate with utility providers regarding
precise design requirements upon preparation of improvement plans.
6-14: All new electrical and telecommunications services, excluding
primary transmission lines and substations, shall be installed
underground.
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7.0 Resource Management
This section discusses sensitive environmental issues associated with the
project site and future development scenarios. A development project of
this scale has the potential to create environmental impacts to resources
such as air quality, viewsheds, noise environment, sensitive species,
water quality and soil erosion, energy and non-renewable resources. The
Design Measures throughout this Specific Plan have provided in part to
guide project development in a manner that avoids or reduces impacts to
these resources.
The Projects at Main Gate EIR has been prepared to identify the full
impacts of the project and provide measures to mitigate those impacts to
the greatest extent feasible. The EIR is the authoritative analysis
document for this project. The following information is provided for
informational purposes only.

7.1 Aesthetics
The project site is bounded on the west by Highway 1, a State eligible
scenic highway, and provides potential views to the Monterey Bay. The
scenic character of the site is consistent with the uses and appearance of
the former Fort Ord.
The BRP and General Plan include policies specifically designed to protect
visual qualities along the scenic corridor. The BRP and H1 Design
Guidelines identify a 100-foot building setback from Highway 1 right-ofway for all new development, to be landscaped with cypress, pine and
other suitable screening materials. In addition, a 200-foot setback is
required for signage in this location. These setback standards allow for
the establishment of landscaping improvements, while the General Plan
additionally requires retention of existing Monterey Cypress trees along
the highway to serve as a landscape buffer. The BRP also encourages
maximum building heights to correspond with mature landscape height.

7.2 Drainage, Soils, and Erosion Control
A primary component of the BRP is elimination of storm water discharge
into the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. Removal of four out of
five storm water outfalls has been completed, with the remaining outfall
serving the Army. FORA successfully completed removal of four outfalls
in 2004, diverting stormwater to a series of large, temporary percolation
basins within the dunes west of Highway 1. Currently, storm water runoff
generated within the City of Seaside’s portion of the former Fort Ord is
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generally accommodated through the use of storm drains and small,
scattered retention basins, which have proven workable and practical due
to the high percolation rate of existing soils.
The Fort Ord Reuse Authority’s Stormwater Master Plan calls for storm
drain improvements utilizing the 100-year storm event for design
purposes. Drainage improvements for the Specific Plan Area would be
consistent with the Stormwater Master Plan as subsurface infiltration
basins would be constructed to retain all storm water runoff onsite.

7.3 Geology and Seismicity
The Monterey Bay area is considered a seismically active region and could
be subject to strong ground shaking during an earthquake on any of the
regional fault systems. Several fault zones are located in the vicinity,
including the San Andreas fault (within 25 miles); the Palo Colorado-San
Gregorio fault (within 14 miles); and the Monterey Bay fault zone
(offshore). The damage potential from ground shaking is considered
moderate to high in the project vicinity, and liquefaction potential is
considered low (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, April 1992). The site
contains sandy and silty soils common to the area. The local topography
creates a “bowl” shape within the site, which varies in elevation by
approximately 60 vertical feet.

7.4

Water Supply

The BRP adopted by the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) in 1997
identifies water as a primary resource constraint for the area. Of the
6,600 acre-feet of potable water available through the entire former Fort
Ord base, 862 acre-feet per year is currently allocated to the City of
Seaside. The City currently utilizes approximately 305 acre-feet per year
with additional allocations reserved for new schools and other needed
community facilities. Section 8.02.020 (i) of the Master Resolution is met
as the project area would be in adherence with waste management
policies and participate in recycling programs following local guidelines.
Potable water would be provided to the project for use in accordance with
State Health Department regulations.
The usage estimate for the project is 207.9 to 213.1 acre-feet per year,
depending on whether the department store or movie theatre
development scenario is pursued.
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7.5 Biological Resources
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers prepared a Habitat Management Plan
(HMP) to regulate disposal and reuse of former Ford Ord lands. This Final
Installation-Wide Multispecies Habitat Management Plan for Former Fort
Ord (April, 1997) addresses biological resource impacts associated with
land reuse, establishes guidelines for the conservation and management
of species and habitats, and includes management requirements and
procedures for land recipients to follow.
Specific conservation areas and habitat corridors have been established
with lands designated for, (1) development with no restrictions; (2)
habitat reserves with management guidelines; or, (3) for habitat reserves
with moderate development allowed. Development impact fees for the
area include funding for implementation of HMP measures throughout
the former Fort Ord.
The main development portion of the Main Gate parcel is designated as a
development parcel with no biological restrictions. The “drumstick”
parcel located adjacent to Highway 1 is primarily within 100 feet of the
highway and therefore subject to strict development guidelines, including
preservation of open space in accordance with section 8.02.020(a) of the
FORA Master Resolution.
Existing vegetation includes mature Monterey pine (Pinus radiata) forest,
Monterey cypress (Cupressus macrocarpa), and coastal live oak (Quercus
agrifolia) understory. A Forested Resource Assessment/Arborist Report
(Frank Ono, January 29, 2008) provided a detailed analysis of the trees
and specific recommendations relative to future development potential
within the Specific Plan Area. Cypress trees within the project area have
been planted and allowed to naturalize on the property. The trees are
planted in rows bordering the property, with spacing of the trees ranging
from 3 to 4 feet to 10 to 20 feet apart, depending on the area. This
native California tree is well acclimated to the salt laden and windy
coastline conditions. Pruning of these trees increases their strength in
withstanding severe wind conditions.
The Monterey Pine forest on the site is in decline. Mature trees are dying
of Pine Pitch Canker, which is followed by beetle infestation that leads to
the trees’ demise. The majority of these trees are not anticipated to
survive beyond 20 years. Scattered coast live oaks and eucalyptus are
also present on the site. Open areas are dominated by ice plant, annual
grasses, and coyote brush.
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Mature cypress trees within the 100-foot right-of-way of Highway 1 are
protected, as required by the General Plan and encouraged through the
BRP. These, and other mature trees, are critical in deterring soil and wind
erosion and have been planted in an effort to stabilize the dune sands
they occupy. The resource value and health of stands and individual
specimens, as evaluated in the forester’s report and EIR for the specific
plan, may result in site plan modifications in an effort to preserve healthy
trees through design.

7.6 Air Quality
The Specific Plan Area is located in the North Central Coast Air Basin
(NCCAB), which includes the coastal counties of Monterey, Santa Cruz and
San Benito. Air quality is a significant environmental concern influencing
local and regional quality of life. The City requires development projects
to analyze potential air quality impacts during environmental review and
provide mitigation to reduce anticipated emissions.
The uses anticipated in the Specific Plan Area would likely impact air
quality almost exclusively through vehicular traffic generated by the
development. No major point source emitters such as heavy industrial
uses are anticipated within the Specific Plan Area. The proposed land use
plan and circulation plan are designed, and policies and standards have
been included in this document, as well as in the EIR prepared for the
Specific Plan, to encourage alternative transportation use and to provide
good connectivity between uses.

7.7 Noise
The noise element of the General Plan identifies goals, policies, and
standards related to noise. The plan designates land uses exposed to
exterior noise levels exceeding 60dB as being noise impacted and
includes strategies to reduce excessive noise and limit the community’s
exposure to loud noise sources. The hotel portion of the project would
be subject to Title 24 requirements for indoor noise. Noise from
transportation corridors, such as State Route 1, is the primary source of
noise in the area.

7.8 Water Conservation
The regional wastewater treatment plant provides tertiary-treated water
and currently provides recycled water to the Monterey County Water
Resources Agency for agricultural use in the Castroville area. The plan is
designed to accommodate future agreements with other jurisdictions to
help reduce groundwater use and slow seawater intrusion. Use of
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reclaimed or recycled water for irrigation purposes would reduce the
project demand on the potable water supply and is required for the plan
area under the FORA Master Resolution. The MRWPCA and the MCWD are
establishing a system for irrigation using recycled wastewater from the
treatment plant to service the former Fort Ord reuse area.

7.9 Energy Conservation
The City promotes energy conservation by implementing State Title 24
energy performance requirements through building codes. Meeting or
exceeding these requirements can reduce a project’s future energy needs
and reduce costs in the long term. The Design Measures contained in this
Specific Plan promote building and energy efficiency, and encourage
heightened conservation and recycling strategies.

7.10Cultural Resources
The former Fort Ord is located within lands historically occupied by the
Rumsen Indians who belonged to a branch of the Coastanoan, or Ohlone,
language family.
With European contact and establishment of the
missions in the late 16th Century, traditional Native American lifeways in
the area were disintegrated as Indian communities were baptized and
moved to farm church lands. The areas of greatest archaeological
sensitivity of the former Fort Ord include terraces and benches adjacent
to the Salinas River and El Toro Creek, peripheries of seasonal lakes and
streams, and the coastal beaches. All other lands in the area (including
the Main Gate area) have low to medium potential for possessing
archaeological resources.

7.11EIR Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan
The City of Seaside Community Development Department will prepare an
MMRP (Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program), to ensure that all
mitigation measures listed in the Projects at Main Gate EIR are adequately
addressed.
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8.0 Implementation, Administration, Phasing
and Financing
8.1 Purpose and Intent
The preceding chapters of this Specific Plan describe the overall plan and
corresponding goals, policies, standards, and guidelines for the orderly
development of the Project at Main Gate Specific Plan. This chapter sets
forth regulatory and organizational procedures to approve, implement,
and amend the Specific Plan. Additional conditions of Specific Plan
approval, development phasing, preliminary financing mechanisms and
requirements of planning submittals are also identified.

8.2 Specific Plan Adoption and Required Actions
This Specific Plan has been prepared and adopted in a manner consistent
with California Government Code section 65451, as well as all pertinent
sections of the Municipal Code. As this Specific Plan establishes specific
development regulations, it is considered a “regulatory” Specific Plan.
Adoption of this Specific Plan is by Ordinance (Section 65453) of the City
Council. (Ordinance #991).
A series of entitlement and processing actions are required to implement
the Projects at Main Gate Specific Plan. A summary of actions is provided
below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certification of the EIR and MMRP
Specific Plan Approval/Adoption
FORA Approval and Consistency Determination
Site Plan and Design Review (BAR)
Tentative Subdivision Map Review and Approval
Abandonment (street vacation) of Existing Alignment of 1st Avenue.
Disposition and Development Agreement (DDA) for the Retail
and/or Hotel Project
Final Maps and Improvement Plans
Infrastructure Financing Plan (per DDA)
Demolition Permits (for road realignment)
Grading and Building Permits
Caltrans Encroachment Permit (for any work within State Right of
Way)
City of Seaside Encroachment Permit
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8.3 Specific Plan Implementation
Development Review and Approval Process
Approval of development within the Main Gate Specific Plan shall be
subject to the review process set forth in this section. Title 17 of the
Seaside Municipal Code (SMC) shall apply to matters not covered in this
Specific Plan. If there is any conflict between the provisions of this
Specific Plan and Title 17 of the SMC, the provisions of this Specific Plan
shall control. All applicable state and federal standards and codes also
apply to this Specific Plan.
Subdivisions
Unless specifically provided for in this Main Gate Specific Plan, the
regulations set forth in Title 16 of the SMC, entitled “Subdivisions,” shall
apply to all divisions of land hereafter made of property within the Main
Gate Specific Plan.
Amendment Procedures
The California Government Code (Sections 65453-65454) allows specific
plans to be prepared, adopted, and amended in the same manner as
general plans. Amendments to this Specific Plan shall be prepared,
adopted, and amended in a similar manner as it was adopted.
Procedures of the SMC shall be followed for hearing, notice and decision
of a Specific Plan Amendment by the planning Commission and City
Council.
This Specific Plan is a planning framework for the ultimate site buildout.
The City of Seaside recognizes that the subdivision and development
process may result in minor parcel and acreage adjustments within the
Specific Plan boundaries to respond to specific development needs.
Modifications to the Specific Plan will be considered Minor or Major, as
defined below:
Minor Modifications
The following minor modifications to the Main Gate Specific Plan do
not require an amendment to the Specific Plan and are subject to
review and approval by the Director/Zoning Administrator. The
Director/Zoning Administrator shall have the discretion to refer a
minor modification request to the BAR or Planning Commission, as
appropriate. A request for a minor modification shall not require a
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public hearing and may be approved, conditionally approved or
denied. The following are minor modifications:
1.

To allow a decrease not exceeding 10 percent in minimum
setbacks established by the City.

2.

To allow walls or fences to exceed the height limit by a
maximum of one foot.

3.

To allow a decrease not exceeding 10 percent of the required
area for landscape coverage in parking lot areas.

4.

To allow an increase or decrease not exceeding 10 percent of
total estimated gross building area.

5.

To allow a decrease in required number of parking spaces
(not to exceed 25%), based on quantifiable information
provided by the development team regarding shared parking
or reduced demand.

6.

Modifications of a similar nature to those listed above, which
are deemed minor by the Director/Zoning Administrator, that
improve the plan in terms of design, circulation or planning,
and which are in keeping with the intent of this Specific Plan.

Interpretation
In cases of uncertainty or ambiguity as to the meaning or intent of
any provision of this Specific Plan, the Director/Zoning
Administrator shall prepare a written interpretation which shall be
generally applicable to all future situations of the same type. The
interpretation shall be based upon and consistent with the intent of
this Specific Plan. The written interpretation shall be transmitted to
the property owners and any pending applicant of property within
the Main Gate Specific Plan. Any property owner or applicant may
appeal the interpretation to the Planning Commission and then to
the City Council in accordance with SMC section 17.66.
Major Modification
A “major modification” shall be defined as a modification to the
development standards or development program other than a
minor modification as defined in herein. Applications for a major
modification shall be subject to review and approval by the
Planning Commission and City Council. Notice and hearing for a
major modification shall be as set forth by the SMC. At the time of
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hearing, the Planning Commission shall make a recommendation to
the City Council, who in turn will have final decision making
authority on the proposed Major Modification. The City Council
shall approve a major modification if it makes the following
findings:
A.

The modification is consistent with the goals and policies of
the Specific Plan.

B.

The modification is not detrimental to the public health,
safety or welfare.

C.

The modification does not create a nuisance or hazard.

D.

The modification does not have a significant effect on
adjoining properties or the immediate neighbors.

E.

The modification does not alter the conclusions of the
certified EIR, or subsequent environmental review is
conducted to adequately analyze the modifications.

In approving a major modification, the City Council may impose
conditions as deemed necessary to protect the public’s health,
safety and welfare, and to assure compliance with the objectives of
the Specific Plan.

8.4 Development Review and Application
Procedures
Site Plan and Design Review
A.

Applications for proposed construction of structures and site
improvements require site plan and design review approval
as set forth in this subsection. A Development Application,
as defined by the SMC, shall be submitted to the Planning
Division. The Director/Zoning Administrator shall determine
if the submitted Development Application is in substantial
conformance with the illustrative plan, policies, guidelines
and measures as set forth in this Specific Plan. The
Director/Zoning Administrator will provide the applicant with
this determination in writing within 30 days.

B.

Development applications shall include a Master Landscape
and Urban Design Program (including detailed landscaping,
architectural elevations, signage program and other design
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details); Statement of Compliance with the Specific Plan and
Design Guidelines; Financing Plan (or Development
Agreement) per Specific Plan Law; Statement of Consistency
with the Fort Ord Reuse Authority Development and Resource
Management Plan and Master Resolution; and, other items as
required by the Specific Plan.
C.

D.

If the Director/Zoning Administrator determines that the
submitted Development Application is in substantial
conformance with the provisions of the Specific Plan, then
the BAR shall review and take action on the site plan and
design elements of the submittal. Review by the BAR shall
follow normal noticing and meeting procedures. The BAR
may approve, conditionally approve or deny the submitted
Development
Application.
BAR
shall
approve
the
Development Application upon finding the following, as
applicable:
1.

Inclusion of an adequate Master Landscape and Urban
Design Program.

2.

Conformity with applicable landscape
design provisions of this Specific Plan.

3.

Conformity with the design guidelines of this Specific
Plan, including, as applicable, building detail,
architecture and quality of design, lighting, green
building standards, fences and walls, color and
materials, noise attenuation, internal circulation,
parking, trash enclosures, loading, delivery service,
storage areas, mechanical equipment, and accessory
structures.

4.

Conformity with the signage guidelines of this Specific
Plan, including, as applicable, the size, height, number,
lighting, and location of signs so as to be compatible
with the buildings, surrounding uses, and location.

and

urban

If the Director/Zoning Administrator determines that the
submitted Development Application is not in conformance
with the Illustrative Plan, Land Use Summary, or the Specific
Plan text, and that non-conformance does not qualify as a
Minor Modification within the scope of Section 8.3, then the
Development Application shall require the processing and
the City’s approval of a Major Modification to the Specific
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Plan. The applicant shall be informed in writing of the
Director/Zoning Administrator’s determination and findings,
as well as re-submittal requirements. If the submittal is found
not to be in conformance because it is incomplete, the
applicant will be informed and provided an opportunity
resubmit a complete Application. A decision of the
Director/Zoning Administrator to deem a modification a
Major Modification rather than a Minor Modification, may be
appealed by the applicant to the Planning Commission and
subsequently to the City Council.
If the Development Application is non-conforming because it
constitutes a Major Modification, the Development
Application shall be referred to the Planning Commission and
City Council to review and take action on the submittal.
Notice and hearing for a Development Application review
shall be as set forth in the SMC. The Planning Commission
may recommend and the City Council approve, conditionally
approve, or deny the re-submitted Development Application.
Notice of the findings and decision of the City Council will be
provided to the applicant.
E.

If the City Council ultimately approves the Development
Application, then the BAR shall consider the Council’s
findings for approval, and again review the site plan and
design elements of the submittal only.
The BAR may
approve, conditionally approve or deny the portions of the
Development Application within their purview. BAR shall
approve the Development Application upon finding the
following, as applicable:
1.

Inclusion of an adequate Master Landscape and Urban
Design Program.

2.

Conformity with applicable landscape
design provisions of this Specific Plan.

3.

Conformity with the design guidelines of this Specific
Plan, including, as applicable, building detail,
architecture and design quality, lighting, green
building standards, fences and walls, color and
materials, building detail, noise attenuation, internal
circulation, parking, trash enclosures, loading, delivery
service, storage areas, mechanical equipment, and
accessory structures.
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4.

Conformity with the signage guidelines of this Specific
Plan, including, as applicable, the size, height, number,
lighting, and location of signs so as to be compatible
with the buildings, surrounding uses, and location.

F.

Notice of the decision by the BAR shall be mailed to the
applicant. The applicant may appeal the BAR’s decision to
the Planning Commission in accordance with the SMC.

G.

Development applications conforming with the above
submittal requirements shall be submitted to the
Director/Zoning Administrator no less than sixty (60) days
prior to a scheduled meeting before the decision-making
body. Following site plan and design approval, the approval
will be valid for one (1) year in accordance with the SMC.
Applicant may apply for extensions to these timeframes, with
extensions granted at the discretion of the Director/Zoning
Administrator only if the applicant can demonstrate sufficient
progress.
The Disposition and Development Agreement (DDA) shall
address any specific timing requirements for application
submittal following adoption of the Specific Plan. In the event
that timing provisions of the Specific Plan are in conflict with
an executed DDA, the DDA will take precedence.

8.5 Project Phasing
Development of the retail and hospitality components are planned to be
built concurrently, with major grading and site preparation for the entire
limits of work to occur over an approximately 8 month period. Following
grading and on-site road construction, building for the hotel and
shopping center will occur over an estimated 10 month period. Entire
project construction is anticipated to take 18 months:
•
•
•

Horizontal Construction:
Vertical Construction (shopping center):
Vertical Construction (hotel):

Months 1-8
Months 9-18
Months 9-18

8.6 Project Financing
The retail portion of the project will be financed as a private development
venture. The developer will purchase the property from the City and
privately fund the retail project components. Public spaces, rights-of-way
and infrastructure improvements will be retained in ownership by the City
City of Seaside
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of Seaside. The hotel project will be financed separate from the retail
venture, as this effort will be funded in part with assistance from the
Redevelopment Agency. A Disposition and Development Agreement
(DDA) will be executed for both projects that specify the terms and
responsibilities of both the developer and the Agency.
The financing strategy employed by the Projects at Main Gate may utilize
existing fee programs (such as required FORA Development Impact Fees),
private funding, reimbursement agreements, new fee programs,
assessment districts, or other measures as necessary to fund needed
infrastructure improvements. The City may also consider the issuance of
bonds and the formation of Community Facility Districts or similar
financing districts.
Impact fees can be levied to fund many public improvements for which a
nexus can be established between the improvement and the development
from which the fee will be collected. The City collects impact fees to pay
for backbone infrastructure, such as sewer, water, roadway, and storm
drainage facilities. Agencies also may collect fees for community facilities
such as fire and police service, and/or form a special assessment district
for a specific area of benefit.

8.7 Capital Facilities Maintenance
Specific Plan components that require maintenance over time include
roads,
water,
wastewater,
storm
drainage,
and
landscaping
improvements.
Private
roadway, infrastructure, and
landscape
maintenance within the Specific Plan area would be the responsibility of
the developer, established through agreements with future retail tenants
and the hotel operator. The City of Seaside will have maintenance
responsibility for public improvements to and within the public roadways
surrounding the Specific Plan area. These improvements may include
streets, lighting, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, street trees, and any storm
drainage facility maintenance within the public road right-of-way. A
facility financing district may also be explored to off-set ongoing
maintenance costs of public facilities directly serving development within
the Specific Plan area.
The MCWD will be responsible for the maintenance of water supply
infrastructure to the Specific Plan area including water distribution, water
storage, and the wastewater collection system. Design of these systems
is consistent with District standards as outlined in the Infrastructure
section of this document and completed facilities would be turned over to
the District for ownership, operation, and maintenance upon completion.
City of Seaside
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8.8 Implementation
Financing

Measures

–

Phasing

and

The following design measures serve to ensure adequate and timely
provision of essential infrastructure systems. These measures will work in
concert with related EIR mitigation measures and project conditions of
approval required by the City.
8-1: The developer shall prepare a comprehensive Financing Plan that
specifies the costs of essential systems and financing mechanisms to be
used to fund their implementation.
8-2: No final maps or building permits shall be approved until financing
mechanisms are in place to ensure that funding will be available to
deliver required infrastructure and roadways concurrent with the
demands of development.
8-3: Backbone public facilities and infrastructure shall be installed
concurrent with projected development demands for both on-site and offsite improvements to meet the City’s and/or other agency infrastructure
standards.
8-4: Underground sewer, water and drainage facilities shall be installed
to the ultimate planned capacity as part of required road construction.
8-5: When intersections are part of the required roadway improvements,
they shall be constructed to their planned ultimate configuration. Where
an intersection is planned for signalization, it shall be signalized when it
is constructed or improved.
8-6: Roadways shall consist of the full section from curb to curb,
streetlights, sidewalks, and landscaping where applicable.
8-7: All roadways, pedestrian facilities and bike routes shall be
constructed in logical and complete segments to provide safe and
adequate access.
8-8: All dedications shall be of a form approved by the City, including
but not limited to grant deeds, easements, Irrevocable Offers of
Dedication, or other approved instruments. The type and form of
dedication shall be at the sole discretion of the City.
8-9: A separate recycled wastewater system shall be incorporated into
the project and recycled water used for irrigation and other appropriate
uses as recycled water supplies become available.
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9.0 Report Preparation and Sources
9.1 Project Team
Lead Agency, Land Use Authority and Project Sponsor
City of Seaside

Specific Plan Preparation
PMC

Environmental Impact Report
Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.

9.2 Document Sources
City of Seaside. General Plan. 2004.
City of Seaside. Zoning Code. 2006.
City of Marina. General Plan. 2000.
City of Marina. University Villages Specific Plan and EIR. 2006
Byron Buck and Associates. Water Supply Assessment and Written
Verification of Supply City of Seaside Main Gate Specific Plan. November
2, 2007.
BAR Architects. Site Plans. June 14, 2007 and November 26, 2007.
Bestor Engineers. Preliminary Grading Plans. June 27, 2007.
Cypress Knolls. Design Guidelines. http://www.cypressknolls.com/pdf
(pgs.42-45). Accessed March 2008.
Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc. Final City of Seaside North Gateway/Main
Gate Property Profile. March 16, 2005.
Energy Information Administration. 1995. Commercial Buildings Energy
Consumption Survey.
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Fort Ord Reuse Authority. June 13, 1997. Fort Ord Reuse Plan Volume 4.
Final Environmental Impact Report. SCH NO. 96013022.
Fort Ord Reuse Authority. March 2005. Highway 1 Design Corridor Design
Guidelines.
Ford Ord Reuse Authority. Development and Resource Management Plan.
Frank Ono. Forested Resource Assessment/Arborist Report. January 29,
2008.
Hexagon Transportation Consultants, Inc. Seaside Main Gate Retail
Development Transportation Impact Analysis. May 2009.
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February 16, 2015
Mr. Abram Abrahemian aka-AAbrams
President and CEO
AA International Realty Inc
Joint Venture & Developer
1000 Town Center Drive, Suite 300
Oxnard, CA 93036

Regarding:
Project at Main Gate
		Seaside, California
		
Project No. 04792*999 / File No. B01-100 AND D02-200
Subject:		

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

Dear Mr. Abrahemian:
We at tvsdesign are honored to have been asked by you to become involved in this important project. We know that this is a
great opportunity for you and the city of Seaside to create a memorable and exciting place for the community, and we would be
delighted to help you achieve this.
tvsdesign has produced retail and hospitality designs around the world and we would love to bring our experiences and talents
to this special place. We have assembled a sampling of our projects to help demonstrate our expertise with respect to these
building types.
If you have any comments or questions regarding this statement of qualifications, please feel free to contact me at 404.946.6873
or at jthomson@tvsdesign.com.
Sincerely,

Jay Thomson AIA LEED® AP
Principal

2700 Promenade 1230 Peachtree Street NE Atlanta Georgia 30309
404 888 6600 fax 404 888 6700 www.tvsdesign.com
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tvsdesign - est. 1968
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Planning
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Feasibility Studies

Employees
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170+

Long-Range and
Strategic Planning
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To imagine more

Atlanta - Primary Ofﬁce

Site Analysis and
Selection

for our clients,

1230 Peachtree Street NE
Suite 2700
Atlanta Georgia 30309-3591

Chicago
The Rookery Building
209 South LaSalle Street
Suite 801
Chicago Illinois 60604

Our Purpose –

Maintenance Programs

35 LEED

®

Certified Projects

Space Planning
Store Planning

our communities,

Sustainable Design

ourselves.

Dubai

Our Core Values –

704 Al Maktab Tower
Al Barsha 1
PO Box 75747
Dubai UAE

Thinking Big

Shanghai

Intelligent Aesthetics

Platinum Building
Suite 1104
233 TaiCang Road
Shanghai China

Good Chemistry
Extra Effort

Firm Proﬁle

Retail

Crafting Community in a Changing World
tvsdesign stays at the forefront of retail planning and design by creating environments
that reflect their communities. Design craft establishes loyalty and evokes a vital sense
of place.
Experience, talent, and business acumen are inseparable in creatively adapting to the
challenges of constantly changing merchandising, entertainment, and dining trends.
Planning, architecture, and interior design take the client’s point of view in terms of
business objectives, and the customer’s motivations in terms of demographics and
cultural diversity. tvsdesign has the resources and expertise to accomplish largescale, international mixed-use projects as well as smaller, specialized expansions
and renovations.
For four decades tvsdesign has provided superior specialized design yielding
winning results for its clients. Much like the longevity of its business relationships,
the work continues to provide increased long-term value.

Award

Firm’s Honours and Awards
tvsdesign has proven design excellence in building design with over 200 awards.
Over 80% of our work is done in association with local/regional architects, given the
firm “add value” to clients who desire good design continuity.
The American Institute of Architects selects one firm each year, from the 13,000
architectural firms in the U.S. to receive the AIA Architecture Firm Award. This award
recognizes consistent achievement of design excellence over time. Thompson,
Ventulett, Stainback & Associates (tvsdesign) was delighted be the recipient of the
2002 AIA Architecture Firm Award. This is the highest honor that the American
Institute of Architects can bestow on an architecture firm.
“We know that it takes more than competence, more than expertise, more
than experience and achievement. What it takes is excellence. That is what
TVS has displayed, excellence in its design, excellence in its firm management,
and excellence in its people. TVS is a firm that has achieved national stature,
operating from its roots in a southern city. TVS is a firm that is committed to
its people and, in fact, is entirely owned by its employees.
TVS is a firm that achieves greatness in a public arena against all odds. TVS is
a firm that understands the value of public space. They understand the power
and continuity of place. They understand the importance of creating public
space that enrich, uplift and inspire the human spirit. They have done just that.
And, TVS is a firm that touches millions of lives through the gifts they create
in their spaces.”
-Thompson E. Penney, FAIA

Architecture Firm Award

Recent Firm Awards

2014
AMERICAS LODGING INVESTMENT
SUMMIT (ALIS)
Development of the Year 2014
Marriott Marquis Washington DC
Washington DC USA
AWARD OF EXCELLENCE IN THE
SPECIAL RECOGNITION
GREEN ROOF AND WALL
Green Roofs for Healthy Cities
Music City Center
Nashville Tennessee USA
AWARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR
BEST MIXED USE PROJECT
NAIOP Maryland/DC
Marriott Marquis Washington DC
Washington DC USA
EXCELLENCE IN DEVELOPMENT
Urban Land Institute Nashville
Music City Center
Nashville Tennessee USA
CRAFTSMANSHIP AWARD
Washington Building Congress
Marriott Marquis Washington DC
Atlanta Georgia USA

DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
College Football Hall of Fame
Atlanta Hall Management Ofﬁces
Atlanta Georgia USA
DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Hyatt Atlanta Midtown
Atlanta Georgia USA
DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Bentley Chicago Showroom
Chicago Illinois USA
BEST OF ATLANTA REAL ESTATE
AWARDS
BEST DESIGN
Atlanta Business Chronicle
College Football Hall of Fame
Washington DC USA
BEST OF ATLANTA REAL ESTATE
AWARDS
BEST REHAB/RESTORATION PROJECT
Atlanta Business Chronicle
Hyatt Midtown Atlanta
Atlanta Georgia USA

BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
MERIT AWARD
IIDA Georgia Chapter
College Football Hall of Fame
Atlanta Hall Management Ofﬁces
Atlanta Georgia USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
MERIT AWARD
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Plaza Trebol Aires
Concepion Chile

2013
GRAND SADI
RENOVATED OR EXPANDED ENCLOSED
CENTER
Superior Achievement in Design &
Imaging (SADI)
Plaza Antofagasta
Santiago Chile
BRONZE AWARD
BEST URBAN REGENERATION
MIPIM Asia
Galaxy Mall
Tianjin China

CITATION AWARD
AIA Georgia Chapter
University of West Georgia
Irvine Sullivan Ingram Library
Carrollton Georgia USA

HONOR AWARD SHOP
IIDA Northern California Chapter +
Principal Builders
Teknion Chicago Showroom
Chicago Illinois USA

AWARD OF MERIT
LIGHTING
IESNA
Hilton McLean Tysons Corner
McLean Virginia USA

BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF THE HOSPITALITY
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Hilton McLean Tysons Corner
McLean Virginia USA

MERIT AWARD
AIA Georgia Chapter
Music City Center
Nashville Tennessee USA

MERIT AWARD SHOP
IIDA Northern California Chapter +
Principal Builders
Teknion Atlanta Showroom
Atlanta Georgia USA

DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Moxie Interactive
Atlanta Georgia USA

BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF THE SMALL CORPORATE
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Moxie Interactive
Atlanta Georgia USA

COD+A AWARD
Interior Design Magazine
Sykes Chapel and Center for Faith
and Values
Tampa Florida USA
SPORTS/ENTERTAINMENT
BEST PROJECT
ENR Southeast
Music City Center
Nashville Tennessee USA
DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Gaylord Palms Sports Bar
Kissimmee Florida USA
DESIGN AWARD SILVER
ASID Georgia Chapter
Scottish Rite Cathedral Association
Bloomingdale Illinois USA

BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF THE ASSEMBLY
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Scottish Rite Cathedral Association of
Chicago
Chicago Illinois USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
AWARD OF MERIT SMALL CORPORATE
IIDA Georgia Chapter
WorkingBuildings
Atlanta Georgia USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
AWARD OF MERIT RETAIL
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Mall Plaza Antofogasta
Chile

DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Swarovski Lighting Showroom
Dallas Texas USA
DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Sykes Chapel and Center for Faith and
Values
Tampa Florida USA
DESIGN AWARD SILVER
ASID Georgia Chapter
Hilton McLean Tysons Corner
McLean Virginia USA

ULI NATIONAL AWARD FOR
EXCELLENCE
Urban Land Institute
Levine Center for the Arts
Charlotte North Carolina USA

DESIGN AWARD BRONZE
ASID Georgia Chapter
Promenade Commons
Atlanta Georgia USA

INTERIOR MERIT AWARD
AIA South Atlantic Region
Herman Miller Los Angeles Showroom
Los Angeles California USA

INSTITUTIONAL WOOD DESIGN
AWARD
WoodWorks East Region
Sykes Chapel and Center for Faith and
Values
Tampa Florida USA

2011
DESIGN AWARD BRONZE
ASID Georgia Chapter
Gaylord Opryland Resort
Nashville Tennessee USA

2012

DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Teknion
Atlanta Georgia USA

BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF THE ASSEMBLY
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Sykes Chapel and Center for Faith and
Values
Tampa Florida USA

DESIGN AWARD SILVER
ASID Georgia Chapter
härth Restaurant
McLean Virginia USA
MASTERS AWARD
Master Builders of Iowa
Veterans Memorial Auditorium
Renovation
Des Moines Iowa USA

ATLANTA DOWNTOWN DESIGN
EXCELLENCE AWARD
Central Atlanta Progress
Hyatt Regency Atlanta
Atlanta Georgia USA
AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
American Concrete Institute
Reynolds Street Parking Deck
Augusta Georgia USA
BEST IN CLASS
The Brick Industry Association
Sykes Chapel Center for Faith & Values
Hillsborough County Florida USA

DESIGN AWARD OF MERIT
The Planning Commission
Skyes Chapel Center for Faith & Values
Hillsborough County Florida USA
DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Champions at the Marriott Atlanta
Atlanta Georgia USA
DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Sustainable Design
BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee
Chattanooga Tennessee USA
DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Knight Theater
Charlotte North Carolina USA
DESIGN AWARD SILVER
ASID Georgia Chapter
Speakeasy
Atlanta Georgia USA
DESIGN AWARD BRONZE
ASID Georgia Chapter
San Francisco Marriott
San Francisco California USA

BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF THE RETAIL
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Geiger Showroom
Chicago Illinois USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF THE HOSPITALITY
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Champions Gateway Marriott
Atlanta Georgia USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF THE SUSTAINABLE
IIDA Georgia Chapter
BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee
Chattanooga Tennessee USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF THE ASSEMBLY
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Knight Theater
Charlotte North Carolina USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
AWARD OF MERIT HOSPITALITY
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Hyatt Regency Atlanta Guest Rooms
Atlanta Georgia USA

2010
DESIGN AWARD BRONZE
ASID Georgia Chapter
Geiger Showroom
Chicago Illinois USA

REMY AWARD
Corenet Los Angeles
Herman Miller Los Angeles Showroom
Los Angeles California USA

BEST HIGHER EDUCATION/RESEARCH
PROJECT
ENR Southeast
Georgia State University
Parker H. Petit Science Center
Atlanta Georgia USA

BEST LARGE SHOWROOM AWARD
IIDA Contract Magazine Showroom and
Booth Design Competition
NEOCON
Herman Miller Healthcare Showroom
Chicago Illinois USA

COMMERCIAL INTERIORS
CONTRACTORS AWARDS
Bay Area Hospitality
Marriott Marquis San Francisco
San Francisco California

BEST OFFICE BUILDING
NATIONAL PCI AWARD
Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute
MetWest
Tampa Florida USA

HONOR AWARD
AIA Georgia Chapter
Knight Theater
Charlotte North Carolina USA

CALIBRE AWARD
SHOP - RETAIL/SHOWROOM
IIDA Southern California Chapter Award
Herman Miller Showroom
Los Angeles California USA

HONOR AWARD
AIA Georgia Chapter
Herman Miller Los Angeles
Showroom
Los Angeles California USA
DESIGN AWARD BRONZE
ASID Georgia Chapter
Spanx
Atlanta Georgia USA
DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Hyatt Regency Atlanta
Atlanta Georgia USA
DESIGN AWARD BRONZE
ASID Georgia Chapter
Gaylord National at National Harbor
Washington DC USA
DESIGN AWARD SILVER
ASID Georgia Chapter
Herman Miller Los Angeles
Showroom
Los Angeles California USA
DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Herman Miller Los Angeles
Showroom
Los Angeles California USA

LEEDERSHIP AWARD
PROJECT OF THE YEAR AWARD
LEED CORE AND SHELL
USGBC Tampa Chapter
MetWest One
Tampa Florida USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF THE BEST
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Herman Miller Showroom
Los Angeles California USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF RETAIL
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Herman Miller Showroom
Los Angeles California USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF SUSTAINABLE
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Herman Miller Showroom
Los Angeles California USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
AWARD OF MERIT HOSPITALITY
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Gaylord National Suites
Washington DC USA

2009
OUTSTANDING OFFICE BUILDING
National Association of Industrial and
Ofﬁce Properties
MetWest International - Ofﬁce One
Tampa Florida USA

DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
Georgia Dome
Atlanta Georgia USA

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Southeast Construction
Spanx Inc. Corporate Ofﬁces
Atlanta Georgia USA

OUTSTANDING PROJECT AWARD
RENOVATION
Structural Engineers Association of
Georgia
Marriott Marquis
Atlanta Georgia USA

BEST IN CATEGORY GOVERNMENT/
PUBLIC PROJECT
Southeast Construction
Raleigh Convention Center
Raleigh North Carolina USA

BEST RENOVATION
ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Georgia Engineers Alliance
Marriott Marquis
Atlanta Georgia USA

CITYSCAPE GLOBAL REAL ESTATE
AWARDS ABU DHABI
Cityscape
Rotana Arjaan Dubai Media City
Dubai UAE

BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF THE BEST
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Marriott Marquis
Atlanta Georgia USA

DESIGN AWARD BRONZE
ASID Georgia Chapter
Booz Allen Hamilton
Atlanta Georgia USA

BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF ASSEMBLY
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Georgia Dome
Atlanta Georgia USA

DESIGN AWARD GOLD
ASID Georgia Chapter
tvsdesign Atlanta Ofﬁce
Atlanta Georgia USA
DESIGN AWARD SILVER
ASID Georgia Chapter
Marriott Marquis
Atlanta Georgia USA
DESIGN AWARD BRONZE
ASID Georgia Chapter
Raleigh Convention Center
Raleigh North Carolina USA

BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF SUSTAINABLE
AWARD OF MERIT
IIDA Georgia Chapter
tvsdesign Atlanta Ofﬁce
Atlanta Georgia USA
BEST OF THE BEST AWARD
BEST OF HOSPITALITY
IIDA Georgia Chapter
Marriott Marquis
Atlanta Georgia USA
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Jay Thomson AIA LEED® AP
Principal

The Towers have a unique geometry that presents structural and technical issues
that are unprecedented. Jay is also leading the master planning of Mediterranean
Gate, a mixed use community in Tunis.
A true designer, Jay thrives on the complexities of architecture and the challenge of
mastering the details of a larger form. Working around the globe, Jay’s experience
is integral to the firm and his vision at the forefront of our design values.
Education
Master of Architecture Harvard University Graduate School of Design 1988
Bachelor of Architecture Auburn University 1984
Afﬁliations
Member American Institute of Architects
USGBC LEED® Accredited Professional
Registration
Registered Architect States of Georgia Alabama

Jay joined tvsdesign in 1988. Since that time, his career has been centered on large
public projects encountered everyday by large numbers of people - convention centers,
public assembly facilities, urban spaces and high-rise structures. These projects have
become important and memorable parts of their communities, welcoming visitors
and acting as catalysts for further growth and development.
Most recently Jay has served as Design Principal on some of the firm’s largest and
most complex projects including the expansion of McCormick Place in Chicago, IL;
New China International Exposition Center in Beijing, China; and Dubai Towers - Dubai.

Honors
Several of Jay’s designs have been recognized by the American Institute of Architects
(AIA), including the Georgia World Congress Center, Charlotte Convention Center,
Georgia International Plaza, McCormick Place Convention Center West Expansion
and the Hot Springs Convention Center.

Jay Thomson AIA LEED® AP

Office and Mixed Use
Daechee Residential Complex Seoul Korea
Dubai Towers Dubai Dubai UAE
Highlands at Glenridge Office Building Atlanta Georgia USA
Vision Tower at Business Bay Dubai UAE
Urban Structures
21st Century Monument Dalian China
CODA Bridge Atlanta Georgia USA
Georgia International Plaza Atlanta Georgia USA
Master Planning
Mediterranean Gate Tunis Tunisia
East Harbor Central Business District Redevelopment Dalian China
The Lagoons Dubai UAE
Transportation
Multi-Modal Terminal Study Atlanta Georgia USA
McCormick Place West Bus Transportation Center Chicago Illinois USA
Lagoons Light Rail Station Concept Dubai UAE
Convention Center Studies/Preliminary Design
Charlotte North Carolina USA
Memphis Tennessee USA
Public Assembly/Convention Centers
China International Exhibition Center Beijing China
Charlotte Convention Center Charlotte North Carolina USA
Cobo Center Detroit Michigan USA
Georgia World Congress Center Phase III and IV Atlanta Georgia USA

Georgia Veteran’s Memorial State Park Conference Center
Cordele Georgia USA
Hot Springs Convention Center Expansion Hot Springs Arkansas USA
Johnson City Continuing Education Center Johnson City Tennessee USA
McCormick Place South Hall Expansion Chicago Illinois USA
McCormick Place West Expansion Chicago Illinois USA
Meijiang Convention Center Tianjin China
Statehouse Convention Center Little Rock Arkansas USA
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W. Mark Carter AIA
Principal

2001 ICSC International Design Award of Merit for the expansion of the Florida Mall
in Orlando and the ISCS International Design Award 2004 Dadeland Mall, Miami,
Florida.
Education
Bachelor of Architecture Auburn University 1979
Bachelor of Science Building Construction Auburn University 1979
Bachelor of Science Environmental Design Auburn University 1978
Afﬁliations
Member American Institute of Architects
Member International Council of Shopping Centers
Registration
Registered Architect States of Georgia Alabama Florida Kansas New Jersey
North Carolina Pennsylvania South Carolina Tennessee Texas Utah

Mark Carter is a principal at tvsdesign in Atlanta. Mark’s 28-year architectural career
has concentrated on the design of large retail centers. His portfolio covers the full
spectrum of retail project types, from department stores, to specialty stores to both
enclosed and mixed use centers. His portfolio includes the Plaza and Court at King
of Prussia, Pennsylvania, and Plaza Norte, Plaza Egaña, Plaza Los Dominicos, Plaza
Vespucio, and Plaza Tobalaba in Santiago, Chile.
Among his recent industry awards are the 2005 ICSC International Design Award for
Plaza Norte, 2005 ICSC International Design Award of Merit for Triangle Town Center,

Honors
ICSC International Design Award Plaza Norte 2005
ICSC International Design Award of Merit Triangle Town Center 2005
ICSC International Design Award Dadeland Mall 2004
ICSC International Design Award of Merit Florida Mall Expansion 2001
Honorable Mention New Enclosed Center Superior Achievement in Design and
Imaging (SADI) Awards Plaza Tobalaba 2000
Honorable Mention Renovated Enclosed Center Superior Achievement in Design
and Imaging (SADI) Awards Plaza Vespucio 2000
ICSC International Design Award King of Prussia Expansion 1997
Best Renovated Enclosed Center Superior Achievement in Design and Imaging
(SADI) Awards King of Prussia 1996
ICSC International Design Award King of Prussia Renovation 1995 Honor
ICSC International Design Award Nanuet Mall Renovation 1991

W. Mark Carter AIA

Retail
Plaza Baron Valparaiso Chile
Plaza Egaña Santiago Chile
Plaza Los Dominicos Santiago Chile
Plaza Oeste Aires Santiago Chile
Plaza Vespucio Aires Santiago Chile
Mall of Mohali Punjab India
DLF Promenade New Dehli India
Sports City Mall Dubai United Arab Emirates
Puente Hills Mall Renovation City of Industry California USA
Lloyd Center Renovation Portland Oregon USA
Plaza Norte Santiago Chile
Triangle Town Center Raleigh North Carolina USA
Dadeland Mall Renovation Miami Florida USA
Florida Mall Renovation and Expansion Orlando Florida USA
Modern Plaza Suzhou China
Lomas Verdes Mexico City Mexico
Plaza Tobalaba Santiago Chile
Plaza Vina Vina del Mar Chile
Springfield Mall Renovation Springfield Pennsylvania USA
The Court at King of Prussia Renovation King of Prussia Pennsylvania USA
The Plaza at King of Prussia Redevelopment and Expansion
King of Prussia Pennsylvania USA
West Oaks Mall Ocoee Florida USA
Nanuet Mall Expansion Nanuet New York USA
Newburgh Mall Newburgh New York USA
Southaven Mall Southaven Mississippi USA
Nanuet Mall Renovation Nanuet New York USA
Northshore Mall Peabody (Boston) Massachusetts USA
Lauderdale Galleria Master Plan Ft. Lauderdale Florida USA

Resume

Jack T. Plaxco AIA LEED® AP
Principal

By emphasizing master planning as the essential first step in planning for the
long term success, Jack’s projects remain vital as their markets grow and their
communities evolve. Sustainable design, enhancing neighborhoods, and creating
memorable places for people are driving principles in all of his projects.
Education
Master of Architecture University of Illinois 1978
Bachelor of Architecture Auburn University 1974
Afﬁliations
Member American Institute of Architects
Member Architecture Advisory Council Auburn University
LEED® Accredited Professional
Registrations
Registered Architect States of Alabama Florida Georgia North Carolina South
Carolina Tennessee and Texas

Jack joined tvsdesign in 1979 and quickly established a reputation as a talented lead
designer on a broad range of project types. Increasingly, these projects combined
meeting spaces and their support networks with hospitality facilities on unique and
complex sites. A prime example is Jack’s design for the national award winning
Pennsylvania Convention Center, which has been the catalyst for the revitalization of
an entire district in downtown Philadelphia. This passion for creative solutions that
build consensus around each client’s unique vision led Jack to focus his career on
these mixed use public assembly/hospitality projects.

Honors
National AIA Honor Award for Regional and Urban Design 2000
Pennsylvania Convention Center Philadelphia
ULI Urban Design Award Pennsylvania Convention Center 1998
Jack’s projects have won over 16 regional and national design awards
American Institute of Architects Medal 1974
1st Place LeBrun Traveling Fellowship National Design Competition 1976

Jack T. Plaxco AIA LEED® AP

Hospitality / Hotels / Resorts
Buccament Bay Beach Resort Master Plan St. Vincents Caribbean
Marquis Estate Resort Master Plan St. Lucia Caribbean
Gary Player Golf Resort Conﬁdential Location
Hainan Resort and Mixed Use Master Plan Boao China
BCEC Headquarters Hotel Feasibility Study Boston Massachusetts USA
Gaylord Texan Resort Expansion Grapevine Texas USA
Gaylord Opryland Flood Renovation Nashville Tennessee USA
Hilton Columbia Columbia South Carolina USA
Jinan Convention Hotel Jinan China
Marriott Marquis Expansion and Renovation Atlanta Georgia USA
Overland Park Sheraton Overland Park Kansas USA
Richmond Convention Hotel Study Richmond Virginia USA
Lagoons Hotel Dubai UAE
Dubai Tower Hotel Dubai UAE
Tianjin Convention Hotel Study Tianjin China
Weihai Resort Clubhouse and Villas Weihai China
Weihai Resort Master Plan Weihai China
Harbin Hotels Master Plan Harbin China
Convention Center
Arlington Convention Center Expansion Arlington Texas USA
BCEC Expansion Master Plan Boston Massachusetts USA
Charlotte Convention Center Charlotte North Carolina USA
Columbia Metropolitan Convention Center Columbia South Carolina USA
Georgia World Congress Center Phase II Expansion Atlanta Georgia USA
Jinan Industrial Expo Center and Three Centers Master Plan Jinan China
MassMutual Center Springﬁeld Massachusetts USA
Miami Beach Convention Center Expansion Miami Beach Florida USA
Overland Park Convention Center Overland Park Kansas USA

Pennsylvania Convention Center Philadelphia Pennsylvania USA
Pennsylvania Convention Center Phase II Philadelphia Pennsylvania USA
Raleigh Convention Center Raleigh North Carolina USA
Richmond Convention Center Richmond Virginia USA
Tianjin Meijiang Convention Center Tianjin China
Henry B. Gonzales Convention Center Expansion San Antonio Texas USA
McAllen Convention Center McAllen Texas USA
Palmetto Expo Center Expansion Greenville South Carolina USA
DCU Convention Center Worcester Massachusetts USA

Resume

Lei Gao AIA LEED® AP
Senior Associate

and participated in several high profile international design competitions in China,
such as the Beijing Automobile Museum Competition.
Prior to joining tvsdesign, Lei worked as project architect in Shanghai Architectural
Design and Research Institute on many different project types, including high rise
multi-family condominium , office building, hospital, hotel and mixed use projects.
Education
Master of Science Building Construction Georgia Institute of Technology 2006
Master of Architecture Tongji University Shanghai China 1997
Bachelor of Engineering in Architecture Hefei University of Technology China
1994
Afﬁliations
Member American Institute of Architect
Registrations
Registered Architect States of New York and Georgia
LEED® Accredited Professional

Since Lei joined tvsdesign in 2000, he has worked primarily within the convention
and hospitality studio and has been involved in all aspects of architectural design.
He has been a leader on several convention center projects, most recently on a new
Convention Center in Raleigh, North Carolina. His experience in hospitality design
includes renovating existing public spaces and planning on several new hospitality
projects.
In the past several years, he has focused on international projects in China and Dubai.
He served as project architect on the The Lagoons - Business District Project in Dubai,

Lei Gao AIA LEED® AP

Hospitality / Hotels / Resorts
Weihai WeidenVillage Resort Clubhouse and Villias Weihai China
Weihai Weiden Village Resort Master Plan Weihai China
Harbin Hotels Master Plan Harbin China
Marquis Estate Resort Master Plan St. Lucia Caribbean
Gary Player Golf Resort Conﬁdential Location
Lagoons Hotel Dubai UAE
Dubai Tower Hotel Dubai UAE
Marriott Marquis Interior Renovation Atlanta Georgia USA
Grand Bohemian Hotel and Condominiums Atlanta Georgia USA
Marriott Minneapolis City Center Ballroom Renovation
Minneapolis Minnesota USA
Convention Center
BCEC Expansion Master Plan Boston Massachusetts USA
Connecticut Convention Center Hartford Connecticut USA
Jinan Industrial Expo Center and Three Centers Master Plan Jinan China
Palm Beach County Convention Center West Palm Beach Florida USA
Raleigh Convention Center Raleigh North Carolina USA
Tianjin Meijiang Convention Center Tianjin China
Office
The Lagoons Towers Dubai UAE
Merrill Lynch Campus Hopewell New Jersey USA
First Union Office Building Orlando Florida USA
Retail
Xanadu Meadowlands New York USA
Design Competitions
Beijing Automobile Museum-International Competition Beijing China

Relevant Experience 3

Projects : Retail

Retail

Plaza Egaña

Central Marketplace Returns to Prominence
Drawing directly from the values of local residents in a Santiago neighborhood,
tvsdesign created a new destination for live, work and play.
As the historical central marketplace, Plaza Egaña in Santiago, Chile returns to
prominence with this four level urban infill project. The retail area of the complex
includes a mix of merchandise ranging from service retail and hypermarket in the
subterranean transit level to the atrium and three upper levels with higher end
retail stores. Lining the street and plaza gardens are sidewalk cafes, restaurants
and an amphitheater that create an entertainment district with a Bohemian
atmosphere. Cinemas, food court and family restaurants anchor a rooftop garden
with dramatic views to downtown Santiago and the mountains beyond.
Below grade, the building links to a new subway station and serves as the pedestrian
connection to the bus transfer. Sensitive to the fact that the new development
borders on an established residential neighborhood, loft apartments have been
placed along the adjacent building edge, extending and strengthening the
neighborhood fabric.

Location:
Santiago Chile
Client:
Mall Plaza

Project area:
98,800 sm
65,000 sm gla
1,900 sm culture
10,000 sm entertainment
4,500 sm residential

Plaza Egaña

Plaza Egaña

Plaza Egaña

Retail

Plaza Oeste Aires

Shopping Oasis
Plaza Oeste Aires (expansion), is the second property embracing Mall Plaza’s bold
new ‘Aires’ brand, attracting a high-end tenant offering and an upscale clientele.
The curved two-level mall’s stunning architecture creates a dramatic new image
for the entire retail development and establishes Plaza Oeste as a retail landmark
for Santiago.
The expansion extends the shopping experience to the outside, with a large lake
as an entertainment focal point. Restaurants, café seating, and boardwalks allow
people to stroll and dine along the lake. Across the lake is a floating stage and
amphitheater for concerts and movies. A large park has been created for groups
and families to have picnics, parties, and celebrations. Located adjacent to the park
are a large interactive fountain, motorboat lagoon, café and a large historical ship
for children to enjoy.

Location:
Santiago, Chile
Client:
Mall Plaza

Project area:
18,300 sm retail
13,000 sm gla

Plaza Oeste Aires

Plaza Oeste Aires

Plaza Oeste Aires

Retail

Red Star Coastal Area Community Project

Soaring structure and curving forms are combined to create a sculptural icon for
this leisure and entertainment destination within the community of Dalian. Dramatic
glass pavilions are used to define a series of outdoor rooms. Providing shade by
day and glowing lanterns by night, the pavilion structures will be easily recognized
and appreciated as an icon both from a distance and by the visitor as focal points
to the entertainment promenade.
The roof is used to create a “fifth facade” for the project. With winding paths,
green gardens and dining terraces, the community is invited to interact with the
building. Sculpted landscaped forms create a memorable identity for the project.
A green oasis in the middle of the dense high-rise community that is appreciated
for its natural beauty when seen from above and for the dynamic garden experience
it provides the visitor.

Location:
Dalian China
Project area:
55,500 gla
91,000 gba

Red Star Coastal Area Community Project

Red Star Coastal Area Community Project

Red Star Coastal Area Community Project

Projects : Hospitality

Hospitality

Marriott Marquis Washington DC

A Great Neighbor
The Marriott Marquis Washington, DC convention hotel is located in the District of
Columbia next to the Washington Convention Center and is one of four Marquis
properties in the world. The project consists of 1,175 guestrooms on fourteen floors
above the lobby and more than 100,000 sf of meeting and assembly space. The
heart of the hotel will be the Grand Lobby which is a large, open, welcoming space
activated with natural daylight from an interior atrium with a glass roof over 130’
above the ground floor. Around the perimeter of the hotel, five publicly accessible
retail and restaurant outlets will help activate the neighborhood.
The design of the hotel is inspired and influenced by the unique context in which it
is located. As an urban infill project, it is situated in a neighborhood that ranges in
scale and use from large civic facilities to fine grain residential. The massing and
the transparency of the design is born out of a desire to respond and connect to
this context. The hotel itself even incorporates an adjacent historic building that is
repurposed as unique guestrooms for the larger hotel. The overall design approach
reflects an appropriate level of contemporary thinking while respecting the
undeniable architectural traditions of our nation’s capital.

Location:
Washington DC USA
Client:
Marriott International

Project area:
1,000,000 gsf
1,175 keys
100,000 sf meeting/assembly space
Lobby atrium
Five food and beverage outlets

Project features:
Subgrade connection to convention
center
Architect: Cooper Carry
Designed and documented in a
collaboration with tvsdesign

Marriott Marquis Washington DC
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Hospitality

Hyatt Regency McCormick Place
Expansion and Guestroom Renovation

Expanding the Skyline
A new 462 key guestroom and suite tower was constructed to enlarge the room
count at the only hotel connected to the McCormick Place Convention Center.
Along with the new tower expansion, all of the existing guestrooms will be
renovated.
The concept was inspired from the spectacular views of the skyline the hotel offers
from its location south of the Loop. The new guestroom design is urban modern
with clean details and clean lines. Polished nickel accents abound to relate to the
gleaming skyscrapers out the window. The color palette of warm greys is taken
from the city, but warmed up further with walnut casegoods and a subdued
aubergine accent.
The end result is a warm and inviting room with all of the latest technology and
conveniences to aid the weary traveler and convention center attendee after a long
day.

Location:
Chicago Illinois USA
Client:
Metropolitan Pier and Exhibition
Authority

Project area:
1,260 keys

Hyatt Regency McCormick Place Expansion - Guestrooms

Hospitality

InterContinental Hotel Buckhead

An International Showcase in the Home of a Leading Hotelier
Atlanta-based InterContinental Hotel’s choice of tvsdesign to plan and design its
flagship hotel acknowledges the firm’s experience in designing much of Atlanta’s
significant built environment over the past three decades. An innovative philosophy
that always reaches further was another factor, since the hotel is the model for
InterContinental’s future brand definition.
The site, situated on a prominent bend along Peachtree Street in Atlanta’s upscale
Buckhead district, affords dramatic views in an architecturally competitive corridor.
With its iconic ‘Southern Art’ restaurant and cafe positioned at the front of the
hotel, the design creates a pedestrian and urban street presence that is a hallmark
of InterContinental. The overall design of the hotel is inspired by the concept of
‘contemporary classicism” that reflects a southern regional flair in the architecture
and interior design. A surprise delight of the design is an enclosed outdoor
courtyard garden, an urban oasis, which is surrounded by the public circulation
and meeting space on the ground floor.
The company-owned property is poised to be a premier hospitality venue and a
new direction for the InterContinental brand.

Location:
Atlanta Georgia USA
Client:
InterContinental Hotel Group
The Hogan Group

Project area:
423 keys
13,000 sf ballroom
6,700 sf junior ballroom
8,000 sf meeting rooms

InterContinental Hotel Buckhead

Design for Learning

University of Texas Austin
University Hotel and Conference Center

Site Accommodation and Preliminary Conceptual Design Presentation
The University of Texas, Austin was considering two possible sites for a new
University Hotel and Conference Center. tvsdesign conducted a site accommodation
and preliminary conceptual design for the project.
The design team created five possible schemes for the University’s consideration.
Two schemes were created for a site at the heart of the school’s campus, near the
Lyndon B. Johnson Library, which already features an existing conference center
and auditorium. The first plan utilized the existing facility and added ballrooms and
meeting rooms to allow for flexibility. A second design left the existing facility as is
and added an additional hotel and conference center adjacent to the facility.
The second site under consideration was located at the south end of the campus.
Three possible schemes were developed for this site, all of which accommodated
for the rigid grid of the site. All possibilities took into consideration the University’s
requirements for the new facility to offer views of the campus tower and preferably
a view to the state capital.

Location:
Austin Texas USA
Client:
University of Texas Austin

Project features:
250 key hotel
12,000 sf ballroom
4,000 sf junior ballroom
31,000 sf visitor center
275 car parking lot

University of Texas Austin University Hotel and Conference Center

Hospitality

Hilton McLean Tysons Corner
Renovation

New Direction for a Global Brand
When Hilton Worldwide moved their global headquarters to McLean, Virginia,
tvsdesign was engaged to work with them to transform the 25 year old adjacent
Hilton hotel into their flagship property.
The Hilton brand promise is to enable travelers to work, relax and enjoy the hotel
through personal and enabled experience 24 hours a day, seven days a week at
every hotel in their system. This is predicated on their belief that travel should be a
transformative experience, allowing their guests to see and experience the local
surroundings in a way that is enlightening, enabled, productive and accomplished
toward their travel.
The McLean project was the first implementation of Hilton’s Project Runway, which
was established to redefine the lobby experience in their hotels in a manner that
reflects their guest’s needs for freedom to do what they want, when they want and
how they want, while embodying their brand personality of optimism, discovery
and achievement.
In addition to the lobby transformation, tvsdesign worked with Hilton to create a
destination restaurant for the hotel. A new concept was developed for an upgraded
three meal that was highly functional for breakfast, but sophisticated and warm in
order to draw in the lunch and dinner crowd.

Location:
McLean Virginia USA
Client:
Hilton Worldwide

Project area:
458 keys
10,000 sf ballroom space
11,000 sf meeting space
25,000 sf lobby and prefunction

Project features:
130 seat restaurant
20 seat technology lounge
100 seat lobby bar
Presidential suite
9 two-bay suites
Fitness center
Porte cochere

Hilton McLean Tysons Corner Renovation
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Hospitality

Heavenly Spa by Westin
Hilton Head Island Resort

A Sense of Calm and Renewal
For the first location of the Heavenly Spa by Westin in the continental United
States, Starwood Capital looked to tvsdesign to create a getaway for hotel guests.
The design goal for the spa was to create a holistic, relaxing environment filled
with natural materials that evoke a sense of renewal while using elements that root
the spa to its location in the South Carolina low country.
A sense of calm and renewal is felt immediately upon entering the spa from either the
lobby or the porte cochere. A portico of quarter-cut walnut on the walls and ceiling
with dropped crystal lights signifies your entry into the spa and leads you to the
reception desk of honed black limestone with a white back painted glass top. A water
wall with lacquered glass tiles and stacked white river rock provides a calming
backdrop to the reception lobby.
The nine treatment rooms are appointed with walnut floors, wenge wood cabinetry,
plantation shutters on the windows, and a soft white sheer drapery panel that is lit
from above and acts as the main light source in the room. The spa also has full
locker room facilities for both men and women with steam and sauna rooms, as
well as relaxation lounges with fireplaces. A full-service salon is located off of the
reception area and provides views into the hotel through a feature glass wall
embedded with dune grasses.

Location:
Hilton Head Island South Carolina
USA
Client:
Starwood Capital

Project area:
7,600 sf

Heavenly Spa by Westin Hilton Head Island Resort

Projects : Mixed Use

Mixed Use

Atlantic StationMaster Plan

From Steel Mill to “Smart-Growth” Model
tvsdesign undertook one of the nation’s most ambitious brownfield master planning
projects on the environmentally reclaimed Atlantic Steel Mill site.
Atlantic Station is a vibrant mixed use community surrounded by a renewed
midtown, Atlanta’s main interstate highway connector, and Georgia Institute of
Technology. tvsdesign planners tightly knitted the project into the urban fabric
beyond Atlantic Station, connecting the neighborhoods with bridges on east and
west borders, including new links to serve the arts center transit station. Three
districts create a comfortable sense of community and maximize development
potential. The “Commons” is the central residential neighborhood. “Tech Village”
offers high-tech office space blended with residential and retail uses. And “The
District” is a high-energy employment, residential, and entertainment cluster
designed to encourage economic and cultural vitality.
The Environmental Protection Agency designated the rehabilitation and master
planning of Atlantic Station “Project XL,” a national “smart growth” model, in 1999.

Location:
Atlanta Georgia USA
Client:
Jacoby Development and CRB Realty
Association

Project area:
55 hectares/135.9 acres

Atlantic Station Master Plan

Atlantic Station Master Plan
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Mixed Use

Guri City
H-Town

H-Town = Happiness, Harmony, Health and Healing
Located immediately to the east of Seoul, Guri City is now one of the hottest spots
in Korea readily to be transformed into a new design hub in the southeast Asian
region. H-Town, in the heart of Guri City, will promote happiness, harmony, health
and healing to all the local citizens, setting a new standard for a sustainable urban
lifestyle.
H-Town draws its main inspiration from mountainous nature of Guri City. The
inherent walking nature of city’s people has been ingrained into the project via
its unique internal pedestrian street resembling a valley between two hills. This
central valley is a wayfinding element of the five level podium complex and also is
essential element to bring daylight to lower levels.
A four level retail mall, served by the internal street, will offer a vibrant mix of goods,
services, restaurants and entertainment creating a healthy social atmosphere for
all ages. Above retail mall is a two level public fitness center providing health and
well-being of all citizens of Guri City. From fitness center, the valley view down to
different levels of walkways and bridges will create a dynamic spatial experience.

The roof top community park will bring another excitement promoting a green,
healthy and sustainable environment for the future of Guri City. It provides jogging
trails, badminton courts, playgrounds for children with easy public access.
The station park revitalization of H-Town provides a dynamic two level retail and
entertainment mall with a rooftop public park featuring recreational amenities.
Located between north tower podium and south station park, a beautifully landscaped
public plaza will bring an outdoor market. Adjacent to public train station, it will offer
local fresh produce for the healthy lifestyle of local residents.
A new archetype for affordable housing, centered around a dramatic 26-story atrium,
offers residential units with dramatic views of the beautiful nature settings of Guri
City.

Location:
City State Country

Project area:
zzz sf

Client:
Name

Project features:
text
text
text

Guri City H-Town

Guri City H-Town

Guri City H-Town

Mixed Use

Vision Tower at Business Bay

A Vision of the Future

The elegant Executive Office Tower is located at the entrance to Dubai’s newest
Business District, Business Bay, and will be the beacon of the development. Within
the new Dubai creek extension and Sheik Zayed Road, Business Bay is envisioned
as the new standard for professional property development in the region.
The Business Bay Executive Office Tower delivers over 650,000 sf of prestige class
leasable office space. The 50 plus story building offers commanding views to Sheik
Zayed Road and the Business Bay Creek along with parking for 1,220 cars and
related amenities.
The graceful glass forms of the tower are envisioned to reflect the elegance of
Dubai and salute its success as one of the top developing regions in the world. The
bent glass facade is the signature element of the project and will be internally lit to
create a lasting image for the project.

Location:
Dubai UAE
Client:
Dubai Properties

Project area:
650,000 sf
1.75 acres
1220 parking spaces
Health club
Bank

Vision Tower at Business Bay
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Design for Learning

Georgia Institute of Technology
Technology Square

Georgia Tech Energizes the Midtown Business District
Technology Square reaches into the midtown business district of Atlanta across
the downtown connector from the traditional Georgia Tech campus, establishing
a new gateway for the campus. Cantilevered lanterns project to passers by on the
interstate and through the center of the complex that something new and special
has arrived. Retail shops geared to students bring new life to the streetscape.
The $130,000,000, five-building complex has transformed the three-block site
from surface parking lots into a new dynamic urban community. Brightly painted
courtyards and generous use of fenestration symbolize openness and a sense of
time and place, which logically knit together the College of Management, Global
Learning Center, Hotel and Conference Center, Barnes & Noble/GA Tech Bookstore,
and offices anchored by the Economic Development Building.
Due to the collaboration of the designers, the owner, and the numerous users in
meeting the needs and aspirations for this project, Technology Square is a giant leap
forward in the University’s long-standing mission of reaching out to the community.

Location:
Atlanta Georgia USA

Project area:
1,000,000 sf multi-building

Client:
Georgia Institute of Technology and
The Georgia Tech Foundation

Components:
College of Management
Global Learning Center
Georgia Tech Hotel & Conference
Center

Economic Development Building
Georgia Tech Bookstore
Center for Quality Growth &
Regional Development
Parking Deck
Retail/Restaurant

Georgia Institute of Technology Technology Square

Georgia Institute of Technology Technology Square

Georgia Institute of Technology Technology Square

Mixed Use

Gateway Complex Hotel and Ofﬁce Park

Uncommon Solution
It is seems to be a constant that two of the most common building types located
adjacent to airports are hotels and office buildings. In 2009, tvsdesign had the
opportunity to design a unique, creative solution to this common planning
precedent. The Gateway Complex Hotel and Office Park competition requirements
involved just such typologies a hotel and conference center of approximately
40,000 sq m2, and an office building of 30,000 sq m2.
Programmatically, the hotel and conference center required 130 150 keys in a
variety of guest room sizes. A health club and spa; restaurants, ground level retail;
and swimming pool are required amenities, along with meeting rooms and a
ballroom. Parking, kitchens, central plant, loading docks, vertical circulation and
public circulation also needed to be designed, and function alongside the necessary
front and back of house support space for hotel operations. For the office building
component, the program defined the gross square meters required for the tenants,
along with basic program elements for the core, back of house, storage, and service
areas.
With the site and program information in hand, the tvsdesign team set about
designing a visually exciting and engaging solution that reflects a fresh modernity
and regional aspirations.

Location:

Abu Dhabi UAE

Client:
Conﬁdential

Project area:
zzz sf
Project features:
text
text
text

Gateway Complex Hotel and Ofﬁce Park

Gateway Complex Hotel and Ofﬁce Park

Gateway Complex Hotel and Ofﬁce Park

Mixed Use

Port of Spain International Waterfront Centre

A New Gateway to the City’s Waterfront
This international waterfront project will serve as the model for a future extension of
a dynamic pedestrian esplanade along the city’s waterfront. The site is inviting, has
pedestrian-scaled elements, and integrates the public plazas with its new buildings.
The crisp contemporary structures are inspired by the festive local culture and
incorporate bold geometries into a uniquely Caribbean design composition. The
office structures have “sail-like” curved glass sides facing the Gulf. The hotel
maximizes the waterfront edge with terraces and verandas. The “zero edge” pool
on the third floor plaza has spectacular views of the Gulf. Commanding ocean and
harbor views are also accommodated by large picture windows in the Grand
Ballroom prefunction space.
The design was carefully developed by following and extending the city’s existing
urban plan for future growth. A major part of the tremendous success of this
development was an early recognition of the site’s importance. The potential
impact of the project was clear from the start, in terms of urbanism, sustainability
and economic growth, and our team focused on a positive outcome for all of these
factors, going even beyond what our clients expected.

Location:
Port of Spain Trinidad
Client:
Urban Development Corporation of
Trinidad and Tobago

Project area:
428 key Hyatt Regency
Two office towers
900,000 sf net rentable area
1,200 car parking garage

Port of Spain International Waterfront Centre
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Mixed Use

CT2B Mixed Use High-Rise

A respectful urban master plan dominates the design for the CT2B Mixed Use
development. The podium borders the street and main intersection, providing an
urban facade. Street scaled townhomes border the rear of the podium, to relate
with the low rise character of the flanking residential neighborhood. Sitting atop
the podium, the six towers grow in scale to reflect the urban heart of the
development, and conversely reduce in scale in respect for their neighbors.
The towers are envisioned to contain two-level residential units, each unit provided
a view out from both major facades. A double-layer skin of wood curtainwall
provides a sustainable screen from the sun’s heat while establishing a balcony zone
for residents to enjoy this new metropolitan district.

Client:
Sudico
Location:
Hanoi Vietnam

Project Features:
Loft office
Retail
Restaurant
Entertainment
High-rise residential
Street level townhomes
Parking two levels underground

CT2B Mixed Use High-Rise

Mixed Use

EVN Land

Living Tall in the Fourth District
Situated on a dramatic riverfront site in the historic Fourth District of Ho Chi Minh
City, this mixed use development for EVN Land will be the premier sustainable
LOTUS certified residential project in Vietnam. In the first phase, three 33-story
towers housing over 1,000 units ranging from one-bedroom to duplex penthouses
are oriented northwest to southeast in order to minimize solar gain in the nearly
equatorial climate and maximize views to central Ho Chi Minh City and the Ben
Nghe river. The tvsdesign master plan also allows for future phases of three
additional residential towers and a signature 60-story hotel/office tower.
The five story commercial podium common to all the towers is separated by
pedestrian lane ways that mimic the intimately scaled neighborhood patterns of
the Fourth District context.

Location:
Hanoi Vietnam
Client:
EVN Land

Project area:
Phase 1
1,023 residential units
125,000 sm of residential use in three
33-story towers
20,000 sm of commercial and retail
Two levels of underground parking

EVN Land

Atlanta Chicago Dubai Shanghai
tvsdesign.com

February 3, 2015
Mr. Abram Abrahemian
AA International Realty, Inc.
1000 Town Center Drive
Suite 300
Oxnard, California 93036
RE:

The Projects at Main Gate, Seaside California

Dear Mr. Abrahemian:
Thank you for inviting Vali Cooper & Associates, Inc. (VC&A) to join your team for the development of the
Main Gate Project in Seaside, California. It was our pleasure to meet you and we appreciate your time in
sharing your vision for the City of Seaside Main Gate project. We are excited about the project and the
opportunity to work with such a dynamic group.
VC&A is uniquely suited for this project as our team has experience with every important component of
the project. We have a strong and vibrant history with public and private infrastructure, including site
and vertical construction. As you know, our team has experience in brownfield development, specialized
underground utility requirements and techniques, seismic criteria, AB32 considerations, public/private
partnerships, joint ventures, and Caltrans oversight protocols. Additionally, we have direct experience
with this site via prior public infrastructure upgrades for the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA). In short,
we offer all of your construction management requirement needs.
Per your request, VC&A will prepare a conceptual construction cost estimate for the construction of the
Main Gate Project, as described in “The Projects at Main Gate Specific Plan” dated August, 2010 and
prepared by PMC. We understand that you request an inclusive cost estimate that anticipates a very high
aesthetic and architectural treatment for the project.
Again, thank you for your hospitality and we look forward to doing our best in bringing your vision to
fruition.
Sincerely,
VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES, INC.

Agnes Weber, PE
President
cc: Lincoln Leaman
Ed Durazo
2000 POWELL STREET, SUITE 550  EMERYVILLE, CA 94608  (510) 446-8301  FAX: (510) 446-8529

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

emeryville | sacramento | lathrop | carson city | murphys | orange | san diego | los angeles | riverside

FIRM OVERVIEW

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES

}} US 50 - MISSOURI FLAT ROAD INTERCHANGE,
PLACERVILLE, CA

}} BAY BRIDGE EXPANSION PROJECT
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
}} BRADSHAW'S CROSSING BRIDGE
LATHROP, CA

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

ABOUT US

YEAR ESTABLISHED:
NO. OF EMPLOYEES:

1987
175+

TOP 100 CM FIRMS
NATIONAL RANKING BY
ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD
FOR 14 CONSECUTIVE YEARS

Since our establishment in 1987, Vali Cooper & Associates,
Inc. (VC&A) has provided construction and program
management services to public and private sector clients
throughout California. We provide these services from
project inception through construction, project closeout
and operations. When the public is your ultimate client,
VC&A believes that project success is measured not only by
meeting the schedule and budget, but also by providing a
project that minimizes public inconvenience.

THE VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES TEAM HAS BEEN
PROVIDING CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT FOR PUBLIC AGENCIES
AND PRIVATE SECTOR COMPANIES THROUGHOUT
CALIFORNIA FOR THE PAST 27 YEARS.
VC&A is dedicated to delivering unmatched management
solutions that exceed our clients’ expectations. We
provide the highest caliber of professionals whose goal
it is to uphold VC&A’s high standards of commitment,
responsiveness and deliver successful projects for our
clients.

VC&A staff is intimately familiar with most public agency
contract administration procedures and we are cross
trained in virtually all aspects of inspection and contract
administration. Our staff utilizes an Electronic Contract
Administration Tracking System, known as eCATS, that
was developed by VC&A to effectively manage projects of
all types while conforming to the requirements of virtually
every construction standard, including meeting the needs
of all federal requirements for document control and
funding reimbursement. Our inspectors and engineers all
have a unique knowledge of the Caltrans Standard Plans
and Specifications, the Greenbook requirements, and
the Caltrans Construction Manual and Local Assistance
Procedures Manual, as well as other local standards and
public contract codes. VC&A has also developed and
implemented on our other projects a web-based public
information/ project management software system.
The latter system allows for other team members and
stakeholders to be updated on the project through
controlled access. It will also stream-line the document
control and administration procedures, such as submittal
and RFI review between VC&A and design engineer team.

VC&A has grown to a staff of more than 175+ licensed
engineers, construction and program managers, inspectors,
office engineers, technicians and administrative support
staff. We now serve California from nine offices throughout
the States of California and Nevada.

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES

OFFICE LOCATIONS
Headquartered in Emeryville, VC&A now serves California
and Nevada with 9 offices throughout the region.

HEADQUARTERS
}} EMERYVILLE
2000 POWELL STREET
SUITE 550
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
T: 510.446.8301

BRANCH OFFICES
}} SACRAMENTO
1760 CREEKSIDE OAKS DRIVE
SUITE 140
SACRAMENTO, CA 95833
T: 916.925.0952
}} LATHROP
183 D’ARCY PARKWAY
LATHROP, CA 95330
T: 209.858.5500

}} CARSON CITY
783 BASQUE WAY, SUITE 105
CARSON CITY, NV 89706
T: 775.887.0350

}} MURPHYS
230 BIG TREES ROAD, SUITES 2 - 4
MURPHYS, CA 95247
T: 209.728.2345
}} ORANGE COUNTY
725 WEST TOWN & COUNTRY ROAD, SUITE 450
ORANGE, CA 92868
T: 949.390.2860
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}} SAN DIEGO
1775 HANCOCK STREET, SUITE 130
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
T: 619.298.7307

}} LOS ANGELES
700 SOUTH FLOWER STREET, SUITE 1100
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017
T: 213.232.1131

}} RIVERSIDE
1935 CHICAGO AVE., UNIT A
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
T: 951.788.6028

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES

}} PROJECT NAME
AND LOCATION
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SERVICES
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND INSPECTION

PROGRAM / PROJECT MANAGEMENT

VC&A was founded to provide construction management
services to local agencies. Since our inception over 27
years ago, providing quality service at an affordable price
has been the foundation that we have built upon. We can
provide full construction management teams for large,
complex projects or provide on-call inspection support for
smaller projects. Our flexible approach allows us to work
with you to meet your project needs at any level.

We can help you manage any size program or project
from inception to completion. Our staff have both the
professional skills and technical expertise to deliver
successful projects in a timely and cost effective manner.
Additionally, we understand state and federal funding
requirements and can assist with completing the required
documents to secure funds.

SERVICES:

We understand that successful delivery of projects and
programs, on time and within budget, are critical to the
success of an owner or agency. Since 2001, VC&A has
included program and project management as a core
service to assist clients with meeting their project and
program delivery goals.

•

FULL CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

•

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

•

RESIDENT ENGINEERING

•

INSPECTION SUPPORT

•

OFFICE ENGINEERING/DOCUMENT CONTROL

SERVICES:

•

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

•

•

UTILITY COORDINATION

•

BID, ADVERTISEMENT AND AWARD

PROJECT OVERSIGHT AND COORDINATION FROM PLANNING
AND ENVIRONMENTAL THROUGH FINAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION

•

PROJECT CLOSEOUT

•

DEVELOP AND TRACK BUDGETS AND SCHEDULES

•

CONSTRUCTABILITY REVIEWS

•

MANAGE STATE, FEDERAL, REGIONAL AND LOCAL FUNDING
PROGRAMS

•

CLAIMS RESOLUTION

•

SCOPING AND PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS

•

CPM SCHEDULING

•

PROJECT CONTROLS

•

PUBLIC RELATIONS/COMMUNITY OUTREACH

•

PERMIT INSPECTION

•

TRAINING

•

INSPECTION / CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION MANUAL
DEVELOPMENT

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES
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SERVICES
STORMWATER PROGRAMS, PLANNING AND
TRAINING

SERVICES:
•

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

We are recognized as an industry expert in Stormwater
Pollution Prevention (SWPP). We identify best management
practices (BMPs) and corrective measures to bring projects
statewide into contract and regulatory compliance. Our
staff also reviews SWPP plans and provides training to
owners, agencies, designers, contractors and inspectors.
With over a decade of hands-on experience, our stormwater
experts excel at a wide array of services.

•

BUILDING OFFICIALS AND PLAN CHECKERS

•

CITY ENGINEERS

•

PROJECT MANAGERS

•

INSPECTORS

ENGINEERING AND BUILDING PLAN CHECK

•

MONITOR CONSTRUCTION SITES AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES FOR PERMIT COMPLIANCE

•

PREPARE SWPP PLANS

•

REVIEW CONTRACTOR SWPP PLANS

•

PERFORM COMPLIANCE INSPECTIONS

VC&A staff experience includes performing engineering and
building plan review services for jurisdictions throughout
California. Our goal is to provide for the applicant a
building project that meets criteria established by the
adopted codes and to provide approved plan documents
that successfully communicate code information to
construction and inspection personnel. We also provide
full construction management and inspection services for
building projects.

•

CONDUCT FIELD AND CLASSROOM TRAINING AND
WORKSHOPS

SERVICES:

•

ANALYZE AND DEVELOP SPECIFICATIONS

•

MANAGE PLAN CHECK COUNTER

•

PROVIDING STORMWATER COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT

•

PROVIDE BUILDING OFFICIAL

•

PERFORMING STORMWATER EXPERT WITNESS SERVICES

•

PLAN CHECK OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE FAMILY
DWELLING UNITS

•

RESPONDING TO RWQCB AUDITS AND NOTICES OF VIOLATION

•

PLAN CHECK OF COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

•

BUILDING INSPECTIONS

•

PERMIT INSPECTIONS

SERVICES:

STAFF AUGMENTATION
Having a hard time hiring the “right” person? Need some help
at your building plan check counter, managing projects, or
inspecting permit work? As an extension of your staff, VC&A
provides quality personnel ranging from administrative
professionals to licensed engineers. Short-term, longterm or on an as-needed basis—VC&A can help make sure
that important daily functions are met for your agency.

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES
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SERVICES
CONSTRUCTABILITY/BIDDABILITY REVIEW
VC&A has earned an excellent reputation for providing
constructability/biddability reviews that bring added value
to projects. We utilize project knowledge, experience and
lessons learned to review and revise contract documents
to minimize risk, prevent claims, and save our clients’
money. Our review includes the incorporation of Caltrans
Standard Specifications, verifying that there are no
contradictions with the General Conditions. Our expertise
in constructability/biddability reviews leads to clear and
accurate contract documents, which in turn leads to clear
and accurate bidding results from the contractor.

MARKET
SECTORS
}} TRANSPORTATION
}} DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
}} WATER / WASTEWATER
}} LEVEE / FLOOD CONTROL

INTER-AGENCY COORDINATION
Frequent and effective communication between
stakeholders is necessary for a successful project. VC&A
team members have specific experience serving as
community liaisons on behalf of highway, transit and
infrastructure construction projects throughout California.
We have extensive experience interfacing with oversight
agencies such as Caltrans District 8, Army Corps of
Engineers and the Federal Highway Administration, as well
as local regulatory agencies including Riverside County
Transportation Department, Riverside County Flood
Control and Water Conservation District and SANBAG to
ensure acceptance of the work and that proper contract
administration and agency specifications procedures are
followed.

}} NPDES COMPLIANCE
}} BUILDING / FACILITIES
}} UTILITIES

}}

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES

DEVELOPMENT
Sacramento Railyards
Sacramento, California
Project Cost: $200M
•

Construction Management, Pre-Construction, Scheduling,
Contract Administration, Inspection, Materials Testing,
Environmental/Biological/Archeological Monitoring and
Construction Staking for a 244-Acre Railyard Redevelopment

•

Concurrent projects include: Track Relocation, 6th Street
Bridge, 5th Street Overhead, New Roadways, Viaducts and
Retaining Walls; Two New Mainline Tracks, Four Passenger
Tracks and Future Mainline Track; Vapor and Water Proof
Passenger Tunnels including Pump Stations; Passenger
Platforms and Electrical/Lighting Systems; Sacramento Valley
Station

River Islands
Phase I Infrastructure and Village Development
Lathrop, California
Project Cost: $100M
•

S4,800 Acre Master Planned Community that will provide
over 11,000 residential units, several schools, a Town Center,
Regional High Tech Employment Center, and over a dozen
lakes

•

Phase I of the project, “Entry Road”, includes the
construction of backbone infrastructure to serve the River
Islands Technology School (opened Fall 2013) and future
development of Phase IA and B. Project elements include
two miles of arterial roadway extension and associated utility
installations, including six jack and bore utility extensions
under the UP railroad, connection to a regional 30” domestic
water transmission main and large scale site dewatering to
install underground utilities

•

Phase 1A of the project included construction of 498
residential lots, the first of three sewer lift stations with
SCADA control and flushing system, over 2 miles of sewer
force main, regional park with boat house and community
plaza areas for gathering

•

Phase 1B provides an additional 1,000 residential units, a 100
acre Town Center, high and medium density housing, a 150
Acre Regional High Tech Employment Center, seven lakes and
completion of the Bradshaw’s Crossing bridge connection to
Mossdale Landing
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DEVELOPMENT

Bella Breeze Drive
Lincoln, California
Project Cost: $6M
•

Full Construction Management and Inspection Services, and
Project oversight

•

Bella Breeze Drive is a secondary arterial within the 12 Bridges
Master Planned Community, serving several future residential
and commercial parcels, as well as a community park

•

Construction includes mass grading, installation of
underground utilities, concrete, paving and the completion of
a new signalized intersection with Joiner Parkway, an existing
community arterial

Sorrento
Lincoln, California
Project Cost: $25M
•

Full Construction Mangement and Inspection Services

•

Sorrento is a 472-Unit Planned Development on 156 Acres.

•

Located adjacent to Lincoln Crossings and the future Village
7 developments, Sorrento is comprised of 350 Single Family
detached homes, 116 multi-family homes and a 5 acre
regional park

•

Construction includes mass grading, installation of
underground utilities, concrete, paving for residential
construction, the completion of Sorrento Parkway, installation
of over 5,000 lf of sewer trunkline and road reconstruction

New Model Colony
Ontario, California
Project Cost: $67M
•

Full Construction Management Services, Constructability
Review, Inspection, Contract Administration and Stormwater
Compliance

•

New Model Colony consists of four specific projects:
Archibald and Edison Street Improvements, Francis Water
loop, Edison Bridge and the Landscaping improvements

•

Construction includes infrastructure improvements including
domestic and recycled water systems, sewers, storm drain
systems, utility coordination, roadway improvements, a new
bridge and landscaping
VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES

TRANSPORTATION

San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge
Self-Anchored Suspension Span
San Francisco, California
Project Cost: $1.4B
•

Seismic Retrofit of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge

•

Professional and Technical Construction Engineering Services
and Staff Augmentation on an As-Needed Basis

•

World’s Longest Self-Anchored Suspension Span Bridge
Totaling 2,047 Feet

Sacramento Railyards, 6th Street Bridge, 5th
Street Overhead, Railyards Boulevard and Track
Relocation
Sacramento, California
Project Cost: $100M
•

Full Service Construction Management including Preconstruction
Services, Scheduling, Contract Administration and Inspection

•

Public-Private Partnership between S. Thomas Enterprises
of Sacramento, LLC, the City of Sacramento, the State of
California and the United States Government

Caltrain Bridge Program
San Carlos, California
Project Cost: $126M
•

Full Construction Management Support Services for the
Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board

•

Projects include: San Bruno Grade Separation, Jerold Bridge
Replacement, San Mateo Bridges Seismic Retrofit, San
Francisco Roadway Bridges, Quint Street Bridge Replacement
and South San Francisco Station Parking Lot Project
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TRANSPORTATION

Foresthill Bridge Seismic Retrofit and Painting,
Placer County
Auburn, California
Project Cost: $70M
•

Full Construction Management and Inspection Services,
Project Inspection, Quality Assurance, Materials Testing,
Claims Mitigation and Document Control

•

2,428 Feet, 75 Foot Wide Steel Deck Truss Structure Spanning
the North Fork of the American River

I-215 Realignment, Segments 1 & 2
San Bernardino, California
Project Cost: $158M
•

Construction Management/Support, Inspection, Contract
Administration, and Stormwater Compliance Services for San
Bernadino Associated Governments (SANDBAG)

•

Addition of Carpool/Auxillary Lanes in both directions along
I-10 / SR-210 Corridor; Replacement of 9th St., Baseline St.,
and 16th St. Overcrossings; Widening of Redlands Loop and
Rialto Avenue Undercrossing

•

Replacement and Widening of 2nd and 3rd Street
Undercrossings; Addition of North/Southbound I-215 On/Off
Ramp at 5th St. and Baseline St.Overcrossing

State Route 4 / Somersville Road Interchange
Antioch, California
Project Cost: $45M
•

Construction Management Services, Constructability
Review, Inspection, Contract Administration and Stormwater
Compliance

•

Interchange Reconstruction; Widening of SR4; and
Construction of Auxiliary Lanes, Retaining Walls and
Soundwalls

•

Project Widens SR4 from 2 to 4 Lanes from Loverage Avenue
in Pittsburg through Antioch to the SR4 Bypass at the State
Route 160 Interchange near Brentwood
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TRANSPORTATION
Airport Way Streetscape Beautification / Street
Improvement Project
Stockton, California
Project Cost: $6.5M
•

Full Construction Management Services including Resident
Engineer, Inspection, Office Engineer, Biological, Materials
Testing, and Public Relations

•

First Two Projects of a Multi-Phased Program to Beautify
South Stockton

•

Coordination with Utilities, Fire Department, Local Residents
and Businesses, and Working Within Two In-Use Travel Ways

Joiner Parkway / Highway 65 Overhead
Phases I & II
Lincoln, California
Project Cost: $10M
•

Full Construction Management Services, Resident Engineer,
Office Engineers, Inspection, Surveys and Materials Testing

•

Two Bridges and Adjoining Roadway, Large Diameter Piles
and Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR)

•

Significant Coordination with Caltrans, UPRR, Regional Water
Quality, and Department of Fish and Game

US 101 – HOV Lanes from Steele Lane in Santa
Rosa to Windsor River Road in Windsor
Santa Rosa and Windsor, California
Project Cost: $89.5M
•

Construction Support Services including Inspection, Office
Engineer and Scheduling

•

Construction of HOV Lanes, Reconfiguration and Widening of
On/Off-Ramps, Widening Of Bridges Over Creeks, Retaining
Walls and Drainage

•

This Sonoma County HOV Lane Project Widens 7.6 Miles of US
101 through Northern Santa Rosa To Windsor

•
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Multiple Agency Permits Required to Protect Wildlife

TRANSPORTATION
On-Call Construction Engineering and Inspection
Services, Caltrans District 7
Los Angeles and Ventura, California
Project Cost: $Various
•

Construction Support and Inspection Services for Highway
and Road Projects in the South East Region of Caltrans
District 7

•

Two Separate Drainage Improvement Projects on Highway 33

•

Slab Lifting Project on Highway 118

•

Restore Slopes and Drainage Systems and Roadways

Alessandro Boulevard Improvements
Riverside, California
Project Cost: $9.1M
•

Construction Management Services including Resident
Engineer and Inspection

•

Widening of Major Thoroughfare and Removal and
Replacement of Curbs, Gutters, Sidewalks, Cross Gutters,
Spandrels and Approaches

•

Removal and Narrowing of Existing Median

•

Additional Project Elements: Pavement Removal and
Grading, Asphalt Grinding, and Paving Overlay of Roadway
Striping/Legend Using Thermoplastic

Stevens Creek Trail (SCT) Pedestrian Overcrossing
Mountain View, California
Project Cost: $4.1M
•

Construction Management Services, Resident Engineer,
Structures Representative, Inspection and Stormwater
Compliance

•

The SCT Pedestrian Overcrossing Provides Residents of
Mountain View continuity with safe, direct access over
Highway 85 From Franklin Avenue to Dale Avenue

•

Required Coordination with CHP, Caltrans, VTA, ARMY and
Santa Clara Valley Water District
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WATER / WASTEWATER
California Department Of Water Resources
Sacramento, California
Project Cost: On-Going Services
•

Awarded 2nd Statewide, 5-Year On-Call Contract

•

Support Construction Activities including Construction
Management, Project Management, Construction Inspection
and Contract Administration

•

Levees, Water Conveyance Structures, Pump Stations, Dams,
Reservoirs, Building Facilities and Water/Wastewater

•

Coordination with Environmental Mitigation, Restoration
and Enhancement Facilities, Recreation Facilities, Flood
Protection Facilities including the Federal/State Sacramento
River Flood Control Project

City Of Brentwood Water Treatment Plant
Oakley, California
Project Cost: $42M
•

Construction Management, Resident Engineer, Inspection,
Scheduling, Startup/Testing Coordination, Administrative
Support and Material Testing

•

The 15M Gallon-Per-Day Plant includes Flocculation/
Sedimentation Basins, Ozone Contractors, Activated Carbon
Filters, Operations Building; Chemical Building/Storage Area

•

Project Elements: 1.5MG Concrete Clearwell with Integral
Chlorine Contact Chamber; Raw Water Pump Station,
Washwater Lagoons, Pipelines, Electrical Infrastructure;
Road/Sitework Improvements

Copper Cove Water Treatment Plant
Tank Improvements
Copperopolis, California
Project Cost: $1.7M
•

Construction Management and Inspection Services for the
Calaveras County Water District

•

Two New 500,000-Gallon Welded Steel Tanks, Demolition of
Existing 400,000-Gallon Redwood Tank

•

Inspection of Foundations and Appurtenances, Electrical
Modifications, Site Piping to and from the tanks, New
Distribution Piping and Multiple Tie-Ins Adjacent to the Site
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WATER / WASTEWATER
Natomas and South River Pump Stations
West Sacramento, California
Project Cost: $120M
•

West Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District

•

Lower Northwest Interceptor Program

•

235 MGD via 200,000 Gallon Storage and 120” Diameter
Pipeline

•

Project Elements: Twin 1,750 hp, Standby Generators,
Instrumentation and Control, and Startup and Testing

Oak Glen Creek / Wilson II Detention Basins
Yucaipa, California
Project Cost: $5.7M
•

Construction Management Services including Resident
Engineer, Inspection, and Labor Compliance

•

48 Acre Site, 3 Detention Basins and Earthen Levees

•

Flood Control Project that included Groundwater Recharge,
Habitat Preservation, Pollution Control, Water Filtration and
Recreational Amenities

•

Additional Elements: Slope Stabilization, Ripraps, Reinforced
Concrete Box Culvert and Pipe, Storm Drainage and Drainage
Structures per San Bernardino Flood Control Standards

Newland / Yockey Storm Drain, Water And Sewer
Improvements
Garden Grove, California
Project Cost: $3.3M
•

Full Service Construction Management including Resident
Engineer and Inspection for the City of Garden Grove

•

300LF New Reinforced Concrete Box And Transition
Structures

•

1,343 Feet New, 102 Inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe Through
Major Intersection; 3 Sewer Line Installations and Water Line
Relocations; Junction Structures, Catch Basins and Laterals
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BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
Lincoln Fire Stations #1 & 2
Lincoln, California
Project Cost: $8.5M
•

Full Construction and Project Management including
Inspection, Hazmat, and Materials Testing

•

Managed Design and Construction of 2 Fire Stations

•

12,000 SF Fire Station #1 Constructed Over Old Corporate
Yard After Cleaning, Built With Two Double-Deep Apparatus
Bays, Dorms and Kitchen Mezzanine

•

23,000 SF Fire Station #2 Includes Administrative Offices,
Dispatch Center, Dorms and 4 Double-Deep Apparatus Bays

Vacaville Police Headquarters
Vacaville, California
Project Cost: $11.5M
•

Construction Management and Office Assistance Services

•

New State-of-the-Art 39,000 SF, Two-Story Structure includes
18 Viscous Seismic Dampers and Back-Up Emergency
Operations Center

•

Project was Built Between a Neighborhood, City Hall and a
Busy Thoroughfare; Lay Down Space was Limited

•

Project Success: Excellent Communications, Administration,
and Public Relations

Moreno Valley Fire Station #58
Moreno Valley, California
Project Cost: $21M
•

Inspection Services

•

New, 9,000 SF, Single Story Fire Station and New 900SF
Training Facility on a 3.6 Acre Parcel

•

Project Elements: Street grading, Lighting, Signage and
Striping, Wet / Dry Utilities, Landscaping and Irrigation

•

Additional Elements: New water line installation, Ductile Iron
Fitting, Valves, Backflow Devices, Blowoffs, Fire Hydrants, Fire
Sprinkler Riser and Thrust Blocks
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BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
Black Oak Casino Hotel – Phase I
Tuolumne, California
Project Cost: $20M
•

Construction Inspection Services for Tuolumne Economic
Development Authority, Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians

•

148 Room (16 Suites) Four Story Building

•

6,000 SF Conference Center

•

Additional Project Elements: Pool, Jacuzzi, Workout Facility
and Gift Shop

Black Oak Casino Parking Garage & Casino Bridge
Tuolumne, California
Project Cost: $28M
•

Construction Inspection Services for Tuolumne Economic
Development Authority, Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians

•

Six Level Parking Structure and New Casino Bridge

•

General Building, Foundations, Reinforced Steel, Concrete
Placement, Post Tensioning, Electrical/Mechanical

Altamont Commuter Express Maintenance Facility
Stockton, California
Project Cost: $60M
•

Construction Management and Inspection Services for San
Joaquin Regional Rail Commission

•

121,000 SF Maintenance and Layover Facility, 26,500 SF
Service and Inspection Canopy, 2,600 SF Oil/Water Separator
Building and 1,660 SF Train Washer

•

Additional Project Elements: Maintenance Operations, Stores,
Employee Common Area and Administrative Offices
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RAILROADS
Sacramento Railyards
Sacramento, California
Project Cost: $200M
•

Construction Management, Pre-Construction, Scheduling,
Contract Administration, Inspection, Materials Testing,
Environmental/Biological/Archeological Monitoring and
Construction Staking for a 244-Acre Railyard Redevelopment

•

Concurrent projects include: Track Relocation, 6th Street
Bridge, 5th Street Overhead, New Roadways, Viaducts and
Retaining Walls; Two New Mainline Tracks, Four Passenger
Tracks and Future Mainline Track; Vapor and Water Proof
Passenger Tunnels including Pump Stations; Passenger
Platforms and Electrical/Lighting Systems; Sacramento Valley
Station

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)
On-Call Construction Management Services
Oakland, California
Project Cost: On-Going Services
•

Joint Venture with the Allen Group to provide On-Call
Construction Management and Procurement Services
including Resident Engineer, Inspection, Contract
Administration and Stormwater Compliance

•

Support BART’s Capital Improvement Program

•

Projects Include: Warm Springs Extension, eBART, Oakland
Airport Connector and Several Core System Projects

Fifth Street Overcrossing Interstate 215
San Bernardino, California
Project Cost: $23M
•

Construction Management Services including Resident
Engineer, Structures Representative, Field/Office Engineer

•

I-215 Widening, Carpool Lanes, Intersection Reconstruction
and Bridge Replacements

•

New Bridge Over Four Sets of Burlington Northern Santa Fe
(BNSF) Railroad Tracks

•

Winner of the Tranny Project of the Year Award for Bridge and
Grade Separation
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RAILROADS
Fairfield/Vacaville Train Station
Fairfield, California
Project Cost: $40M
•

Construction Management including Constructability
Review, Resident Engineer, Office Engineer, Inspection,
Materials Testing,Safety Oversight, Surveys and Stormwater
Compliance

•

Extensive coordination with the Utilities, UPRR, Capital
Corridor JPA, Solano Transportation Authority, Metropolitan
Transportation Commission(MTC), Caltrans and Amtrak

•

Project Elements: Passenger Platform with Amenities,
Mainline and Siding Tracks, Pedestrian/Bicycle Underpass,
and Surface Parking Lots

Wineville Avenue Grade Separation
Ontario, California
Project Cost: $2.8M
•

Construction Management including Resident Engineer,
Structures Representative, Inspection and Railroad
Coordination

•

3,000 foot Railroad Shoofly off the Mainline Track and 30 foot
High Temporary Tie Back Shoring System 10 Feet off
centerline of Track

•

Major Utility Installation and Coordination

•

Project Elements: New Cast-In-Place, Pre-Stressed, Box Girder
Railroad Underpass, Located Beneath a new City Street

Jefferson Avenue Underpass
Redwood City, California
Project Cost: $9.2M
•

Construction Management including Resident Engineer,
Assistant Resident Engineer, Inspection, Railroad
Coordination, and Materials Testing

•

New Railroad Grade Separation between Jefferson Avenue
& Caltrain Commuter Tracks; Replacement of an At-Grade
Railroad Signal Crossing; Two-Span, Pre-Stressed/PostTensioned, Arched Railroad Bridge; Coordination with
multiply agencies.

•

Winner of APWA Project of the Year Award for Excellence
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NPDES STORMWATER COMPLIANCE
NPDES STORMWATER COMPLIANCE
•

VC&A is considered an industry leader in National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit compliance.
All of our staff are trained in the latest water pollution control
requirements.

•

Our staff members are knowledgeable about the new draft
requirements for the State’s General Construction Permit. The
effective date for this new permit for Stormwater Discharges
was July 1, 2010. Any project greater than one acre must
comply with this permit or face mandatory fines and penalties.

•

VC&A has always been on the cutting edge of stormwater
permit compliance. We offer a wide array of services including
approved training to meet the Qualified SWPPP Developer
and Qualified SWPPP Practitioner (QSD/QSP) requirements in
the permit.

NPDES SERVICES
•

NPDES Compliance

•

Qualified SWPPP Developer (QSD) and Qualified SWPPP
Practitioner (QSP) Services

•

QSD/QSP Training by Staff Trainer of Record (ToR)

•

SWPPP Preparation and Review

•

Compliance Inspections

•

BMP Recommendations

•

Handbook and Specifications Development and Review

•

Public Awareness and Contractor & Staff Training

Mike Broadwater, CPESC, QSD/P, ToR, is our in-house expert on
NPDES Stormwater Compliance. Mr. Broadwater can be reached
by phone in Vali Cooper's Riverside office at 951-788-6028 or via
e-mail at mikeb@valicooper.com.
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NPDES STORMWATER COMPLIANCE
CALTRANS STORMWATER TASK FORCE
Statewide, California
•

VC&A spent over a decade as a key member of the California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Stormwater Task
Force, monitoring compliance of the State’s construction,
maintenance and property management activities and
facilities. The largest such program in the nation, such
monitoring achieves the objectives of the State’s Stormwater
Management Plan and verifies compliance with California
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permits.

•

Tasks comprised of a variety of observations and inspections
to help Caltrans managers know whether stormwater
management practices were being implemented as intended
and to support efforts to evaluate, define and revise those
practices. The Task Force performed compliance monitoring
of over 1,300 Caltrans construction projects (roughly 5,500 site
visits) and over 300 maintenance facilities.

STORMWATER COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
City of Elk Grove, California
•

VC&A implemented and managed the City of Elk Grove’s
stormwater

compliance

program

and

created

and

implemented training modules in stormwater NPDES
compliance for all levels of city staff in all departments. VC&A
developed inspection forms and protocols for inspection;
prioritized

projects

to

be

inspected;

recommended

modifications and amendments to city codes and ordinances;
and created and implemented public outreach modules for
contractors, developers, and the public.
•

VC&A reviewed and redlined Stormwater Pollution Prevention
Plans (SWPPPs) and Water Pollution Control Plans (WPCPs)
for city projects, attended preconstruction and progress
meetings, and provided upper management with monthly
progress/status reports. Other services included training
developers and contractors, giving presentations to local
schools, and developing public service announcements.

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES

CLIENTS / AWARDS

CLIENTS (PARTIAL LIST)

Alameda Corridor-East Construction
Authority

City of Larkspur
City of Menifee

Alameda County Transportation
Commission
Butte County Association of
Governments

City of Mill Valley
City of Moreno Valley
City of Mountain View

Calaveras County Dept of Public
Works

City of Murrieta

California American Water Company

City of Oceanside

California Department
of Transportation (Caltrans)

City of Orange

California High-Speed Rail Authority
Camarillo/Camarillo Sanitary District
Central Valley Independent Network
City of Chico
City of Cypress
City of Dublin
City of Fairfield
City of Folsom
City of Fresno
City of Garden Grove
City of Lathrop

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

City of Orinda
City of Pasadena
City of Placerville
City of Rancho Santa Margarita
City of Riverside
City of Sacramento
City of San Bruno
City of San Marcos
City of Santa Barbara
City of South San Francisco
City of Yucaipa

CLIENTS (PARTIAL LIST)

Contra Costa Transportation
Authority

Plumas County Department of
Public Works

Contra Costa Water District

Riverside County Transportation
Commission

County of Contra Costa
County of El Dorado
County of San Bernardino

Riverside County Transportation
Department
San Bernardino Associated
Governments (SANBAG)

County of San Diego
County of Sonoma
County of Tuolumne
Department of Water Resources
Golden State Water Company
Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority
North Marin Water District
Orange County Transportation
Authority
Otay Water District
Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers
Board (JPB)
Placer County Department of
Public Works

San Diego Association of
Governments (SANDAG)
San Diego County Water Authority
(SDCWA)
San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit
District (BART)
San Joaquin Council of Governments
Santa Ana Watershed Authority
Sutter County Public Works
Transportation Authority of Marin
(TAM)
Trinity County
Tuolumne Economic Development
Authority
West Basin Municipal Water District

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES

AWARDS

2014
▶▶ RAY LAWRENCE DRIVE INTERCHANGE (WESTBOUND ON-RAMP)
–– American Public Works Association – Transportation Project of the Year Award

▶▶ SACRAMENTO RAILYARDS TRACK RELOCATION PROJECT
–– Construction Management Association of America – Project Achievement Award
–– International Partnering Institute - Partnered Project of the Year Honorable Mention Award

2013
▶▶ PERMANENTE CREEK TRAIL PEDESTRIAN OVERCROSSING
–– American Public Works Association, Silicon Valley – Transportation Project of the Year Award

▶▶ SACRAMENTO RAILYARDS TRACK RELOCATION PROJECT
–– American Public Works Association – Transportation Project of the Year Award
–– American Council of Engineering Companies – Project of the Year Merit Award
–– Region Builders – Project of the Year Award
–– Sacramento Area Council of Governments – Regional Project of the Year Award
–– American Council of Engineering Companies – California Engineering Excellence Merit Award

▶▶ RIVERSIDE COUNTY TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
RANCHO CALIFORNIA ROAD / ANZA ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
–– Construction Management Association of America – Project Achievement Award

▶▶ STEVENS CREEK TRAIL PEDESTRIAN OVERCROSSING
–– American Society of Civil Engineers, San Francisco Chapter – Outstanding Project of the Year Award

2011
▶▶ CITY OF CHICO, STATE ROUTE 99 SKYWAY IMPROVEMENT
–– American Public Works Association – Transportation Project of the Year Award ($10-50M)

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

AWARDS

2010
▶▶ CITY OF FAIRFIELD - INTERSTATE 80 NORTH TEXAS STREET OVERCROSSING AND INTERCHANGE
–– Solano County Transportation Authority – Project of the Year Award

▶▶ CITY OF BENICIA - ROSE DRIVE BIKE AND PEDESTRIAN OVERCROSSING
–– American Public Works Association – Transportation Project of the Year Award

2009
▶▶ CONTRA COSTA WATER DISTRICT - CITY OF BRENTWOOD WATER TREATMENT PLANT
–– Construction Management Association of America – Project Achievement Award
–– American Council of Engineering Companies – Engineering Excellence Merit Award

▶▶ SUTTER COUNTY, CRANMORE / GARMIRE ROAD BRIDGE REPLACEMENTS
–– American Public Works Association – Environment/Flood Control Project of the Year Award ($5-10M - Small Agency)

▶▶ CITY OF ELK GROVE, GRANT LINE ROAD / STATE ROUTE 99 INTERCHANGE RECONSTRUCTION
–– American Public Works Association – Transportation Project of the Year Award ($50-100M - Large Agency)

▶▶ CITY OF STOCKTON - AIRPORT WAY STREETSCAPE BEAUTIFICATION PHASE I
–– American Public Works Association – Parks & Trails Project of the Year Award
($3-5M - Large Agency)

▶▶ CITY OF WEST SACRAMENTO, TOWER BRIDGE GATEWAY MODIFICATION WEST PHASE
–– American Public Works Association – Transportation Project of the Year Award ($5-10M-Small Agency)

▶▶ INTERSTATE 215 REALIGNMENT - 5TH STREET BRIDGE RECONSTRUCTION
–– California Transportation Foundation – Tranny Project of the Year Award for Bridge / Grade Separation

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES

Exceptional Service
Client Focused
Quality Staffing

2000 POWELL STREET, SUITE 550
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
T: 510.446.8301
F: 510.446.8529

WWW.VALICOOPER.COM

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
CONSTRUCTION & PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

February 20, 2015

Mr. Abram Abrahemian, "aka A. Abrams"
President/CEO
Developer and Joint Ventures
AA International Realty, Inc.
1000 Town Center Drive Suite 300
Oxnard, CA 93036
RE: The Projects at Main Gate, Seaside CA

Mr. Abrahemian,
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the initial investigation of the Main Gate Project.
Per our discussions on February 17, 2015, Vali Cooper & Associates, Inc. (VC&A) has prepared
a Conceptual Construction Cost Estimate (Conceptual Estimate) for the construction of the Main
Gate Project as described in “The Projects at Main Gate Specific Plan” prepared by PMC and
dated August, 2010. As you requested, the attached Conceptual Estimate includes costs for the
Construction of the Main Gate development, including a 25% Contingency for Construction,
Construction Management Services, Architectural Services and Development Services for the
duration of the project.
We understand that you have requested an inclusive Conceptual Estimate that anticipates a very
high aesthetic and architectural treatment for the Project. Per your request, a 3% escalation for
Construction costs was added for the anticipated duration of the project (4 years). We also
understand that this project is not yet in the design phase and that the project will be a
collaborative effort between the City of Seaside and the development team, in an effort to realize
a mutually agreeable final product. As such, we expect that there may be deviations between the
conceptual exhibits in the Specific Plan and the final Architectural and Site Plans. Similarly, there
may be considerable differences between the Conceptual Estimate and final cost of the project.
As the project plans progress, VC&A will continue to provide timely cost estimates or budgets as
requested by the Development team or the City.
As final design plans are developed, we will be able to convert this Conceptual Estimate into a
project development budget based on actual contractor bids and current City fees at the time of
project award. The estimated cost for VC&A’s services are based on providing full
Project/Construction Management services including, but not limited to, Geotechnical/Material
testing, Public Relations, Quality Assurance and Survey verification through the duration of the
project. We do not include acquisition, entitlement (other than support during plan development),
land planning, and design or Joint Venture management services within this estimate of our Fee.

1760 CREEKSIDE OAKS DRIVE, SUITE 140  SACRAMENTO, CA 95833  (916) 925-0952  FAX: (916) 925-0954

VALI COOPER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
CONSTRUCTION & PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

This Conceptual Estimate includes assumptions including and similar to the following;
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

All Utility services required to construct the project are stubbed into the project and of
sufficient capacity.
All project conditions set forth by the City of Seaside, FORA, Caltrans, Utility agencies and
any applicable resource agency can be met by building the planned project.
The project can be satisfactorily built within the existing terrain.
Any reference in the Specific Plan, EIR, MMRP or other Army/FORA document that the
property has been deemed “clean” or “useable” or “no action required” can and has been
relied upon to assume no remediation is required to construct the site as planned.
VC&A is not aware of a Phase I Environmental Survey for this site. VC&A recommends
the developer acquire a current Phase I report prior to purchasing the property.
The Hotel component is a highly variable cost due to the Joint Venture requirement and
the uncertainty of what will be built. Cost estimates for this component are based on
industry reported average cost for “Luxury Hotels and Resorts” as reported by HVS
(January 2013).
This Conceptual Estimate addresses expected cost to construct within the stated property
boundaries for the Main Gate project

This is not an endorsement for the project or commitment by VC&A to perform. Per your request,
this Conceptual Estimate is indexed for time at a rate of 3%/year for years two through four.
Application of this average rate of inflation will provide reasonable protection against typical
inflationary growth. Dramatic “spikes” in raw materials such as cement, asphalt, steel and plastics
may occur during the life of the project. Additionally, use of unique materials can add unusually
high cost variation and “spike” risk. We have not contemplated the use of such specialty materials
in this Conceptual Estimate.
Mr. Abrahemian, should you have any questions or require any additional information, please do
not hesitate to contact us directly.

Sincerely,
Vali Cooper & Associates Inc.

Agnes Weber, PE
President
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Main Gate Conceptual Estimate of Cost Final (revised)
FINAL VERSION

Alternative A (Cinema)
Land Use Type

Area
Lifestyle Center

Unit Price ($/SF)

Alternative B (Department Store)

Subtotal by Use ($)

Area

Unit Price ($/SF)

Subtotal by Use ($)

491,000 gsf

$

500.00

$

245,500,000 559,500 gsf

$

500.00

$

279,750,000

Large Format Retail (sporting goods/bookstore/housewares)
In-Line Shops (“1st Avenue”, “Promenade”, “The Strand”, other retail, and restaurant)
Department Store Anchor
Multi-Screen Cinema (2,630 seats)

87,500 gsf
291,000 gsf
n/a
51,500 gsf

$
$

500.00
500.00

$
$

500.00
500.00
500.00

$
$
$

500.00

$

$
$
$

$

43,750,000 87,500 gsf
145,500,000 291,000 gsf
120,000 gsf
25,750,000
n/a

43,750,000
145,500,000
60,000,000
n/a

Restaurants (excluding hotel)

61,000 gsf

$

500.00

$

30,500,000 61,000 gsf

$

500.00

$

30,500,000

284,000 gsf

$

498.94

$

141,700,000 284,000 gsf

$

498.94

$

141,700,000

225,000 gsf
24,000 gsf
27,000 gsf
8,000 gsf

$
$
$
$

500.00
600.00
400.00
500.00

$
$
$
$

112,500,000
14,400,000
10,800,000
4,000,000

$
$
$
$

500.00
600.00
400.00
500.00

$
$
$
$

112,500,000
14,400,000
10,800,000
4,000,000

57 acres

$

4,053,090

$

230,620,818 57 acres

$

4,053,090

$

230,620,818

Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
Site Coverage
Site Work (2757/2495 spaces)
Parking Structure
Landscape and Amenities

0.37
81.9%
57 acres
376 spaces
10 acres

$
$
$

2,857,205.62
48,000.00
5,000,000.00

$
$
$

0.35
81.9%
162,575,000 57 acres
18,045,818 376 spaces
50,000,000 10 acres

$
$
$

2,857,205.62
48,000.00
5,000,000.00

$
$
$

162,575,000
18,045,818
50,000,000

Total Buildings by GSF

775,000 gsf

$

499.61

$

387,200,000 843,500 gsf

$

499.64

$

421,450,000

Total All by Acres (limits of work)

57

$

10,858,010.86

$

617,820,818 57

$

11,459,944.08

$

652,070,818

Total All by GSF

775,000 gsf

$797 /SF $

617,820,818 843,500 gsf

$773 /SF $

652,070,818

Construction Contingency 25%

775,000 gsf

$199 /SF $

154,455,205 843,500 gsf

$193 /SF $

163,017,705

Total Cost Construction + Contingency

775,000 gsf

$996 /SF $

772,276,022.73 843,500 gsf

$966 /SF $

815,088,522.73

Hotel/Hospitality
Hotel (250 Rooms)
Spa
Conference Center
Hotel Restaurant
Other

n/a

225,000 gsf
24,000 gsf
27,000 gsf
8,000 gsf

n/a

3% Annual Construction Cost Escalation
Escalation - Year 2

$

23,168,280.68

$

24,452,655.68

Escalation - Year 3

$

23,863,329.10

$

25,186,235.35

Escalation - Year 4

$

24,579,228.98

$

25,941,822.41

Total Cost Construction + Contingency + Escalation

$

843,886,861.49

$

890,669,236.17

Vali Cooper & Associates Inc. Total Service Fees 8%

$

74,262,043.81

$

78,378,892.78

TVS Architect Service Fees 10% on Building Construction Cost

$

46,464,000.00

$

50,574,000.00

Total Construction Costs Including CM and Architect Fees

$

964,612,905.30

$

1,019,622,128.96

Abram Abrahemian AKA Abrams Developer and Joint Ventures Service Fees 10%

$

96,461,290.53

$

101,962,212.90

$1,369 /SF $

1,061,074,195.83

$1,330 /SF $

1,121,584,341.85

Total Construction Costs Including CM, Architect and Developer Fees

Confidential

775,000 gsf

2/20/2015

843,500 gsf
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